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Abstract

The nonlocal correlations of entangled systems are fundamentally at odds with
our common-sense notions of realism and locality. Additionally, quantum entan-
glement is an essential resource for numerous quantum communication protocols
such as quantum teleportation and quantum dense coding, quantum cryptogra-
phy, as well as quantum-enhanced metrological schemes and quantum computa-
tion. These quantum schemes allow for significant gains in performance over their
classical counterparts, and a commercial implementation of protocols utilizing en-
tangled photons thus seems likely in the foreseeable future. A key challenge to be
addressed, in order to achieve a global-scale implementation of quantum-enhanced
protocols, is the distribution of entanglement over long distances.

While photons are in many ways ideal carriers of quantum information, their
distribution over long distances is significantly impeded by losses. At present, loss
in optical fiber links, or atmospheric attenuation and obstructions of the line of
sight in terrestrial free-space links, limit the distribution of photonic entanglement
to several hundred kilometers. Installing sources of photons with quantum corre-
lations on space platforms would allow such distance limitations to be overcome.
This would not only lead to the first global-scale implementation of quantum com-
munication protocols, but would also create the opportunity for a completely new
class of quantum experiments in a general relativistic framework.

State-of-the-art laboratory sources of entangled photons are generally ill-suited
for applications in harsh environments such as space, either owing to the use of
bulky lasers, the requirement for active interferometric stabilization, or insufficient
photon-pair-generation efficiency. Thus, an integral milestone for the experimen-
tal implementation of quantum communication protocols over satellite links is the
development of robust, space-proof sources of entangled photons with high bright-
ness and entanglement visibility.

This thesis is intended to bridge laboratory experiments and real-world appli-
cations of quantum entanglement in harsh operational conditions. To this end, the
main results of this thesis are:

• Highly efficient sources of polarization-entangled photons for the distribu-
tion of entanglement via long-distance free-space links. The sources are very
robust and compact, and incorporate only components which are compliant
with the severe requirements of space flight and operation.
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• Study and optimization of spectral properties and fiber-coupling efficiency
of photon pairs generated via spontaneous parametric down-conversion in
bulk periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate. The results of these
studies are of great practical relevance for the development of an ultra-stable
and efficient entangled photon source.

• Engineering and characterization of field-deployable polarization-entangled
photon sources with high visibility (>99%) and record pair-detection rates
(>3 million detected pairs per mW of pump power). As a result of the per-
formance demonstrated, the sources developed have been incorporated into
ongoing experiments, for example in quantum nanophotonics and quantum
communications, and will provide an enabling tool for future real-world ap-
plications.
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Resumen

Las correlaciones no locales de sistemas entrelazados son una caracterı́stica in-
herente a la teorı́a cuántica que está fundamentalmente en desacuerdo con nuestra
noción intuitiva de realismo y localidad. Además, el entrelazamiento es un recurso
esencial en numerosos protocolos de comunicaciones cuánticas, como por ejem-
plo la teleportación cuántica o la criptografı́a cuántica, en esquemas metrológicos
cuánticos y en computación cuántica. Todos estos esquemas cuánticos permiten
mejoras significativas de rendimiento con respecto a sus homólogos clásicos, por
lo tanto, parece previsible que en un futuro próximo veamos implementaciones
comerciales de protocolos que utilicen fotones entrelazados. Un reto fundamen-
tal con el fin de lograr una implementación a escala global del entrelazamiento
cuántico es su distribución a grandes distancias.

A pesar de que los fotones son portadores ideales de información cuántica,
su distribución a través de largas distancias está significativamente limitada por
pérdidas. En la actualidad, las pérdidas introducidas por las fibras ópticas, la aten-
uación atmosférica, o la dificultad de obtener una lı́nea de visión directa en enlaces
terrestres limitan la distribución de entrelazamiento fotónico a varios cientos de
kilómetros. La instalación de fuentes de fotones con correlaciones cuánticas en
plataformas espaciales permitirı́a superar tales limitaciones de distancia. Esto no
sólo darı́a lugar a la primera aplicación de protocolos de comunicación cuántica a
escala mundial, sino que también darı́a la oportunidad de llevar a cabo un nuevo
tipo de experimentos cuánticos en un marco de la relatividad general.

Las fuentes de fotones entrelazados que podemos encontrar hoy en dı́a en los
laboratorios de óptica cuántica no están en general preparadas para ser usadas en
entornos hostiles, como podrı́a ser el espacio, ya sea por la utilización de láseres vo-
luminosos, la necesidad de estabilizar interferómetros activamente o simplemente
por tener una eficiencia insuficiente. Por lo tanto, un prerrequisito para lograr la
implementación experimental de protocolos de comunicación cuántica a través de
enlaces satelitales es el desarrollo de fuentes de fotones entrelazados que sean ro-
bustas, compatibles con operación espacial, y con alto brillo y visibilidad.

En esta tesis se pretende conectar los experimentos de laboratorio en entrelaza-
miento cuántico y las aplicaciones en entornos operacionales desfavorables en el
mundo real. Los principales resultados son:

• Fuentes de fotones entrelazados en polarización de alta eficiencia para la
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distribución de entrelazamiento a través de enlaces en espacio libre de larga
distancia. Las fuentes son muy robustas y compactas, y utilizan Ãonicamente
componentes que son compatibles con estrictos requisitos de vuelo y opera-
ciones espaciales.

• Estudio y optimización de las propiedades espectrales y la eficiencia de
acoplamiento a fibra monomodo de pares de fotones generados a través de
spontaneous parametric down-conversion en titanil fosfato de potasio polar-
izado periódicamente. Los resultados de estos estudios son de gran impor-
tancia para el desarrollo de una fuente de fotones entrelazados ultra-estable
y eficiente.

• Desarrollo y caracterización de fuentes de fotones entrelazados en polar-
ización con alta visibilidad (>99%) y alto brillo (>3 millones de pares de-
tectados por mW de potencia de bombeo). Como resultado del rendimiento
obtenido, las fuentes desarrolladas en esta tesis ya están siendo utilizadas
en experimentos en curso, como por ejemplo en nanofotónica cuántica y en
comunicaciones cuánticas, y serán un elemento esencial en futuras aplica-
ciones.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Quantum theory has led to a paradigm shift in our understanding of common-sense
notions, such as realism and locality of certain properties of physical objects [1–4].
Unlike physical systems in classical physics, quantum systems can exist in super-
position states of mutually exclusive properties that are not defined until measured.
The extension of the superposition principle to multi-partite composite systems
leads to another peculiarity of quantum theory, known as quantum entanglement.
In entangled systems the physical properties of a composite system are shifted from
its individual constituents to correlations between them. This leads to nonlocal cor-
relations between possibly distant information carriers, which can be stronger than
those allowed by any theory that is based on the assumption that quantum measure-
ments merely uncover pre-determined local properties [5]. This notion is known
as local realism, and has been experimentally falsified for entangled systems by
violating so-called Bell inequalities [6–11].

The quantum superposition principle and quantum entanglement are not only
interesting from a fundamental physics point of view, but also hold enormous tech-
nological potential [12]. The efficient generation, manipulation, and transmission
of quantum states are thus central issues for both experiments addressing the funda-
mental nature of the universe and the experimental realization of novel applications
such as quantum-enhanced communication protocols.

Quantum communication, or more generally quantum information process-
ing, consists of methods for transmitting, manipulating, and extracting physical
information which are based on the principles of quantum theory [13, 14]. These
schemes significantly outperform, or completely lack, comparable schemes in clas-
sical physics. Some examples of successfully demonstrated quantum-enhanced
protocols include quantum teleportation [15, 16], in which the state of a quantum
system is transferred from one location to another, quantum computation, which
allows certain classes of computational problems to be solved at faster speeds [17],
and quantum imaging [18] and quantum metrology for performing ultra-precise
measurements [19–21].

An application that has received increased media attention in the recent past is
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quantum cryptography. Quantum cryptography [22–27], or more precisely quan-
tum key distribution (QKD), allows communicating parties to generate a set of
identical, and completely random secret keys. This set of shared secret keys can
subsequently be used as a one-time pad to encrypt and decrypt their messages, thus
allowing for unconditionally secure communication over a public channel. The se-
curity of quantum cryptography, which relies on the randomness and secrecy of
the key, is footed on the very principles of quantum physics. Since information
can only be extracted via quantum measurements, which result in uncontrollable
changes of the quantum state, the communicating parties can detect the presence of
an eavesdropper and discard compromised sections of their set of keys. Quantum
key distribution, which has already reached a level of commercial maturity due to
its established market opportunity, is the technologically most advanced applica-
tion of quantum information processing. Another closely related application that
promises immediate commercial impact is the physical generation of random num-
bers. Quantum random number generators use the intrinsic randomness of quantum
processes to generate truly random bit sequences at high rates [22, 28, 29].

However, just as transistors, wave-guiding structures, and lasers were the result
of fundamental, curiosity-driven research, unlikely to have been geared towards the
development of the internet, I believe that the quantum-enhanced applications of
the future that will have the largest influence on society are yet to be devised - or
will at least occur in a different context than one might expect today.

The wonderful possibilities of quantum communications come with a caveat:
quantum information is more fragile than its classical counterpart, and its faithful
transmission requires information carriers that can be isolated from decoherence
effects induced by the interaction with an uncontrolled environment. The excita-
tions of electromagnetic radiation modes - photons - are a particularly attractive
system for encoding quantum information as they propagate at the speed of light
and interact weakly with the environment, thus permitting coherent transmission
of quantum information via optical fiber and free-space links. As in classical com-
munications, it is convenient to encode quantum information in binary photonic
degrees of freedom - qubits. For the transmission of photons via fibers, qubits
are typically encoded using the phase of photons (time-bin encoding), whereas
orthonormal-polarization-mode encoding is commonly used in free-space links.
The distance over which photonic qubits can be faithfully transmitted is ultimately
limited by loss in the transmission channel and noise in the single-photon detectors.
In classical fiber-optical communication, amplifiers located along the transmission
line can be used to mitigate the effect of loss. As a consequence of the no-cloning
theorem [30], however, it is impossible to faithfully copy unknown quantum states.
Consequently photonic qubits cannot be amplified in the same simple manner as
their classical analogue. This limits the distance over which quantum information
can be faithfully distributed via fiber-links to ∼300km [31–33]. Quantum repeaters
located along the transmission line could circumvent this limitation and allow a
faithful distribution without distance limitations [34–38]. They are, however, still
in the early stages of development.
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An alternative could be the transmission via atmospheric free-space links. For
wavelengths in the near infrared the atmospheric absorption loss is significantly
lower than that of silica fibers, and link attenuation is mainly the result of beam
diffraction and the limited aperture size of transmitting and receiving telescopes.
Terrestrial free-space links, however, require a direct line of sight between the
transmitter and the receiver, and are thus limited by obstructions and ultimately by
the earth’s curvature. Thus, in order to fully benefit from free-space propagation,
ground-to-satellite, satellite-to-ground, and inter-satellite links are required. De-
ploying quantum sources, relaying stations, and/or detection hardware on satellites
would, for the first time, allow a global-scale implementation of quantum com-
munication protocols. Furthermore, it would provide unique opportunities for both
fundamental tests of quantum theory at unprecedented distances, as well as entirely
new experiments aimed at a better understanding of the interplay between quantum
physics and general relativistic physics. While this might seem like science fiction,
a number of advanced experiments over long-distance free-space links (Tab. 1.1),
accompanied by several feasibility studies [39–46], have shown that distributing
quantum information via satellite links is indeed viable with state-of-the-art tech-
nology. Consequently, a number of international research groups in Europe, Sin-
gapore, China, USA, and Canada are pursuing projects aimed at bringing quantum
experiments to space - The quantum space race has begun.

1.1 Experiments with Entangled Photons in Space

Figure 1.1 depicts a typical experimental scenario for the distribution of entangle-
ment from a transmitter terminal to two receiver stations (Alice and Bob). Before
initializing the transfer of quantum information, the transmitter must establish a
standard communications channel with Alice and Bob. This classical communi-
cations channel is subsequently used to send information about the quantum state
and which measurements were performed on a given pair, and forms an integral
part of all quantum communications protocols. The quantum source installed on
the transmitter emits pairs of photons in a desired entangled state. The photon
pairs exhibit strong correlations in time, and entanglement in the degree of free-
dom in which the quantum information is encoded. The single photons comprising
each of these entangled pairs are sent to Alice and Bob via free-space commu-
nications links (quantum links). The photons are collected via telescopes at the
receiver terminals, where Alice and Bob each perform quantum measurements on
their respective photons. The detection time of every arriving photon is recorded
using fast single-photon detectors, and detection events that comprise an entangled
pair are identified by means of their temporal correlations. The identification of
photon pairs by their detection times requires the transmitter and receiver modules
to establish and maintain a synchronized time basis, which can be achieved us-
ing an external reference, or autonomously via the classical communications link.
Once the pair-detection events have been identified, Alice and Bob can reveal their
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stronger-than-classical correlations by communicating the outcomes of quantum
measurements performed on each photon pair via the classical communications
channel.

Figure 1.1: Distribution of entangled photon pairs from a quantum transmitter module
installed on a satellite to two ground-based receiver modules.

Distributing entangled photon pairs over long-distance links and revealing their
quantum correlations is a an immensely challenging task from a technological point
of view, in particular due to the fact that, as a result of unavoidable losses in the
quantum link, only a fraction of the photons emitted by the transmitter actually
arrive at the receiver modules. The main sources contributing to losses along the
optical transmission channel are atmospheric absorption and scattering, on the one
hand, and diffraction, telescope pointing errors, and atmospheric turbulence, which
all lead to beam broadening and thus limit the fraction of photons collected by the
receiver aperture, on the other.

Achieving experimentally feasible pair-detection rates thus requires a large
number of photon pairs to be emitted from the transmitter, as well as minimiz-
ing losses in the transmission channel (e.g. advanced tracking techniques in order
to minimize beam wander and telescope pointing errors) and the receivers (e.g.
the use of efficient single-photon detectors). Note that, since correlated photon
pairs are identified by their arrival times, there is an upper limit to how effective
the source rate can mitigate against link loss. Once the average time between two
successive pair emissions at the source decreases below the timing resolution of
the detectors and/or the precision of synchronization of the respective clocks, suc-
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cessive pairs emitted by the source can no longer be distinguished, which leads to
an increased number of so-called accidental coincidence counts. These accidental
coincidences stem from un-correlated photon pairs, and thus diminish the quality
of entanglement observed.

Additionally, the quantum correlations of the attenuated photon streams arriv-
ing at the receiver modules are masked by the detection of uncorrelated background
photons and intrinsic noise in the single-photon detectors (dark counts). As a re-
sult, achieving an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio (i.e. fringe visibility) requires
the entangled photons to be well-isolated from spurious background counts, which
can be achieved by employing narrowband spectral filters (passband <1nm), spa-
tial filtering (i.e. minimizing the detectors’ field of view), and temporal filtering
techniques, which in turn requires precise and stable timing synchronization of
transmitter and receiver modules.

Detecting the desired quantum correlations also requires the transmitter to con-
tinuously emit photons in a well-defined, maximally entangled state, as well as the
continuous compensation of transformations induced by changes in the quantum
links, receivers, and transmitter [59, 62].

1.1.1 Mission scenarios for quantum entanglement in space

The installation of quantum transmitter modules and/or receiver modules on space
platforms will enable a wide range of experiments in space. Currently envisaged
experimental scenarios could involve transmitter/receiver modules in space and/or
on the ground, and distribute quantum entanglement from ground to satellites -
in Low Earth (LEO), Mid Earth (MEO), or geosynchronous orbit (GEO) - from
satellites in GEO/LEO/MEO to ground, or via inter-satellite links. Future missions
may also extend to scenarios involving Moon-Earth/Moon-Mars links with a suit-
able source of entangled photons placed symmetrically or asymmetrically between
the two receiving locations.

Ambitious long-term projects could also invoke quantum relaying satellites ca-
pable of performing Bell-state analysis on photons received from independent en-
tangled photon sources (entanglement swapping [63]). If such relaying stations
were additionally equipped with quantum memories [64–67], this would enable
a satellite-based quantum repeater infrastructure which could extend the distance
limitations in quantum communications to unimaginable distances [34–38]. In or-
der to perform Bell-state analysis on photons from independent sources, however,
requires the photons received to be indistinguishable in time - i.e. the arrival time
of the photons must be synchronized to within the coherence time of the photons
[68, 69]. This can be achieved either by synchronizing pair-generation time in the
two sources, or with sources that have extremely long coherence times [70–73](i.e.
narrow bandwidth) and ultra-fast detectors. The significant technological effort of
such a relaying station combined with the fact that quantum memories are still in
the first stages of development, however, make such a scenario highly unlikely to
occur in the near future.
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Quantum correlations in presence of loss and background noise

As outlined in the previous section, one of the fundamental challenges in the re-
alization of quantum experiments in space is overcoming the significant loss in
the transmission channel. Figures 1.2 and 1.3 depict the expected detected pair
rate and correlation visibility as a function of the total loss accumulated along the
transmission channel for various levels of background noise. Figure 1.2 assumes a
two-link scenario with the transmitter located symmetrically between the two re-
ceivers, such that both photons experience the same attenuation factors (dual-link
scenario). In Fig. 1.3 one of the receiver modules is integrated into the transmitter
module, and only one photon is subject to attenuation. The plots assume a module
detection efficiency of 20%, a temporal resolution of 1 ns, and an emitted pair rate
of 107cps. The simplified model used for the calculations is described in Chap-
ter 2. The comparison of the single-link and dual-link scenarios in Fig. 1.2 and
Fig. 1.3 clearly shows that the latter case is more resilient with respect to loss and
background noise. In order to fully exploit the nonlocal correlations of entangled
photons and extend quantum correlations to largest possible distances, the trans-
mitter should thus be located symmetrically between the two receivers. In the first
stage of proof-of-concept experiments, however, one of the receivers may also be
included in the transmitter module, which has the obvious advantage that only a
single quantum communications link must be established.

Expected link loss in various mission scenarios

Table 1.2 lists the estimated losses in quantum communications links between
ground and satellites in LEO (∼500km altitude) and GEO (∼36000km altitude)
for various scenarios. Notice that the loss in satellite-to-ground links is signifi-
cantly lower than that in ground-to-satellite links. This asymmetry is a result of the
differing impact of turbulence in the lower atmosphere for the two cases; turbulent
layers close to the emitter result in more severe beam distortions than those close
to the receiver telescope (so-called shower curtain effect), which leads to a larger
effective beam diameter and correspondingly higher link loss.

Comparing the expected loss (Tab. 1.2) with the modelled behavior in the
presence of noise (Fig. 1.2 and Fig. 1.3), we see that quantum communications
with satellites is possible in a variety of configurations. While maintaining a link
with a LEO satellite is more challenging than in the case of a GEO satellite, the
significantly lower loss for both uplink and downlink scenarios, together with the
lower costs of launching a dedicated LEO satellite, suggest that the first proof-of-
principle experiments will involve LEO-to-ground, or ground-to-LEO links.

1.1.2 Proposals for quantum experiments with LEO satellites

A number of international research projects aimed at experiments on LEO space-
platforms have been launched around the globe:
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Figure 1.2: Detected pair rate and correlation visibility as a function of link loss, for vari-
ous background count levels. The source is assumed to be located symmetrically between
the two receiver modules, such that each photon of the entangled pair experiences ap-
proximately the same link loss. I have assumed a local source pair rate of 107, a timing
resolution of 1 ns, and a receiver module efficiency of 0.2.

Space-QUEST

The Space-QUEST (QUantum Entanglement for Space experimenTs) proposal
[74] aims at installing a full quantum transceiver module, consisting of an entan-
gled photon source, a faint laser pulse source1 [76], detection modules, and two
transmitter telescopes, on the Columbus module at the international space station
(ISS). The declared goal is to distribute entangled photons to distant ground sta-
tions via two simultaneous downlinks and to perform tests of quantum theory at
unprecedented distances, as well as global-scale quantum key distribution. This
latter objective could also be accomplished using two successive downlinks, and

1A faint laser pulse source (FPS) emits on average less than one photon per pulse, and can be
used for decoy state quantum key distribution [75].
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Figure 1.3: Detected pair rate and correlation visibility as a function of link loss, for various
background count levels. One of the detection modules is incorporated into the transmitter
module, such that only one photon of the entangled pair experiences link loss. I have
assumed a local source pair rate of 107, a timing resolution of 1 ns, and a receiver module
efficiency of 0.2.

independently generating cryptographic keys with two distant ground stations. The
two ground stations could then establish a shared key known only to themselves
and the satellite service provider, by publicly announcing the XOR value of the
two independently generated secret keys.

The realization of such an experiment would require an efficient quantum com-
munications terminal, subject to highly restrictive requirements in terms of mass,
dimensions, stability, and power consumption [41].

Chinese Quantum Science Satellite

The Quantum Science Satellite project lead by the Chinese Academy of Sciences
and the Hefei National Laboratory for Physical Sciences aims at installing a quan-
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tum communications terminal onboard a dedicated satellite platform. The project
foresees the launch of a microsatellite (10-100 kg) into a 600-km altitude orbit.
The microsatellite will be equipped with a full quantum communications payload,
consisting of an entangled photon source, a faint pulse laser source for QKD, detec-
tion hardware, and transmitter telescopes with tracking capabilities. The mission
duration is estimated at two years, over which a series of downlinks with dedicated
ground stations distributed in China and around the globe will be established. The
project goals involve tests of fundamental quantum principles and quantum com-
munication protocols over record distances. The building and testing activities of
the dedicated microsatellite and its payload are estimated to conclude in the sum-
mer of 2015.

Ground-to-ISS uplink

Another recent proposal involving the ISS advocates the distribution of an en-
tangled photon from ground to space via a single ground-to-space link, while
its partner photon is detected locally on the ground. This scenario requires a
space-proof polarization-detection module, whereby the most critical components,
space-qualified single-photon detectors, have already been demonstrated [77, 78].
Another benefit of the proposal is that the ISS is already equipped with a large-
diameter objective lens with tracking capabilities, which can be mounted in front
of a glass viewing panel and is accessible from inside the ISS. As a first proof-of-
principle demonstration, they propose performing a Bell-type experiment between
ground and space. The realization of such an experiment would require a suit-
able single-photon polarization analyzer module to be developed and subsequently
launched to the ISS, where it would be installed in place of the camera body cur-
rently attached to the objective lens. The more complex optical components, such
as a highly efficient entangled photon source and a module for compensating polar-
ization measurements for relative rotations between satellite and ground stations,
could remain on the ground.

The QEYSSAT mission proposal

Researchers at the Institute of Quantum Computing at the University of Waterloo
are currently developing a microsatellite mission concept for the Canadian Space
Agency (CSA). The QEYSSat (Quantum EncrYption and Science Satellite) pro-
posal [79] aims at establishing an ground-to-satellite link between a quantum emit-
ter on ground and a detection module installed on a microsatellite. The microsatel-
lite will be launched into a 600-km orbit, and will be designed for a two-year
lifetime. The declared mission objectives are the generation of cryptographic keys
between two ground stations via successive uplinks, as well as fundamental physics
experiments involving entangled photons.
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Experiments with nano-satellites

Researchers at the Centre for Quantum Technologies at the National University
of Singapore have devised another cost-efficient way of testing quantum hardware
under space conditions [80]. They propose launching a polarization-entangled pho-
ton source into LEO on board a CubeSat, and testing its functionality under space
conditions. A CubeSat is a miniaturized satellite with standardized volume and
mass restrictions (10 cm cube, ≤ 1.33 kg), and is the most cost-effective means
of launching a quantum payload into LEO. In contrast to the two aforementioned
proposals, this proposal does not foresee the entangled photons to be transmitted
from the source to distant receivers. In a first step the single-photon polarization
analysis would be integrated into the payload, and quantum correlations would be
directly verified on board the satellite.

Faint pulse QKD with LEO satellites at Los Alamos

Researchers at the Los Alamos National Laboratory are also pursuing experiments
involving downlinks from quantum transmitters installed on LEO satellites. To the
best of my knowledge, however, the mission scenarios currently pursued do not
involve entangled photon sources and are geared towards the implementation of
decoy state QKD protocols with faint laser pulse sources.

1.2 Entangled Photon Sources for Quantum Communica-
tions in Space

The generation of entangled photon pairs in a laboratory environment has become
a routine task for experimentalists around the globe [81], and research and devel-
opment now focus mainly on the optimization of the performance characteristics
of the sources.

The quality of an entangled photon source is commonly characterized by its
brightness (i.e. the number of generated pairs per mW of pump power), the spectral
bandwidth over which the photons are generated, and the purity, or visibility, of the
entangled state.

Several schemes for the generation of photon pairs exist, but at present the
most widely used and versatile method is spontaneous parametric down-conversion
(SPDC) in second-order nonlinear crystals. Recent developments in the field have
resulted in rapidly increasing source efficiency over the past few years. Figure 1.4
depicts the development of source brightness over time.

While numerous sources of entangled photon pairs have been shown to work
well under laboratory conditions, the demands regarding misalignment tolerances,
mechanical stability, and temperature control remain high. Improving the long-
term stability and ruggedness, while maintaining a compact footprint and mini-
mizing power consumption, are key challenges to be addressed in the development
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Figure 1.4: Development of efficiency of polarization-entangled photon sources based on
bulk SPDC from 1995 to the present day. The red data points denote the prior state of
the art. The green data points denote sources developed in the course of this thesis. For a
detailed comparison refer to Appendix A. The blue trend line shows a yearly doubling of
source pair rate since 1995.

of space-proof sources of entangled photons. However, with experiments incor-
porating entangled photons rapidly expanding to other fields of research, such as
biology and telecom engineering, interest in field-deployable sources is not only
limited to applications in space. Additional criteria which must be addressed in
order to extend the usage of entangled photons beyond quantum optics laborato-
ries, and enable possible commercial applications, are ease of operation and the
number, cost and complexity of optical components required to build the source.

Figure 1.5 lists a number of factors that have influenced design parameters
chosen for the sources developed in the course of this thesis. These are discussed
in more detail in the following paragraphs.

1.2.1 Encoding quantum information

Quantum information can be encoded in various degrees of freedom of photons. A
number of possible approaches are listed in Tab. 1.3 with a short discussion about
the respective advantages and disadvantages regarding applications in free space.
The type of encoding of quantum information pursued in this thesis is the polar-
ization of single photons, as polarization qubits have been shown to be largely
unaffected by transmission through turbulent atmospheric free-space links. Fur-
thermore, polarization qubits can be conveniently detected and manipulated using
only simple optical devices such as wave plates and polarizers, likely to be space-
qualifiable and thus compatible with both ground-based and space-based detection
modules and sources.

One of the main challenges with regard to applications under harsh operational
conditions is the temperature dependence of birefringent optical elements. This
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could be addressed by athermalizing the optimal design by implementing an ap-
propriate combination of birefringent materials.

1.2.2 Pair-generation mechanisms

A space-suitable source of polarization-entangled photons requires a reliable and
highly efficient pair-generation process. The present-day gold standard, and by
far the most mature method for generating polarization-entangled photon pairs,
is spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) in nonlinear materials. This
makes SPDC the most viable candidate for implementation into the first generation
of space applications. On the long run, however, alternative emergent technolo-
gies, most notably four-wave mixing in nonlinear fibers, and solid-state sources
are promising candidates for further improvements in terms of performance.

Spontaneous parametric down-conversion

SPDC is a quantum mechanical process that occurs in non-centro-symmetric second-
order nonlinear crystals (e.g. BBO, LBO, KTP, or LN), in which a strong pump
field (p) can induce the spontaneous emission of two lower-energy photons, com-
monly termed signal (s) and idler (i) photons. Unlike an ideal “photon pair gun”
that deterministically generates photon pairs, SPDC is a fundamentally probabilis-
tic process that exhibits typical photon pair-generation probabilities of < 10−9

per pump photon. Consequently, the signal and idler fields are in their respective
vacuum states the majority of the time and the correlations of entangled photon
pairs can only be revealed after their detection (post-selection). Due to the random
emission characteristics, there is also always a finite probability of emitting more
than one photon pair in a given time window. This leads to accidental coincidence
counts which reduce the quality of the entangled two-photon state. Regardless of
such limitations, probabilistic pair generation via SPDC remains the most widely
used approach, owing mainly to the relative simplicity and versatility of the pro-
cess. A myriad of different two-photon quantum states can be generated with high-
visibility quantum correlations in various degrees of freedom [23,83–87]. This has
allowed for the performance of fundamental tests of quantum theory, as well as the
implementation of diverse applications in quantum optics.

Depending on the polarizations of the interacting fields, one distinguishes be-
tween type-0, type-I and type-II SPDC, whereby type-I and II processes involve or-
thogonally polarized fields, whereas in type-0 processes all photons are co-polarized.
In the first generation of type-II SPDC based sources [83], correlations in energy
and momentum were exploited to generate polarization-entangled photons in re-
stricted spatial regions. The pair-collection efficiency was improved by overlap-
ping type-I emission cones from separate crystals [88]. The scheme was, however,
limited to relatively short crystals due to the non-collinear configuration. A signif-
icant increase in pair rate was achieved with a collinear non-degenerate configu-
ration, which allowed the entangled photons to be efficiently coupled into single-
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mode fibers [89]. Further improvements were subsequently achieved in sources
that made use of periodically poled materials [90–92] (see Fig. 1.4 and Appendix
A for a comparison).

Current developments in waveguide technology also present an attractive op-
tion for fully integrated entangled photon sources based on SPDC [72, 93–100]
and promise significantly higher pair-generation efficiency2. A fully integrated so-
lution is highly appealing as it could significantly reduce problems with mechanical
stability. The achievable reduction in size (including temperature control and elec-
tronics etc.), however, is unlikely to be significant compared to a well-designed
bulk optics solution.

At present, sources based on SPDC in bulk crystals are the most suitable can-
didate to meet the challenging performance requirements in terms of versatility,
stability, fiber-coupling efficiency, visibility, and pair-detection rates for applica-
tion in high-loss free-space links.

Four-wave mixing

Four-wave mixing (FWM) [101] is a third-order nonlinear process, in which two
pump photons of a strong pump laser spontaneously produce a signal and idler
pair. Four-wave mixing is mediated by the third-order nonlinearity χ(3), and occurs
naturally in many optical materials, in particular waveguiding structures such as
single-mode fibers [102–106], highly nonlinear photonic-crystal fibers [107–110],
or nanoscale silicon waveguides [111–114]. In-fiber sources based on four-wave
mixing can exhibit very high brightness and ultra-narrow bandwidths as a result of
the long interaction lengths and the confinement to a single spatial mode. High-
fidelity polarization entanglement has been achieved in a fiber Sagnac geome-
try [115, 116], and an all-fiber solution would be a significant advantage in terms
of mechanical stability. A significant drawback in four-wave mixing is the high
level of linear background noise due to spontaneous Raman scattering. At present,
high signal-to-noise ratios are typically achieved at low temperatures and with
picosecond-pulsed pump sources. Nevertheless, fully integrated on-chip sources
with suitable input and output coupling are likely to become a viable solution in
the near future.

Solid state sources

Solid state sources are a promising candidate for generating entangled photon
pairs on demand [117, 118]. In solid state sources, an excitation pulse prepares
a quantum dot in a biexciton state (electron-hole pairs with opposite spin). As the
electron-hole pairs recombine, two photons are emitted following one of two possi-
ble relaxation cascades. The circular polarizations of the emitted photons are anti-
correlated due to the conservation of spin. If the two relaxation channels can be

2Note, that high brightness, and high entanglement visibility are yet to be demonstrated simulta-
neously in a wave-guide-based source of polarization-entangled photons around 810nm.
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made indistinguishable then the procedure yields a pair of photons in a maximally
polarization-entangled state. In contrast to the spontaneous parametric processes,
the biexciton decay produces triggered photon pairs with, in an ideal quantum dot,
two photons per excitation pulse.

The main drawback with solid state sources is the low demonstrated entangle-
ment visibility of only ∼ 70% [119, 120]. This is a consequence of structural im-
perfections which result in a polarization dependent intermediate exciton level and
lead to decoherence of the entangled state. Another limitation of solid state sources
is that, at present, they require operation at cryogenic temperatures (<20K).

The on-demand generation of photon pairs is definitely a great advantage of
solid state sources over sources based on spontaneous parametric processes. How-
ever, in order for solid-state sources to become a viable alternative to SPDC, it will
be necessary to overcome difficulties in the repeatable production of symmetric
quantum dots, and to demonstrate a higher degree of entanglement.

1.2.3 Wavelength considerations

The ideal operational wavelength for space-suitable entangled photon sources de-
pends on a number of factors, such as available atmospheric transmission windows,
single-photon detection efficiency, beam diffraction, and the availability of space-
proof optical components, as well as the wavelength range addressable via the
SPDC process.

Single-photon detectors and optical components

The vast majority of experiments with polarization-entangled photon pairs operate
in the wavelength range between 700-850 nm, or in the telecom windows around
1300nm and 1550nm. The first wavelength range is motivated mainly by the re-
sponsivity of silicon-based single-photon avalanche diodes (SPADs) in this region.
Silicon SPADs can exhibit timing jitters as low as <0.05 ns [121], dead times of
only a few ns, low intrinsic dark counts <10 cps, and photon-detection capabil-
ity ranging from 400-1000nm, with peak detection efficiencies as high as >70%.
Furthermore, space-qualified silicon SPADs have already been demonstrated [77].

Operation at 1300nm or 1550nm is used in classical fiber-based telecom sys-
tems, and is motivated by the dispersive and transmittive properties of silica fibers.
Working in this wavelength range thus has the benefit of an increased number
of commercially available fiber-based products. The main disadvantage is that
single-photon detection in the NIR (900nm to 1700nm) region requires InGaAs/InP
SPADs, which are more prone to internal noise (>5000 cps) and are less efficient
(<25%) than silicon SPADs. While the increased number of commercial, and pos-
sibly already space-proof, components is an appealing argument for operation in
the 1550nm region, this benefit is outweighed by the better performance character-
istics of silicon SPADs for shorter wavelengths.
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At present there are various efforts towards improving photon-counting tech-
nology and methodology.

Superconducting transition-edge sensors (TES) [122–126], for example, are
highly sensitive bolometers that can detect single-photons over a wide range of
wavelengths. TES are becoming increasingly popular in quantum optics experi-
ments, as they exhibit unprecedented detection efficiencies (>95%), negligible in-
trinsic dark count rates, and the capability of discriminating between single-photon
and multi-photon detection events. However, compared to off-the-shelf SPADs
they exhibit long dead times (∼ 1μs), and low timing accuracy (∼100 ns), and
require operation in a cryogenic environment.

Single-photon detectors based on superconducting nanowires (SSPDs) [127–
131] are another promising technology, as they offer high efficiency (>70%), low
dark counts, and very good timing resolution (<50ps) over a wide wavelength
range. Their compatibility with free-space receivers, however, is unclear, because
of the requirement for single-mode coupling into the detector.

Atmospheric transmission windows

Since the most probable mission scenarios include free-space transmission through
earth’s atmosphere, the atmospheric transmission properties are another factor to
be considered. Specifically, within the responsivity range of silicon and InGaAs
SPADs, the bands 400nm-650nm, 730nm-750nm, 770nm-870nm, 1000nm-1100nm,
1170nm-1300nm, and 1500nm-1700nm are 900nm are clear of strong absorption
resonances, whereby a slight increase in transmittance is observed as the wave-
length increases.

Diffraction and turbulence

The effective aperture of receiving telescopes leads to another loss mechanism:
beam broadening due to diffraction and atmospheric turbulence. Diffraction loss
can be minimized by utilizing shorter wavelengths and/or larger diameter transmit-
ter telescopes, and becomes the main source of loss for inter-satellite, and satellite
downlink experiments. Note that, in an uplink scenario, atmospheric turbulence
becomes the dominant factor once the transmitter diameter extends beyond a cer-
tain length and thus limits the extent to which increasing the sender aperture can
mitigate diffractive broadening.

Pump sources for SPDC

Numerous laser technologies produce coherent radiation suitable for pumping the
SPDC emission process. Semiconductor laser diodes (LD) are the preferred choice
as they present a well-rounded trade-off between complexity, volume occupation,
and performance.

Laser diodes are currently not available at wavelengths below 400nm. Conse-
quently, the wavelength of signal and idler photons generated via SPDC must be
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centered around wavelengths above 800nm. Shorter wavelengths could be gener-
ated by doubling the frequency of the radiation emitted by a 700nm LD pump, for
example, but this would come at the significant cost of added complexity.

Conclusion on wavelength selection

Taking into account all these factors leads to the conclusion that a source producing
SPDC photons between 750 nm and 850 nm is currently the best choice for a
flexible space-suitable source of entangled photons.

1.3 Thesis Objectives

This thesis is dedicated to the development of highly efficient sources of polarization-
entangled photons for future integration into fully space-proof prototypes. To this
end the main objectives of this thesis are:

• Design of highly efficient sources of polarization-entangled photon pairs for
the distribution of entanglement via long-distance free-space links. The main
constraints are robustness and compactness, requiring the use of only compo-
nents compliant with the severe requirements of space flight and operation.

• Detailed study of photon-pair-generation efficiency, spectral and spatial prop-
erties of photon pairs generated via SPDC in bulk periodically poled potas-
sium titanyl phosphate (ppKTP):

Experimental comparison of collinear type-0 and type-II quasi-phase-
matching configurations in ppKTP.

Evaluation of pair-generation efficiency and spectral properties of SPDC,
pumped with continuous-wave and free-running laser diodes and resulting
conclusions for space-based sources of entangled photons.

Study of single-mode fiber-coupling efficiency and spectral characteris-
tics of SPDC photon pairs after mode-projection, and subsequent corrobora-
tion of theoretical results in experimental test setup.

• Development and characterization of efficient field-deployable polarization-
entangled photon sources which exhibit unprecedented performance (see
comparative table in Appendix A) in terms of pair-detection rates and en-
tanglement visibility:

Engineering of high-brightness and high-visibility entangled photon source
within the framework EQUO project (ESA/ESTEC contract 22542/09/NL/SFe)
and delivery of compact breadboard source to ESA. The baseline approach
for this project is a non-degenerate crossed-crystal configuration in ppKTP.

Development of entangled photon source based on a novel “folded sand-
wich” configuration, which uses a single nonlinear crystal in a linear bi-
directional double-pass interferometer.
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Demonstration of high-heralding-efficiency source of polarization-entangled
photons in the 810-nm region, based on type-0 and type-II Sagnac loop con-
figurations.

1.4 Thesis Outline

The thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 gives a brief overview of the relevant concepts of quantum theory

with the main emphasis on encoding and measuring qubits encoded in the polariza-
tion of single photons, as well as the generation of polarization-entangled photon
pairs via SPDC in nonlinear crystals. Chapter 3 covers a detailed study of the pair
yield and the spectral properties of photon pairs generated via SPDC in ppKTP. The
material presented in Chapter 3 was published as a part of Publication C. Chapter
4 addresses the single-mode fiber coupling of SPDC photon pairs. A publication
based on the material presented in this chapter is in preparation (Publication D).
In Chapter 5 I discuss the design and characterization of a highly efficient source
of polarization-entangled photons. The source was developed as part of the ESA-
funded EQUO project, and the results were published in Publication A. In Chapter
6 I present a novel source of polarization-entangled photons that evolved from the
EQUO source. A number of practical improvements were implemented in this
source, which resulted in higher brightness and Bell-state fidelity. The results were
published in Publication B. Chapter 7 discusses the results achieved in a source of
polarization-entangled photons which was optimized with regard to heralding effi-
ciency. The results presented in Chapter 7 were published together with the spectral
characterization of SPDC in ppKTP (Chapter 3) in Publication C. The main results
of this thesis, together with a brief outlook on potential future developments, are
summarized in Chapter 8.
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Figure 1.5: Considerations for the design of an optimal source of entangled photons for
applications in space. Image copied from [132].
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Distance (Lo-
cation)

Experimental Achievement Reference

0.6km (Vienna) Long-Distance Free-Space Distribution of Entangled
Photons

Aspelmeyer et
al. 2003 [47]

7.8km (Vienna) Distributing entanglement and single photons through
an intra-city free-space quantum channel

Resch et al.
(2005) [48]

13km (Hefei,
China)

Free-Space Distribution of Entangled Photon Pairs over
13-km

Peng et al.
(2005) [49]

1.5 km (Singa-
pore)

Free-space Quantum Key Distribution with entangled
photons

Marcikic et al.
(2006) [50]

144 km (Ca-
nary Islands)

Experimental Demonstration of Free-Space Decoy-
State Quantum Key Distribution

Schmitt-
Manderbach et
al. (2007) [51]

144 km (Ca-
nary Islands)

Entanglement-based quantum communication over 144
km

Ursin et al.
(2007) [52]

6000 km (Mat-
era)

Experimental demonstration of a quantum communica-
tion channel from a LEO satellite to Earth

Villoresi et al.
(2008) [42]

1.5 km (Water-
loo, Canada)

Entangled quantum key distribution over two free-space
links

Erven et al.
(2008) [53]

350m (Singa-
pore)

Daylight operation of a free space, entanglement-based
quantum key distribution system

Peloso et al.
(2009) [54]

144 km (Ca-
nary Islands)

Transmission of entanglement over a 64-dB free-space
channel

Fedrizzi et al.
(2009) [55]

16 km (Huailai) Experimental demonstration of free-space quantum
teleportation

Jin et al. (2010)
[56]

144 km (Ca-
nary Islands)

Violation of CHSH inequality while closing freedom of
choice loophole

Scheidl et al.
(2010) [57]

143 km (Ca-
nary Islands)

Quantum teleportation over 143 kilometres using active
feed-forward

Ma et al.
(2012) [58]

20 km (Ger-
many)

Air-to-ground quantum communication with airplane
moving at 290 km/h

Nauerth et al.
(2013) [59]

1.6 km (Erlan-
gen)

Atmospheric continuous-variable quantum communi-
cation

Heim et al.
(2014) [60]

∼ 0.7km (Wa-
terloo)

Demonstration of three-photon quantum nonlocality Erven et al.
(2014) [61]

Table 1.1: List of long-distance quantum communications experiments utilizing free-space
links, which demonstrate the feasibility of satellite-link experiments.
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800nm
1550nm

ground-
based
receiver

LEO re-
ceiver

GEO
receiver

ground-
based
transmitter

- 27.4dB
26.3dB

64.5dB
63.4dB

LEO trans-
mitter

6.4dB
12.2dB

28.5dB
33.6dB

52.9dB
58.6dB

GEO trans-
mitter

43.6dB
49.3dB

52.9dB
58.6dB

53.9dB
59.7dB

Table 1.2: Link attenuation in various space scenarios, reproduced from [40]. The losses
listed assume a ground-based telescope aperture of 1m, a space-based aperture diameter of
30cm, weak atmospheric turbulence, and operation under excellent sight conditions. For a
detailed list of all assumptions involved, refer to [40].

Degree of free-
dom

Behavior in free-space
link

Experimental advan-
tage

Experimental challenge

Polarization Well-tested under
turbulent atmospheric
conditions.

Detection and manip-
ulation (wave plates)
straightforward. Po-
larization correlations
independent of spatial
mode.

Alignment and
temperature-
dependence of bire-
fringent elements in
sender and receiver.
Requires compensation
of relative rotations of
the sender and receiver.

Relative
phase/time-
bin

Not tested under turbu-
lent atmospheric condi-
tions, but should work
in principle.

Only one polarization
required, possibly of
relative orientation.

Active stabilization of
two unbalanced inter-
ferometers at the source
and the receivers. High
visibility only in single
spatial mode.

Spatial mode Not expected to work
well under strong
turbulent atmospheric
conditions due to
wave-front distortion.

No polarization depen-
dence. High dimen-
sionality (channel ca-
pacity).

Perfect compensation
of wave-front distor-
tions, and accurate
pointing required.

Continuous
Variables
(quadrature
encoding)

Has been demonstrat-
ede under turbulent at-
mospheric conditions.

Robust with respect to
background. Sources
and detection modules
well-developed from
classical communica-
tions.

Loss-tolerance cur-
rently below antic-
ipated efficiency of
free-space satellite link.

Table 1.3: Examples of degrees of freedom for encoding photonic quantum information.
Table modified from [82].
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Chapter 2

Fundamentals of Quantum
Entanglement

In classical communications, the elementary unit of information is the “bit”, a bi-
nary variable with the values “0” or “1”. Physically, bits may be encoded in sys-
tems that have two clearly distinguishable states - from the “heads” and “tails” of a
coin to the “0” and “π” phase difference between successive light pulses, as used in
the glass fibers that form the backbone of the Internet. Quantum communications
is the extension from classical systems to quantum systems, and its power is rooted
in linearity of quantum theory and the existence of superpositions of quantum bits
- qubits. When multiple qubits exist in a simultaneous superposition state, the
system is entangled. In an entangled state, the constituent particles are intimately
correlated and their entangled nature can be preserved over large distances. These
nonlocal correlations are stronger than any classically permissible correlations, and
lie at the heart of quantum theory and many of its applications.

In this chapter I outline the basic principles behind the manipulation and mea-
surement of qubits encoded in the polarization of single photons, and the generation
of pairs of polarization-entangled photons via the process of spontaneous paramet-
ric down conversion. The underlying theory, which has been extensively studied
in the literature, is reviewed in a formalism which is particularly suitable for the
interpretation of the results presented in the later chapters of the thesis. I will make
no effort at achieving great mathematical rigor and refer to the standard quantum
optics textbooks [133–138] for a more in-depth introduction.

2.1 Basic Concepts

Quantum state vector The state of a quantum system is completely described
by a state vector |ψ〉 embedded in a linear unitary vector space (Hilbert Space H).
If two orthogonal vectors |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉 (〈ψ1|ψ2〉 = 0) are possible states of the
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quantum system then so is the coherent superposition state:

|ψ〉 = α|ψ1〉+ β|ψ2〉 (2.1)

where α∗α + β∗β = 1. When a physical system can be described by means
of a state vector, it is said to be in a pure state. This implies that the states |ψ1〉
and |ψ2〉 be decoupled from, i.e. identical in, any other degrees of freedom. Any
correlations with uncontrolled external degrees of freedom reduce the purity of the
superposition state.

States that cannot be described by state vectors are known as mixed states.
In this case there remains some uncertainty in the preparation procedure, and the
physical system is described by means of a density operator.

Density matrix The density operator describing a mixed state can be written as
a sum of orthogonal projection operators |ψi〉〈ψi|:

ρ̂ =
∑
i

pi|ψi〉〈ψi| (2.2)

where pi > 0 (
∑

i pi = 1) is the probability with which the system resides in
the pure state |ψi〉. For pure quantum state vectors the density matrix reduces to
the projection operator |ψj〉〈ψj |, such that the relation ρ̂2 = ρ̂ holds. In general,
the degree of mixedness is quantified by the purity:

P(ρ̂) = Tr
(
ρ̂2

)
(2.3)

The purity is one for a pure state and 1/N for a maximally mixed state of
dimension N .

Quantum measurements Assume an experimenter has an ensemble of identi-
cally prepared systems, each in a state |ψ〉, and performs a quantum measurement
of an observable physical quantity on each system. In quantum theory, measur-
able quantities are described by means of Hermitian operators M̂, whereby the
operators’ real eigenvalues correspond to possible measurement outcomes. Her-
mitian operators can be decomposed in terms of orthogonal projection operators
(Π̂i = |mi〉〈mi|):

M̂ =
∑
i

miΠ̂i (2.4)

These projection operators fulfill the relations:

Π̂2
i = Π̂i (2.5)

Π̂iΠ̂j = δijΠ̂i (2.6)
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and can be considered as elementary observables that query the system, “are
you in state mj?”. Their eigenvalues (1/0) can directly be interpreted as the re-
sponse (“yes”/“no”) to such a query:

Π̂i|mj〉 = δij |mi〉 (2.7)

The probability of obtaining a measurement value mi for a quantum system
prepared in a state |ψ〉 is calculated as the expected value of the corresponding
projection operator

P (mi) = 〈ψ|Π̂i|ψ〉 = |〈ψ|mi〉|2 (2.8)

After a quantum measurement has been performed, the state vector must be
updated according to the random measurement outcome ml and the wave function
“collapses” onto the eigenvector |ml〉:

Π̂l|ψ〉
P (ml)

= |ml〉 (2.9)

When a quantum system is described by a density matrix ρ̂, the probability of
obtaining a measurement outcome mj is calculated via the trace operator:

P (mi) = Tr
(
ρ̂ Π̂i

)
=

∑
i

〈mi|ρ̂Π̂i|mi〉 (2.10)

Similarly, the expected value of the observable M̂ is:

〈M̂〉 = Tr
(
ρ̂M̂)

(2.11)

2.2 Encoding Quantum Information in Photons

Two-dimensional quantum states, qubits, can be encoded in various degrees of
freedom of photons (Tab. 1.3), the most common being time-bin and polariza-
tion encoding. Time-bin encoded qubits are used mainly in fiber-based quantum
cryptography systems [139–144]. Polarization qubits, on the other hand, suffer
from polarization-mode dispersion in long fibers, and coherent transmission via
long fiber links is a more delicate matter [145]. However, polarization qubits have
shown to be particularly well-suited for transmitting quantum information over tur-
bulent atmospheric free-space links, and have been used for numerous fundamental
tests of quantum theory at long distances (Tab. 1.1). In the following, we will only
consider qubits encoded in polarization states of single photons, for example:

|0〉 ≡ |H〉 , |1〉 ≡ |V 〉 (2.12)

where |H〉 and |V 〉 correspond to the vertical and horizontal linear polarization
states.
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Polarization states

A very useful way to visualize polarization states (Tab. 2.1), is the geometrical rep-
resentation on the Poincaré sphere. In this representation, a pure state corresponds
to a point on the surface of the sphere with polar coordinates 2θ and φ (Fig. 2.1):

|ψ〉 = cos (θ) |H〉+ eiφ sin (θ) |V 〉 (2.13)

φ
2θ

ψ

H

V

DA

R

L

s2

s1

s3

Figure 2.1: Representation of polarization states (Tab. 2.1) on the Poincaré sphere.

The coordinate axes in Fig. 2.1 have been chosen as the eigenvectors of the
Pauli operators:

σ̂1 = |H〉〈H| − |V 〉〈V | (2.14)

σ̂2 = |D〉〈D| − |A〉〈A| (2.15)

σ̂3 = |R〉〈R| − |L〉〈L| (2.16)

Together with the identity operator σ̂0 = 1̂1, these operators form a complete
basis for 2 × 2 Hermitian operators. Consequently, the density operator can be
expressed as:

ρ̂(s) =
1

2
(1̂1 + s · σ̂) (2.17)

where s = (s1, s2, s3) is known as the Stokes vector and σ̂ = (σ̂1, σ̂2, σ̂3).
The elements of the Stokes vector are simply the expected values for polarization
measurements in the Pauli basis (si = Tr

(
ρ̂(s)σ̂i

)
). Stokes vectors representing

pure states (|Ψ(s)〉〈Ψ(s)|) lie on the surface of the Poincaré sphere (|s| = 1). The
Stokes vectors lying inside the Poincaré sphere |s| < 1 correspond to mixed states,
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with the center of the sphere |s| = 0 corresponding to the completely depolarized
mixed state:

ρ̂unpol =
1

2
(|H〉〈H|+ |V 〉〈V |) ≡ 1̂1

2
. (2.18)

polarization state symbol |H〉,|V 〉 decomposition (s1, s2, s3)

linear horizontal |H〉 |H〉 (1, 0, 0)
linear vertical |V 〉 |V 〉 (−1, 0, 0)
linear diagonal |D〉 1√

2
(|H〉+ |V 〉) (0, 1, 0)

linear antidiagonal |A〉 1√
2
(|H〉 − |V 〉) (0,−1, 0)

right-handed circular |R〉 1√
2
(|H〉+ i|V 〉) (0, 0, 1)

left-handed circular |L〉 1√
2
(|H〉 − i|V 〉) (0, 0,−1)

Table 2.1: Common polarization states and their representations (Fig. 2.1).

Polarization measurement

A polarization measurement along a polarization direction n (|n| = 1) on the
Poincaré sphere is described by the operator:

σ̂n ≡ σ̂ · n (2.19)

The state projectors corresponding to the measurement outcomes (σn = ±1)
read:

Π̂(σn = ±1) =
1

2
(1̂1± σ̂n) (2.20)

For a polarization measurement performed on a photon described by a Stokes
vector s, the expected value of is given by:

〈σ̂n〉 = Tr
(
ρ̂(s)σ̂n

)
= (s · n) (2.21)

Complementary observables

Two observable quantities (σ̂n, σ̂n′) are considered complementary when complete
knowledge of the result of a measurement of the first precludes any knowledge of
the measurement outcome of the latter. Mathematically, the complementarity of
observables is captured using the commutation operator:

[σ̂n, σ̂n′ ] = σ̂nσ̂n′ − σ̂nσ̂n′ (2.22)

When two operators do not commute, i.e [σ̂n, σ̂n′ ] �= 0, then it is impossible
to simultaneously measure the corresponding observables with arbitrary precision
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(Heisenberg uncertainty principle). In the two-dimensional Hilbert space, the Pauli
operators form a set of three complementary, or mutually unbiased, measurement
operators, i.e. [σi, σj ] = 2iεijkσk �= 0.

In order to illustrate this, let us consider a qubit prepared in the state |H〉. For
this state, a measurement of σ̂1 results in a value 1 with unit probability (〈σ̂1〉 = 1).
On the other hand, the measurement outcomes are completely undetermined for
measurements of the complementary observables σ̂2 (or σ̂3), and values ±1 are
observed with equal probability. For the latter observables the measurement statis-
tics are identical to those obtained for a completely mixed state (〈σ̂2〉 = 〈σ̂3〉 = 0).
This impossibility of simultaneously predicting the outcomes of conjugate mea-
surements is the basis of the BB84 protocol for quantum key distribution [24,146].

2.2.1 Polarization entanglement

In quantum theory composite quantum systems, comprising subsystems of two par-
ties Alice (A) and Bob (B), are described by means of a state vector on the tensor
product space H2

A ⊗H2
B . A pure bi-partite quantum state that describes the com-

posite system is called “entangled” if it cannot be written as a direct tensor product
of individual state vectors of A and B (|ψ〉AB �= |ψ〉A ⊗ |φ〉B). An important class
of pure entangled states are the maximally entangled Bell states:

|Ψ±〉AB =
1√
2
(|H〉A|V 〉B ± |V 〉A|H〉B)

|Φ±〉AB =
1√
2
(|H〉A|H〉B ± |V 〉A|V 〉B)

(2.23)

In a maximally entangled state, all information is shifted from the individual
photons’ polarizations to correlations between the polarizations of photons A and
B. In order to see this let us assume Alice and Bob share a pair of photons in a
|Φ±〉AB state and perform polarization measurements with linear polarizers ori-
ented at angles α and β, respectively. Inserting the projection operators (Eq. 2.20)
for linear polarizers:

Π̂A
α =

1

2

(
1̂1 + cos(2α)σ̂1 + sin(2α)σ̂2)

)
(2.24)

Π̂B
β =

1

2

(
1̂1 + cos(2β)σ̂1 + sin(2β)σ̂2)

)
(2.25)

the probability for a coincidence detection of two photons reads:

〈Φ+|Π̂A
α ⊗ Π̂B

β |Φ+〉 = 1

2
cos2(α− β) (2.26)

which, remarkably, depends only on the relative orientation of the polariza-
tion analyzers. Hence, whenever a photon passes Alice’s polarizer, oriented at an
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angle α she can say with certainty that Bob’s photon will also pass his polarizer,
should he have chosen to orient his polarizer at the same angle. However, Alice
cannot anticipate whether or not a given photon will actually pass her polarizer -
which occurs with a probability of 50% - i.e., she can make definitive conditional
predictions about the outcome of correlation measurements, but none about the
polarization of her photon independently from Bob’s.

More formally, when Alice attempts to describe the local state of her photon
using a local density matrix ρ̂A, she does so by performing an average over Bob’s
possible measurement outcomes:

ρ̂A =
∑

i=H,V

B 〈i|ρ̂AB|i〉B = TrB (ρ̂AB) (2.27)

with the partial trace operator TrB . Bob’s reduced polarization state is calcu-
lated analogously (ρ̂B = TrA(ρ̂AB)). When applied to a maximally entangled state
(Eq. 2.23), the partial trace yields a completely unpolarized mixed state (Eq. 2.18).
We see that, while the local measurement outcomes are completely random they
can, nevertheless, be nonlocally correlated.

This perplexing combination of nonlocal correlations and random local mea-
surement outcomes inspired the famous Gedankenexperiment by Einstein, Podol-
sky, and Rosen, which subsequently became known as the EPR paradox [2, 147].

EPR paradox

The EPR example demonstrated that, assuming realism: “if without in any way
disturbing a system, we can predict with certainty - i.e. with probability equal to
unity - the value of a physical quantity, then there exists an element of reality corre-
sponding to this physical quantity”, and locality: “no real change can take place in
the second system in consequence of anything that may be done to the first”, quan-
tum mechanics cannot be considered a complete theory, in which: “every element
of physical reality has a counterpart in the theory”.

In order to sketch their line of reasoning, let us consider a pair of photons,
produced in a singlet state |Ψ−〉, which are subsequently distributed to Alice who
has a laboratory in Alicante, and Bob, in Barcelona. When Alice performs a po-
larization measurement σ̂A1 on her photon, and obtains a result σA1 = +1, she can
immediately conclude that the state of Bob’s photon is |V 〉 (σB1 = −1). Since
the anti-correlation of the singlet state is invariant under rotations of the Poincaré
sphere (σ̂An σ̂

B
n |Ψ−〉 = −|Ψ−〉), their results are also anti-correlated for polariza-

tion measurements in any other measurement basis. Thus, had Alice chosen to
measure in the complementary basis σ̂A2 and obtained a result σA2 = 1, she would
have inferred that Bob’s photon’s state was |A〉 (σB2 = −1). Since the measure-
ment performed on Alice’s photon cannot influence the state of Bob’s photon (lo-
cality assumption), the results of these complementary polarization measurement
on Bob’s photon must have been pre-determined, and thus, according to the above
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definition, elements of physical reality. Hence, if quantum mechanics were a com-
plete theory, it would have to contain a representation for the elements of reality
corresponding to the complementary observables σ̂B1 and σ̂B2 . Their measurement
outcomes should thus be simultaneously predictable, which is not the case (uncer-
tainty principle). EPR therefore concluded that the quantum-mechanical descrip-
tion of physical reality can not be considered complete, and implied the possibility
of some other, complete, theory with unknown hidden variables that could be at-
tributed to A and B individually (local realism).

Bell’s inequality

In 1964 J. Bell showed that the assumption of underlying local realism leads to
experimentally testable consequences [3]. A modified version of his original ar-
gument [6, 148] goes as follows: Consider an experiment in which Alice and Bob
can each perform one of two possible polarization measurements along the di-
rections a, a′ and b, b′, respectively. If the two-valued measurement outcomes
(σAa , σ

A
a′ , σBb , σ

B
b′ = ±1) are pre-determined (local realism), then the following

equation must hold1:

S =
(
σAa + σAa′

)
σBb +

(
σAa − σAa′

)
σBb′ = ±2 (2.28)

This also implies an upper bound for the expected value of |〈S〉|:

|〈S〉| = |〈σAaσBb 〉+ 〈σAaσBb′〉+ 〈σAa′σBb 〉 − 〈σAa′σBb′〉| ≤ 2 (2.29)

Eq. 2.29 is known as the CHSH (Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt) variant of
Bell’s inequality [6]. Now let us calculate the quantum-mechanical prediction 〈Ŝ〉.
Assuming Alice and Bob share photon pairs in a maximally-entangled |Ψ−〉 state,
then the expected value for a joint polarization measurement is:

〈Ψ−|σ̂Aa σ̂Bb |Ψ−〉 = −a · b (2.30)

Now, considering, for example, polarization measurements along the direc-
tions a′ = (1, 0, 0),a = (0, 1, 0),b = 1/

√
2(1, 1, 0),b′ = 1/

√
2(−1, 1, 0) on the

Poincaré sphere (Fig. 2.1)2 the quantum-mechanical expected values are:

〈σ̂Aa σ̂Bb 〉 = 〈σ̂Aa σ̂Bb′〉 = 〈σ̂Aa′ σ̂Bb 〉 = − 1√
2

(2.31)

〈σ̂Aa′ σ̂Bb′〉 =
1√
2

(2.32)

1Either (σA
a + σA

a′ = ±2), in which case (σA
a − σA

a′ ), or (σA
a + σA

a′ = 0), in which case
(σA

a − σA
a′ = ±2).

2Corresponding to linear polarization measurements under angle settings α = 45◦,α′ = 0◦,β =
22, 5◦,β′ = −22, 5◦
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We thus see that quantum mechanics predicts a violation of the CHSH inequal-
ity:

〈Ŝ〉 = 4√
2
= 2

√
2 � 2 (2.33)

Eq. 2.29 can be tested experimentally by evaluating the correlation functions:

〈σAaσBb 〉exp =
N(+,+) +N(−,−)−N(+,−)−N(−,+)

N(+,+) +N(−,−) +N(+,−) +N(−,+)
(2.34)

where N(±,±) = N(σAa = ±1, σBb = ±1) denotes the number of recorded
coincidence detections.

The violation of Bell’s inequality has been verified in numerous Bell test exper-
iments with entangled particles, which irrefutably3 demonstrate that a local realis-
tic interpretation of quantum entanglement cannot hold. Interestingly, this opens
up the door for exciting applications that extend beyond the capabilities of any
method based on classical physics alone. An example of a quantum technology
that directly makes use of the randomness associated with entanglement and com-
plementarity is quantum key distribution [24].

Bell-state fidelity

In a laboratory setup, experimental imperfections inadvertently lead to some degree
of impurity in the preparation of entangled qubits. A common way of quantifying
the quality of the prepared state ρ̂ is its overlap fidelity with an ideal target state.
In the case of a pure target state, e.g. the maximally entangled Bell state |Ψ−〉, the
fidelity is defined as:

FΨ−(ρ̂) = Tr
(
ρ̂|Ψ−〉〈Ψ−|) (2.35)

When the generated state has perfect overlap with the ideal Bell state, the fi-
delity is 1, and for a completely mixed state the fidelity is 0.25. Typically, entangle-
ment is ensured when F>0.5. For a detailed discussion of methods for quantifying
entanglement, refer to [151]. The overlap fidelity is computed by reconstruction of
the density matrix via quantum state tomography [152], and then directly evaluat-
ing Eq. 2.35.

Quantum state tomography is a procedure for reconstructing the density matrix
of an unknown quantum state from a set of measurements performed on an en-
semble of identically prepared particles. To see how this can be accomplished for

3There is a remaining issue of loopholes [11, 149, 150] in the experimental implementation of
violations of Bell’s inequality, which could conceivably lead to a local realistic explanation of the ob-
served measurement results. However, all of these have been closed, albeit in different experiments.
A violation of Bell’s inequality that simultaneously closes all loopholes in a single experiment is
highly likely to occur in the near future.
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polarization-entangled photon pairs, consider the general definition of a two-qubit
density matrix in terms of the complete set of Pauli matrices4:

ρ̂ =
1

4

(∑
Smlσ̂m ⊗ σ̂l

)
(2.36)

The coefficients Sml can be interpreted as two-photon Stokes parameters:

Sml = Tr
(
ρ̂ (σ̂m ⊗ σ̂l)

)
(2.37)

Inserting (Eqs. 2.14,2.15,2.16) into Eq. 2.37, the two-photon Stokes param-
eters, and thus the density matrix of the two photons, can be reconstructed by
performing 6 × 6=36 elementary projective measurements (|i〉〈i|A|j〉〈j|B , where
i, j = H,V,D,A,L,R). Note, however, that this procedure, known as linear state
reconstruction, can lead to unphysical density matrices with negative eigenvalues.
When this occurs the linearly reconstructed matrix can be used as the starting
point for a numerical optimization procedure, called maximum likelihood estima-
tion [153]. The maximum likelihood optimization determines the density matrix
which was most probable, given the observed count rates, whereby the numerical
optimization procedure is restricted to physically permissible density matrices.

When the Bell-state fidelity of an unknown experimental state ρ̂ is the only
parameter to be determined, it is more convenient to evaluate it directly [151].
Inserting Eq. 2.36 into Eq. 2.35 the Bell-state fidelity can be expressed as [154]:

FΦ±(ρ̂) =
1 + 〈σ̂1σ̂1〉 ± 〈σ̂2σ̂2〉 ∓ 〈σ̂3σ̂3〉

4
(2.38)

FΨ±(ρ̂) =
1− 〈σ̂1σ̂1〉 ± 〈σ̂2σ̂2〉 ± 〈σ̂3σ̂3〉

4
(2.39)

The absolute values of the two-photon correlation functions are also referred to
as the visibility in the respective Pauli basis (VH/V ≡ |〈σ̂1σ̂1〉|,VD/A ≡ |〈σ̂2σ̂2〉|,
VL/R ≡ |〈σ̂3σ̂3〉|).

2.2.2 Entanglement-based quantum key distribution

Quantum key distribution (QKD) is one of the technically most advanced appli-
cations of quantum information theory, and a number of commercial products are
already available. QKD solves the key distribution problem and enables two com-
municating parties, Alice and Bob, to establish a secret shared key (i.e. a random
series of “1” and “0”) via a quantum communication channel (e.g. fiber link, or
free-space link). This key can be used for the encryption and decryption of sub-
sequent communications, by performing a logical XOR operation on the binary
coded message (plaintext). If the length of the key matches that of the plaintext, and
the key is not re-used (one-time pad), the method enables unconditional security -

4Note, however, that the procedure presented is by no means the most efficient one. For a detailed
review of quantum state tomography, the reader is referred to [152]
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security regardless of the computational power of an eavesdropping adversary - of
communications over a public communications channel (e.g. the internet)5. The
security of QKD is rooted in the fundamental quantum principles of uncertainty
(BB84 protocol [146]) and entanglement (BBM92 and E91 protocols [155,156])6.

In the BBM92 protocol, N photon pairs, each in a maximally polarization-
entangled state (Eq. 2.23), are distributed to the communicating parties Alice and
Bob via a quantum communications channel. Alice and Bob perform polarization
measurements on the incoming photons, whereby they each randomly choose their
measurement basis for the i-th measurement from one of two complementary mea-
surement bases (e.g.|H〉, |V 〉, and |D〉, |A〉). Alice and Bob assign binary values
“0” to measurement outcomes (H,D) and “1” to outcomes (V,A), and thus ob-
tain a random binary series, the raw key. In a subsequent step, called key sifting,
Alice and Bob (publicly) announce the measurement basis chosen for the i-th po-
larization measurement, but keep the outcome of the respective measurement to
themselves. Whenever they choose to measure their photons in the same basis,
which occurs on average 50% of the time, Alice and Bob can infer their partner’s
bit-value, due to the perfectly correlated (or anti-correlated) nature of the entangled
state i.e., in absence of errors, they share a set of identical random keys of length
N/2 (sifted key).

The security of quantum key distribution is rooted in the basic principles of
quantum physics. In order to gain information on the bit values obtained by A
and B, a third party adversary (eavesdropping Eve) must perform quantum mea-
surements on one (or both) of the entangled photons. Eve cannot make a faithful
copy of the unknown quantum state and perform measurements after Alice and
Bob announce their measurement settings, as a consequence of the no-cloning
theorem [30]. Since the bit values are encoded in one of two randomly chosen,
complementary bases, Eve can only guess in which measurement basis to perform
her polarization measurement. Whenever Eve performs her measurement in a ba-
sis that differs from that subsequently chosen by A and B, she will thus introduce
changes in Alice’s and Bob’s (ideally perfectly) correlated measurement outcomes.

Consequently, A and B can identify potential eavesdroppers by comparing
parts of their sifted keys and evaluating the fraction of mis-matching bits (quantum
bit error ratio - QBER). As long as the QBER stays below a certain threshold, the
maximal amount of information gained by Eve can be estimated, and privacy am-
plification protocols can be used to distill a shorter, but unconditionally secure, key
from the sifted key. In real-world QKD experiments, additional errors are caused
by imperfections in the optical setup. In order to guarantee unconditional security,
such errors must be regarded as potentially caused by an eavesdropping adversary.
For a comprehensive security study of entanglement-based QKD in presence of
experimental errors, see [159–161]. Concerning QKD in space, see [44] for a fea-

5QKD does not solve the problem of the authentication of the communicating parties, for which
some initial shared key is required. It should, more appropriately, be understood as a method for key
growing.

6See e.g. Refs. [24, 157, 158] for a review.
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sibility study, and [46] for a performance analysis of quantum communication with
a LEO satellite.

2.3 Spontaneous Parametric Down-Conversion (SPDC)

To date, the most well developed process for generating entangled photon pairs
is spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC). In SPDC, a strong coherent
pump field interacts with the atoms of a second order nonlinear material, thus in-
ducing a nonlinear polarization response which can give rise to the generation of
two other fields, referred to as signal (s) and idler (i) fields. Unlike in classical para-
metric processes, the signal and idler fields are initially in their respective vacuum
states. This spontaneous generation of signal and idler fields from the thinnest of air
is not possible in classical nonlinear optics; SPDC is a purely quantum-mechanical
phenomenon, and is therefore described within the framework of quantum optics.
For a detailed introduction to nonlinear quantum photonics, see e.g. [162].

2.3.1 Two-photon SPDC state

In order to derive an expression for the two-photon SPDC state of the signal and
idler photons, let us consider a strong pump laser which propagates along a prin-
cipal axis of a nonlinear crystal of length L, which we choose as the z-axis of our
coordinate system (Fig. 2.2).

z
x

y

kp

ks ki

kz
s

qs

Figure 2.2: Coordinate system used in the calculation of the SPDC mode function.

Assuming that the wave-vector distribution of the pump, signal, and idler fields
are peaked around this preferential propagation direction, it is prudent to separate
the respective wave vectors into a longitudinal component (kzez) and a transverse
component (q = qxex + qyey):

k = kzj (ω,q)ez + q (2.40)

where ω denotes the angular frequency.
The phenomenological Hamilton operator [133, 135, 162, 163] that mediates

the SPDC interaction between the pump, signal, and idler fields is given by:

ĤI = ε0

∫
dV χ(2)(z)Ê+

p (r⊥, t, z)Ê
−
s (r⊥, t, z)Ê

−
i (r⊥, t, z) +H.c. (2.41)
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where χ(2)(z) is the second-order susceptibility tensor, V is the interaction
volume, and Ê+

j (r⊥, t, z) = Ê−
j (r⊥, t, z)

† are the electromagnetic field operators
(j = s, i, p) at time t and a position r⊥ = (x, y) in the transverse plane. The field
operators can be expanded in terms of the orthonormal set of paraxial plane wave
modes:

Ê−
j (r⊥, t, z) =

∑
k=H,V

ek,j

(2π)3/2

∫
dωjdqj â

†
k,j(ωj ,qj)f(ω

0
j )

× exp
[
ikzj (ωj ,qj)z + iqj · r⊥ − iωjt

]
(2.42)

where f(ωj) = (�ω/2ε0cnj(ωj))
1/2 is a normalization factor, and nj(ωj)

denotes the refractive index. In this decomposition, the field creation operator
(â†k,j(ωj ,qj)) creates a photon in a plane-wave spatial mode with transverse wave
vector qj , frequency ωj , and polarization unit vector ek,j (j = s, i), whereas the
pump annihilation operator (âk,p(ωp,qp) removes a photon from the pump field.
The creation and annihilation operators fulfill the commutator relations:

[
âk,j(ω1,q1), â

†
l,j(ω2,q2)

]
= δ(ω1 − ω2)δ

(2)(q1 − q2)δkl (2.43)

[âk,j(ω1,q1), âl,j(ω2,q2)] = 0 (2.44)[
â†k,j(ω1,q1), â

†
l,j(ω2,q2)

]
= 0 (2.45)

When the nonlinear material has only a single relevant non-zero tensor coeffi-
cient, the susceptibility tensor contracted with the unit vectors of the field operators
reduces to a scalar effective nonlinear coefficient (χ(2)epesei = χ

(2)
eff ), and the

electric field operators can be replaced by scalar operators Ê−
j = ej · Ê−

j . De-
pending on which nonlinear coefficient mediates the interaction, one distinguishes
between type-0 (pump, signal, and idler co-polarized), type-I (signal and idler co-
polarized, but orthogonal to pump), or type-II (signal and idler polarizations or-
thogonal) SPDC. In the following we assume a non-degenerate (ωs �= ωi) type-0
interaction with vertically polarized pump, signal, and idler fields.

We have also left open the possibility of a spatial modulation of the nonlinear
coefficient. In the case of an ideal periodic poling, the spatial dependence of the
nonlinear coefficient is of the form:

χ(2)(z) = χ(2)ei
2π
Λ
z (2.46)

where Λ is the poling period along the crystal’s z axis.
In order to calculate the state of the SPDC photons after the interaction, let us

assume that the interaction of the pump signal and idler fields starts at a time t1, at
which the system is in an initial state |Ψinitial〉. The state at time t2, at which we
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assume the interaction to be complete, is then given by the time-evolution operator:

|Ψfinal〉 = exp

(
− i

�

∫ t2

t1

ĤIdt

)
|Ψinitial〉 (2.47)

As the “S” in SPDC suggests, the signal and idler fields are in their respective
vacuum states prior to the interaction. Assuming that the nonlinear interaction
is sufficiently weak, the pump field remains undepleted and we can model the
pump field as a vertically polarized, multi-mode coherent state with a distribution
of transverse momenta Ep(q), and a spectral distribution S(ωp). The combined
state of pump, signal, and idler prior to the interaction thus reads:

|Ψinitial〉 = |Ep(q), Sp(ω), V 〉p ⊗ |vac〉s|vac〉i (2.48)

Coherent states [164] are eigenstates of the photon creation- and annihilation
operators, i.e.:

âV,p(ωp,qp)|Ep(q), Sp(ω), Vp〉 = Ep(q)Sp(ω)|Ep(q), Sp(ω), Vp〉 (2.49)

Consequently, when applying the Hamilton operator (Eq. 2.41) to the input
state (Eq. 2.48), one can replace the pump field operator (Ê+

p ) with the pump
beam’s classical field amplitude (E+

p ). Then, approximating the time evolution
(Eq. 2.47) to first order, we can write the SPDC state of the signal and idler at time
t2 as:

|Ψfinal〉s,i =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
|vac〉s|vac〉i − i

�

∫ t2

t1

dtĤ ′
I |vac〉s|vac〉i︸ ︷︷ ︸

|Ψ〉(2)s,i

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

+O(2). (2.50)

where Ĥ ′
I = ε0

∫
dV χ(2)(z)E+

p Ê
−
s Ê

−
i denotes the modified Hamilton opera-

tor which acts only on the signal and idler subspaces. The two-photon contribution
of Eq. 2.50 can be written as:

|Ψ〉(2)s,i ∼
∫
dqsdqidωsdωiΦ(qs,qi, ωs)|ωs,qs, V 〉s|ωi,qi, V 〉i (2.51)

where |ω,q, V 〉 ≡ â†V (ωj ,q)|vac〉 denotes the state of a single vertically polar-
ized photon with with a frequency ω and a transverse wave vector q. The bi-photon
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mode function [162] in transverse momentum and frequency space, reads:

Φ(qs, qi, ωs, ωi) ∝
∫
dz dρ dt dωp dqp

× Ep(qp)Sp(ωp) exp [−i(ωp − ωs − ωi)t]

× exp
[
i
(
kzp(qp)− kzi (qi)− kzs(qs)−Gz

) · z]
× exp [i(qp − qs − qi) · ρ]

(2.52)

At this point we should emphasize that SPDC only yields a two-photon entan-
gled state when one neglects the higher-order terms as well as the dominant vacuum
contribution in Eq. 2.50. The first-order approximation is justified by the assump-
tion that the interaction is sufficiently weak, i.e. that the majority of pump photons
do not result in the emission of photon pairs. Since the pair-production process is
inherently random, there is no way of predicting when an entangle photon pair will
be emitted by the nonlinear crystal. Consequently, the emission of the two-photon
state can only be verified a posteriori, i.e. after a photon pair has been consumed
by the photo-detectors. This post-selection procedure does not pose a significant
problem for applications in QKD and fundamental tests of quantum theory. It is,
however, a significant drawback for the implementation of quantum computation
algorithms, which would ideally require that the generation of entanglement be
announced beforehand [165–167]. The heralded generation of entangled photon
pairs without the vacuum contribution can be achieved using higher-order SPDC
emissions [168, 169], or by cascading two SPDC sources and using one photon of
an entangled pair to pump a secondary down-conversion process [170, 171].

Another fundamental issue related to the stochastic nature of pair sources based
on SPDC is multiple-pair emission due to the higher-order interaction terms in Eq.
2.50. Effects due to higher-order pair emissions will be discussed in more detail in
Section 2.5.

2.3.2 SPDC mode function

The expression (2.52) for the bi-photon mode function can be significantly simpli-
fied by making a number of plausible assumptions: if the pump field is confined
to a region much smaller than the nonlinear crystal’s lateral dimensions, the spa-
tial integration limits in the transverse plane can be extended to infinity, and the
integration yields a delta function:

∫
dρei(qp−qs−qi)·ρ → δ(qp − qs − qi) (2.53)

Furthermore, since we are interested in the SPDC once a steady-state condition
has been reached, the integration limits can also be extended to infinity (t1 →
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−∞ and t2 → ∞). The resulting delta function can be interpreted as the energy-
conservation condition:∫

dte−i(ωp−ωs−ωi)t → δ(ωp − ωs − ωi) (2.54)

Inserting (Eq. 2.54) and (Eq. 2.53) into (Eq. 2.52), and carrying out the
integration over the crystal length L, we arrive at a compact expression for the
SPDC bi-photon mode function in transverse momentum and frequency space:

Φ(qs, qi, ωs, ωi) = LσEp(qs + qi)Sp(ωs + ωi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
pump field

sinc(
Δkz

2
L)︸ ︷︷ ︸

phase matching

(2.55)

with an effective nonlinear coupling coefficient:

σ = χ(2)

√
�3ωsωiωpFp

64π3ε0c3ns(ωs)ni(ωi)np(ωp)
(2.56)

The SPDC mode function (Eq. 2.55) is determined by two contributions: one
from the pump field, which determines the total transverse momentum and energy
available for the down-conversion process, and a phase-matching contribution

sinc

(
Δkz

2
L

)
≡ sin

(
Δkz

2 L
)

Δkz

2 L
(2.57)

where Δkz denotes the z-component of the wave-vector mismatch:

Δkz = kzp(qs + qi, ωs + ωi)− kzs(qs, ωs)− kzi (qi, ωi)− 2π

Λ
. (2.58)

for a periodically poled nonlinear crystal with a poling period Λ. The phase-
matching function depends on the crystal length, as well as the dispersive proper-
ties of the nonlinear material, and determines how the available energy and mo-
mentum is distributed between the signal and idler photons. For propagation along
a principal axis (non-critical phase matching), the longitudinal wave-vector com-
ponents can be written as:

kzj (ωj ,q) =
√
(ωjnj(ωj)/c)2 − |q|2 (2.59)

Taylor expansion near Δk = 0

In many experimentally relevant scenarios, the wave vectors of the pump, signal,
and idler photons are limited to a narrow range around the point of perfect collinear
quasi-phase matching:

kz,0p − kz,0s − kz,0i − 2π

Λ
= 0 (2.60)
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where kz,0j = n(ω0
j )ω

0
j /c ≡ kzj (ω

0
j , qj = 0). The frequencies that fulfill the

collinear quasi-phase matching condition for a fixed pump frequency are known
as the center phase-matched frequencies, where ω0

s + ω0
i = ω0

p due to energy
conservation. The collinear quasi-phase-matching point can be used as the starting
point for a Taylor expansion of the longitudinal wave vectors kzj in terms of the
frequency deviations from the central frequencies Ωj = ωj − ω0

j (Ωj � ω0
j ), and

qj (|qj | � |kj |):

kzj ∼ kz,0j +
Ωj

uj
+
GjΩ

2
j

2
− |qj |2

2kz,0j

(2.61)

where uj = ∂k/∂ω−1 is the group velocity and Gj = ∂/∂ω(1/u) is group
velocity dispersion, evaluated at the respective central frequency. Note that the

first-order spatial contribution
∂kzj
∂qj

is zero for propagation along a principal axis
(non-critical phase matching). This way we can significantly simplify the phase-
matching function:

Δkz(Ωs,Ωi,qs,qi) =
|qs − qi|2

2kz,0p

(2.62)

+
Ωs +Ωi

up
− Ωs

us
− Ωi

ui
(2.63)

+ Gp
(Ωs +Ωi)

2

2
−Gs

Ω2
s

2
−Gi

Ω2
i

2

where we have assumed that kz,0p ∼ 2kz,0s,i .

Collinear SPDC with cw pump

A frequently encountered special case is collinear SPDC with a continuous-wave
pump laser (Sp(Ωs + Ωi) = δ(Ωs + Ωi)). For a cw pump the two-photon SPDC
state (Eq. 2.55) reads:

|Ψcw〉 ∝ Lσ

∫
dΩ sinc(

Δk(Ω)L

2
)â†s(Ω)â

†
i (−Ω)|vac〉 (2.64)

where Δk(Ω) ≡ Δkz(Ω,−Ω, 0, 0) (Eq. 2.62). The probability of detecting a
photon with a particular frequency deviation is given by the squared modulus of
the mode function:

S(Ω) ∝ L2σ2sinc2(
Δk(Ω)L

2
) (2.65)

The spectral FWHM bandwidth (ΔΩFWHM ) is readily obtained via the rela-
tion sinc2(1.39) = 1/2, i.e. solving:
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Δk(ΔΩFWHM )L

2
= 1.39 (2.66)

For type-II phase matching and non-degenerate type-0 and type-I phase match-
ing, it is usually sufficient to consider the first-order approximation of (Eq. 2.62)
and the frequency bandwidth thus reads:

ΔΩFWHM ∼ 2× 1.39

LD
(2.67)

where D = 1/us − 1/ui is the inverse group velocity mismatch of the signal
and idler photons. For frequency-degenerate (ωs = ωi = ωp/2) type-0 and type-I
phase matching the group velocities of signal and idler are equal. Consequently,
the expansion of the phase mismatch must be extended to second order and the
bandwidth is determined by the group velocity dispersion:

ΔΩdegen
FWHM ∼

√
2× 1.39

LG
(2.68)

which results in a larger spectral bandwidth, and shorter coherence times.

2.3.3 Temporal correlations of SPDC biphotons

In addition to spectral correlations, the signal and idler photons can also exhibit
strong correlations in their respective detection times. The correlation of the photon
detection events in the signal and idler modes at times t1 and t2 at a fixed position
z = z0 is quantified using the second order intensity correlation function:

G(2)(t1, t2) =< Ê−
s (t1)Ê

−
i (t2)Ê

+
s (t1)Ê

+
i (t2) > (2.69)

where the single-mode field operators for detection at time t are defined as

Ê−(t) =
1

(2π)3/2

∫
dΩ â†(Ω) exp (−i(ω0 +Ω)t) (2.70)

and Ê+(t) = [Ê−]†. Evaluating Eq. 2.69 for the two-photon state generated
in cw-pumped collinear type-II SPDC (Eq. 2.64) yields the correlation of the de-
tection times of the signal and idler photons:

G(2)(t1, t2) ∝ |
∫
dΩ sinc(

DΩL

2
) exp (−iΩ(t1 − t2)) |2 (2.71)

The range of Eq. 2.71 is inversely proportional to the two-photon spectral band-
width (ΔΩFWHM ). For a typical SPDC process the spectral bandwidth is of the
order of 1nm, such that the signal and idler detection times are correlated to within
approximately 1ps. Note that the temporal structure of SPDC biphotons is usually
not resolvable using direct detection with state-of-the-art single-photon detectors,
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which typically exhibit timing jitters of the order of > 0.5ns, and interferometric
techniques (Hong-Ou-Mandel interference [163, 172]) must be used. For a more
detailed analysis refer to [133, 162].

In experiment, the temporal correlation can be used to identify the entangled
photon pairs as detection events that occur simultaneously, i.e. within a certain
timing window (coincidence window). When the average number of photon pairs
emitted per timing window is small (< 0.1), and detector dark counts are signif-
icantly lower than the observed single-photon detection rates, these two-fold de-
tection events can be attributed almost exclusively to the entangled photon pairs
emitted by the source.

2.4 Polarization Entanglement in Bulk SPDC

Entanglement is a nonlocal coherence phenomenon, and the SPDC mode function
(Eq. 2.55) naturally gives rise to entanglement in energy and momenta of signal
and idler photons. However, achieving a pure polarization-entangled state gen-
erally requires additional effort; In general, polarization entanglement requires a
bi-photon in a polarization product state, e.g. |H〉s|H〉i to be coherently combined
with a bi-photon with orthogonal polarizations |V 〉s|V 〉i. In other words, for the
photons to be not merely correlated, but entangled in their polarization-degree of
freedom requires that a constant phase relationship (exp(iφ)) between these two
emission possibilities be maintained for all detected photon pairs. Only then can
we write the two-photon state as:

|Φ(φ)〉 = 1√
2
(|H〉s|H〉i + exp(iφ)|V 〉s|V 〉i) (2.72)

When we are only interested in nonlocal polarization coherence, the phase re-
lationship must be averaged over the degrees of freedom which are not resolved
during the detection process. When the two emission processes are correlated with
other degrees of freedom, this generally causes the coherence of the entangled state
to be washed out, and results in a classically correlated mixed state.

In SPDC, correlations between polarization, momentum, and energy can lead
to such dephasing effects which reduce the purity of the polarization-entangled
state. Consider the total state resulting from superposition of two SPDC processes,
each generating a pair of photons with a normalized mode function ΦHH and ΦV V

(
∫ |ΦHH/V V |2qsdqidΩsdΩi=1):

|Φtotal〉 = 1√
2

∫
dqsdqidΩsdΩi

× ΦV V (qs,qi,Ωs,Ωi)|qs,Ωs〉|Vs〉|qi,Ωi〉|Vi〉
+ΦHH(qs,qi,Ωs,Ωi)|qs,Ωs〉|Hs〉|qi,Ωi〉|Hi〉

(2.73)
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In order to calculate amount of entanglement stored in the polarization sub-
space it will be more convenient to use the density matrix ρ̂total = |Φtotal〉〈Φtotal|:

ρ̂total =
1

2

∫
dqsdqidΩsdΩidq

′
sdq

′
idΩ

′
sdΩ

′
i×

ΦV V (Φ
′
V V )

∗|qs,Ωs〉|Vs〉|qi,Ωi〉|Vi〉〈q′
s,Ω

′
s|〈V ′

s |〈q′
i,Ω

′
i|〈V ′

i |
+ΦV V (Φ

′
HH)∗|qs,Ωs〉|Vs〉|qi,Ωi〉|Vi〉〈q′

s,Ω
′
s|〈H ′

s|〈q′
i,Ω

′
i|〈H ′

i|
+ΦHH(Φ′

V V )
∗|qs,Ωs〉|Hs〉|qi,Ωi〉|Hi〉〈q′

s,Ω
′
s|〈V ′

s |〈q′
i,Ω

′
i|〈V ′

i |
+ΦHH(Φ′

HH)∗|qs,Ωs〉|Hs〉|qi,Ωi〉|Hi〉〈q′
s,Ω

′
s|〈H ′

s|〈q′
i,Ω

′
i|〈H ′

i|

(2.74)

where Φ = Φ(qs,qi,Ωs,Ωi) and Φ′ = Φ(q′
s,q

′
i,Ω

′
s,Ω

′
i). The reduced polar-

ization state of the signal and idler photons is obtained by performing the continu-
ous partial trace (Eq. 2.27) over the frequency and momentum degrees of freedom:

ρ̂pol =

∫
dqsdqidΩsdΩi〈qs,Ωs|〈qi,Ωi|ρ̂total|qs,Ωs〉|qi,Ωi〉 (2.75)

Using the orthogonality relations:

〈q,Ω|q′,Ω′〉 = δ(q− q′)δ(Ω− Ω′) (2.76)

〈i|j〉 = δij (2.77)

where (ij = H,V ), the reduced two-photon polarization state can be written
as:

ρ̂pol =
1

2

∫
dqsdqidΩsdΩi×

ΦV V (qs,qi,Ωs,Ωi)Φ
∗
V V (qs,qi,Ωs,Ωi)⊗ |VsVi〉〈VsVi|

+ΦV V (qs,qi,Ωs,Ωi)Φ
∗
HH(qs,qi,Ωs,Ωi)⊗ |VsVi〉〈HsHi|

+ΦHH(qs,qi,Ωs,Ωi)Φ
∗
V V (qs,qi,Ωs,Ωi)⊗ |HsHi〉〈VsVi|

+ΦHH(qs,qi,Ωs,Ωi)Φ
∗
HH(qs,qi,Ωs,Ωi)⊗ |HsHi〉〈HsHi|

(2.78)

The quality of polarization entanglement can be evaluated via the fidelity of
ρ̂pol with a maximally-polarization-entangled state (Eq. 2.23)7. With help of the
orthogonality relations (Eq. 2.76), the fidelity with the |Φ+〉〈Φ+| state can be
expressed as:

F =
1

2
[(1 +O(ΦV V ,ΦHH))] (2.79)

7Alternatively, one could calculate the purity Tr(ρ̂2pol) of the reduced state.
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where

O(ΦV V ,ΦHH) =

�
(∫

dqsdqidΩsdΩiΦV V (qs,qi,Ωs,Ωi)Φ
∗
HH(qs,qi,Ωs,Ωi)

)
(2.80)

denotes the overlap integral of the two mode functions. The overlap integral
is a measure of similarity, i.e. indistinguishability, of the two SPDC emission pro-
cesses. In order to observe a maximally polarization-entangled state (F = 1),
the two-photon pair emission processes must be indistinguishable (O = 1) in all
degrees of freedom, other than their polarization8:

ΦV V (qs,qi,Ωs,Ωi) = ΦHH(qs,qi,Ωs,Ωi) (2.81)

When the mode functions overlap perfectly the polarization of the vertically
and horizontally polarized photon pairs are de-correlated from the spatio-temporal
characteristics:

|Ψtotal〉 = 1√
2

∫
dqsdqidΩsdΩiΦV V (qs,qi,Ωs,Ωi)|qs,Ωs〉|qi,Ωi〉 (2.82)

⊗ [|Hi〉|Hs〉+ |Vi〉|Vs〉]

When the mode functions are distinguishable (O < 1), entanglement between
spatio-temporal wave function and polarization wave function leads to “which-
polarization” information that diminishes the purity of the polarization state (F <
1). In particular, when the mode functions are perfectly distinguishable (O =
0) the nonlocal coherence is entirely washed out, and one observes a classically-
correlated mixed state:

ρ̂pol =
1

2
[|HsHi〉〈HsHi|+ |VsVi〉〈VsVi|] (2.83)

Such a classically correlated state exhibits perfect polarization correlations in
the H/V measurement basis, but no correlations in the conjugate measurement
bases L/R and D/A. In the following we will see how the spatio-temporal wave
function can be “disentangled” from the polarization wave function in two pro-
totypical polarization-entangled photon sources based on SPDC in bulk nonlinear
crystals.

2.4.1 Crossed-crystal configuration

A particularly intuitive approach for generating polarization entanglement is the so-
called crossed-crystal (or “sandwich”) configuration, first demonstrated by Kwiat

8This can also, entirely equivalently, be thought of in terms of distinguishability of the respec-
tively polarized photon pairs in time and space [173].
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et al. in 1999 [88]. In the original implementation, entanglement was achieved
by overlapping non-collinear type-I SPDC emission cones from two orthogonally
oriented nonlinear crystals, placed in sequence. A significant increase in efficiency
can be obtained in a collinear variant of the crossed-crystal configuration with non-
degenerate signal and idler wavelengths [89]. The non-degenerate signal and idler
wavelengths allow the photons to be routed into distinct spatial modes using, for
example, a dichroic mirror or an in-fiber wavelength division multiplexer (WDM).

y

-z
y

z|HH HH VV> |VV >
s i

s i

x=0x=-L
x=L

Lc1

Lc2

pump
filter

dichoric
mirror

Figure 2.3: Generation of polarization entanglement in a crossed-crystal configuration. A
pump photon is polarized diagonally, such that it can give rise to a photon pair in one of two
periodically poled nonlinear crystals placed in sequence. The nonlinear crystals are rotated
by 90 ◦, such that the two pair emission possibilities have orthogonal polarizations. Since
the two SPDC emission processes are distinguishable by means of their spectral phase
(or equivalently, their time of arrival at the detectors), birefringent compensation crystals
(yellow) are necessary, in order to ensure a coherent superposition of the two emission
processes.

In the collinear crossed-crystal scheme, two mutually orthogonally oriented
nonlinear crystals of length L are placed directly one after the other. We choose
the coordinate system such that the center interface separating the two crystals is
located at a position x = 0 (Fig. 2.3). The crystals are quasi-phase matched for a
type-0 SPDC process, with co-polarized signal and idler photons at non-degenerate
center wavelengths, and pumped with a beam propagating along the x-direction.

At the input facet of the first crystal the pump has a spectral amplitude Sp(Ωp)
and a polarization state:

|αp〉 = 1√
2
(|H〉+ exp(iφ0)|V 〉) (2.84)

The pump thus drives SPDC emissions from the first crystal (ΦHH(Ωs,Ωi)|HH〉)
and second crystal (ΦV V (Ωs,Ωi)|V V 〉) with equal magnitude. For the sake of
brevity, let us restrict the signal and idler fields to a single spatial mode, such as
a collinear plane-wave (qj = 0, for j = p, s, i). Spatial effects do not, there-
fore, influence the two-photon entanglement visibility. As a consequence of the
crossed-crystal geometry, the pairs generated in the first crystal acquire an addi-
tional dispersive phase delay compared to the pairs emitted from the second. To
understand this “which-crystal” information arises in more detail, we consider the
mode function of the horizontally polarized photons at the output of the first crystal
(x = 0):
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ΦHH |x=0 ∝

mode function at x=−L/2︷ ︸︸ ︷
Sp(Ωp) exp
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Ωp
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]
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2

)
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pump propagation to x=−L/2
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2
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)
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SPDC propagation to x=0

The exponential factor accounts for the propagation of the bi-photon, from the
center of the crystal (see Eq. 2.55) to the exit facet of the crystal. The horizontally
polarized photon pair then propagates through the second crystal (with a group
velocity uy), and the bi-photon state after traversing both crystals (x = L) reads:

ΦHH |x=L ∝ ΦHH |x=0 × exp

(
i

[
Ωs

uys
+

Ωi

uyi

]
L)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

SPDC prop. to x=L

(2.86)

Similarly, the mode function of the vertically polarized pair at x = L reads:

ΦV V |x=L ∝

pump propagated tox=0︷ ︸︸ ︷
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SPDC propagation to x=L

Comparing the mode functions after passing through both crystals (x = L), we
see that the bi-photons generated in the first crystal acquire an additional spectral
phase relative to the pairs emitted from the second:

Arg {ΦHH |x=L} − Arg {ΦV V |x=L} =

[(
Ωs

uys
+

Ωi

uyi

)
− Ωs +Ωi

uyp

]
L (2.88)

where we have used the fact that Ωp = Ωs +Ωi. When integrated over the de-
tected bandwidth, this phase-dependence diminishes the purity of the polarization-
entangled state. Of course it would be possible to restrict the spectral bandwidth
by placing narrowband spectral filters, and therefore avoid the de-phasing issue
as we have done for the spatial case (by projecting into a single spectral mode).
This, however, would lead to a dramatic, and ultimately unnecessary, decrease in
the number of detected photon pairs. A much more elegant solution is to place
dispersive, birefringent compensation crystals in the path of the pump and SPDC
photons.
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Compensation crystals

The compensation of the additional phase (Eq. 2.88) can be broken down into
two steps. First we determine the length of the post-compensation crystal that
compensates for the additional phase due to the group-velocity mismatch between
the signal and idler photons. Then we choose a precompensation crystal, which
compensates for the additional phase due to the propagation of the pump photons
through the first crystal9. For the first step we assume that the pump driving the
SPDC process is cw. The remaining phase-difference to be compensated for is
then:

Arg {ΦHH |x=L} − Arg {ΦV V |x=L} =

(
1

uys
− 1

uyi

)
ΩL (2.89)

where Ω ≡ Ωs = −Ωi. In order to compensate, we place a crystal of length
Lc2 with the inverse birefringent dispersion in the path of the signal and idler pho-
tons. The compensation crystal is oriented with its extraordinary axis parallel to
the horizontal polarization, and the ordinary axis in line with the vertical polar-
izations. When propagating in this crystal, the horizontally polarized signal and
idler photons thus travel with group velocities of the ordinary beam uos and uos, and
the vertically polarized signal and idler with group velocities of the extra-ordinary
ues and ues, respectively. Hence the phase shift accumulated after the compensator
reads:

Arg {ΦHH |x=L+Lc2} − Arg {ΦV V |x=L+Lc2} =

(
1

uys
− 1

uyi

)
ΩL

+

(
1

uos
− 1

uoi

)
ΩLc2 −

(
1

ues
− 1

uei

)
ΩLc2 (2.90)

Perfect phase compensation is achieved for when the length of the compensa-
tion crystal is chosen to be:

Lc2 =
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− 1

uy
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)
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)
−
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1
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− 1
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i

) (2.91)

The length of the precompensation crystal Lc1 can then be obtained similarly,
by adding the additional phase delay due to the post-compensation crystal to Eq.
2.88:

Lc1 =

(
1
uy
i
− 1

uy
p

)
L+

(
1
uo
i
− 1

ue
i

)
Lc2(

1
ue
p
− 1

uo
p

) (2.92)

9Note again, that this analysis in terms of distinguishing spectral phase information is entirely
equivalent to considering distinguishing timing information in the temporal domain, where it be-
comes a problem of matching the average arrival times of the down-converted photons.
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Notice that this compensation technique requires a compensation crystal that
not only exhibits birefringence, but different dispersion of the crystallographic

axes, i.e.
(
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− 1
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)
�=

(
1
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s
− 1
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i

)
, such as yttrium orthovanadat (YVO4). This

requirement can be relaxed - allowing the use of calcite, for example - by placing
the two compensation crystals, not before and after the down-converting crystals,
but in the respective signal and idler paths (after separating the frequency degen-
erate photons via a dichroic mirror). Note that this requires different lengths of
compensating crystal, which can be calculated similarly to the above discussion.

2.4.2 Sagnac configuration

The dephasing in the crossed-crystal configuration is a result of the different dis-
persion experienced by the two orthogonally polarized pair emission possibilities.
This can be avoided in, for example, an interferometric setting, where the two
orthogonally oriented nonlinear crystals are each placed in one arm of a Mach-
Zehnder interferometer, and then combined on a polarizing beam splitter. While
no compensation crystals would be required, this would require sub-wavelength
balancing of the two paths of the interferometer in order to maintain a fixed phase-
relation between the two emission possibilities over longer timescales. A more el-
egant solution was demonstrated by Kim et al. [174]; by bi-directionally pumping
a single nonlinear crystal, placed at the center of a Sagnac loop, the phase-delays
are auto-compensated, without the need for active interferometric stabilization.

In the Sagnac scheme, a type-II nonlinear crystal is placed at the center of a
polarization Sagnac interferometer, consisting of a polarizing beam splitter and a
half-wave plate (which both work for pump, signal, and idler wavelengths), as de-
picted in Fig. 2.4. A diagonally polarized pump beam is incident on the polarizing
beam splitter, which directs the horizontal pump component into the clockwise
propagation direction inside a Sagnac loop. The pump beam then produces a pair
of orthogonally polarized photons in a state ΦHV (Ωs,Ωi)|Hs〉|Vi〉. The SPDC
photons pass the half-wave plate oriented at 45◦, which flips the polarization of the
down-converted photons while leaving the spectral phase distribution unchanged
(ΦHV (Ωs,Ωi)|Vs〉|Hi〉). The polarizing beam splitter then transmits the horizon-
tally polarized photon and reflects the |Vs〉 photon into the spatial mode 1 and pho-
ton |Hi〉 into mode 2. The vertically polarized pump component is reflected into
the counter-clockwise propagation direction of the Sagnac loop, and is flipped such
that it enters the nonlinear crystal with its polarization parallel the phase-matched
axis, where it can produce a pair of photons in the counter-clockwise propaga-
tion direction (ΦHV (Ωs,Ωi)|Hs〉|Vi〉). The superimposed state of these two pair-
generation possibilities, after the PBS, then naturally factors into spectral-phase
and polarization subspaces:

∣∣∣Ψ(2)
Sagnac

〉
= 1√

2

∫
dqsdqidΩsdΩiΦHV (qs,qi,Ωs,Ωi)|qs,Ωs〉|qi,Ωi〉(2.93)

⊗ [|Hi〉|Vs〉+ exp(iφ)|Vi〉|Hs〉]
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The Sagnac scheme thus produces a maximally polarization-entangled state,
without the need for additional compensation crystals10. The relative phase φ of
the entangled state can be set by adjusting the relative phase of the pump polariza-
tion. The Sagnac scheme can also be implemented with type-0 or type-I nonlinear
crystals. In this case, however, both counter-clockwise and clockwise SPDC emis-
sions are emitted into the same output port of the PBS, and must be separated via
an additional dichroic element (see Chapter 7).

dPBStype-2 
NLC

HWP |HV > |VH >1 2 1 2
+1

2

ei

Figure 2.4: Generation of polarization entanglement in a Sagnac loop configuration. A
diagonally polarized pump photon is incident on a polarizing beam splitter, such that it can
give rise to a photon pair either the clockwise or counter-clockwise arm. The half-wave
plate (HWP) oriented at 45◦flips the polarization of the signal and idler photons, such
that they overlap in the output ports of the beam splitter. Since the two SPDC emission
processes are indistinguishable, no additional compensation crystals are necessary.

2.5 Higher-Order Pair Emission Effects in SPDC

In the discussion thus far we have considered only the two-photon contribution
of the SPDC process. This was motivated by the assumption that the pump field
was sufficiently weak. Now let us also consider the higher-order terms in the ex-
pansion of the time evolution operator (Eq. 2.47), which lead to the simultaneous
emission of multiple photon pairs. Multiple-pair emission can be used to produce
multi-photon entangled states which are an essential resource for the implementa-
tion of numerous applications in quantum information processing [162, 163, 177].
However, in experiments that require two-photon entanglement the higher-order
pair emissions reduce the visibility of experimentally observed correlations, as

10It is also worth noting that, for non-separable mode functions (Eq. 2.55), the state in Eq. 2.93
naturally exhibits hyper-entanglement [86, 175], that is, entanglement in several degrees of free-
dom, without the need for additional compensation. Hyper-entangled states can be used to encode
higher-dimensional quantum information, and promise significant advantages in the implementation
of quantum communication protocols [176].
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will be outlined in the following. For a detailed discussion of multi-photon en-
tanglement and multiple-pair effects in two-photon experiments, see e.g. Refs.
[154, 162, 163, 177–180] and [179,181–184], respectively.

2.5.1 Multi-pair emission in SPDC

First, let us consider an SPDC source which emits signal and idler photons into a
single spatial and spectral mode. The single-mode interaction Hamiltonian for a
type-II polarization-entangled photon source reads:

ĤI = g(â†V,sâ
†
H,i − â†H,sâ

†
V,i) +H.c. (2.94)

where H.c. denotes the Hermitian conjugate, and g is the nonlinear coupling
constant (g ∝ √

P0 × χ(2), where P0 denotes the pump power). The time evo-
lution of the signal and idler modes due to the interaction is given by |Ψ〉 =
exp(−iĤIt)|vac〉, and the resulting multi-photon state can be written as [160,166,
182]:

|ΨSPDC〉 = cosh(τ)−2
∞∑
n=0

√
n+ 1 tanhn τ |Φn〉 (2.95)

with τ = gt, and the n-photon-pair states:

|Φn〉 = 1√
n+ 1

n∑
m=0

(−1)m|(n−m)H ,mV 〉s|mH , (n−m)V 〉i (2.96)

The probability of generating n pairs (Pn = |〈Φn|ΨSPDC〉|2), expressed in
terms of the average number of photon pairs (μ =

∑∞
n=0 = Pn×n = 2 sinh2(τ)),

reads:

Pn =
μ
2

1 + (μ2 )
n+2

(n+ 1) (2.97)

For low average pair rates the probability of producing an n-photon pair state
scales as μn ∝ (PPUMP × (χ(2))2)n. Consequently, the probability of gener-
ating multiple photon pairs is rather low for typical nonlinearities and cw pump
powers. Therefore, experiments involving multi-photon entanglement generally
employ pulsed pump lasers with high peak powers.

In limiting our discussion so far to a single mode for the signal and idler, we
have assumed that the entangled photon source generates n indistinguishable pho-
ton pairs from the conversion of n pump photons. In other words, the multi-photon
entangled state (Eq. 2.96) is generated from a single, coherent SPDC process.

When discussing multi-photon entangled states one generally distinguishes be-
tween continuous-wave and pulsed operation. For pulsed sources (e.g. [185–188]),
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multiple-pair emissions can be considered indistinguishable in time if their co-
herence time (tcoh) is longer than the pulse length of the pump field driving the
SPDC process. For cw-pumped SPDC sources, the photon pairs can only be con-
sidered quantum-mechanically indistinguishable if their coherence time is longer
than the coincidence window (tc, see 2.3.3) used to identify photon-pair detections
(tcoh > tc) [68, 69]. This can, for example, be achieved by employing extremely
narrowband spectral filters [70], which results in a significant decrease in the ob-
served pair rates. An alternative approach is cavity-enhanced SPDC, where the
nonlinear crystal is placed inside a resonant cavity, which leads to a reduction of
the bandwidth of the SPDC photons [71–73]. For a detailed discussion of multi-
photon entangled states, see Refs. [154, 162, 163, 178–180]

For the cw-puped sources presented in this thesis, however, the coherence time
of signal and idler photons is small compared to the coincidence window. Conse-
quently, multiple photon pairs emitted within the electronic coincidence window
can be distributed over tc/tcoh >> 1 temporal modes. The emission thus consists
of n-distinguishable photon pairs, which exhibit a Poissionian photon-number dis-
tribution [182]:

Pn � e−μ̃ μ̃
n

n!
(2.98)

where μ̃ denotes the average number of pairs per coincidence window.

2.5.2 Coincidence detection with threshold detectors

In experiment, the emission of a specific photon-number state is verified in post-
selection, i.e by detecting exactly n photon pairs in the setup. This is commonly
accomplished via a coincidence measurement with 2n detectors, where each de-
tector registers a single photon each. Threshold detectors, such as Si SPADs do not
discriminate between different numbers of photon numbers. When n photons im-
pinge on a threshold detector it produces a macroscopic electronic response, with
a probability:

P detection
n = 1− (1− η)n (2.99)

where η is the detection efficiency. In absence of additional uncorrelated back-
ground noise, such a coincidence measurement verifies that at least 2n photons
were present in the optical setup. The higher-order emissions, however, can also
result in the registration of an 2n photon coincidence. As the average pair-emission
rate increases these so-called accidental coincidences lead to an unavoidable reduc-
tion of the n-pair entanglement visibility. This degradation is inherent to all entan-
gled photon sources based on SPDC, and cannot be completely mitigated unless
single-photon number resolving detectors [128, 129, 189] with perfect collection
efficiencies are employed [125,126].

For the cw-pumped sources presented in this thesis, the emission of multiple
distinguishable pairs per coincidence window leads to a reduction in the quality of
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two-photon entanglement before coherent multi-pair effects become relevant. In
the following we discuss the impact of accidental coincidences on the experimental
two-photon entanglement visibility in high-loss free-space links.

2.5.3 Multi-pair effects in presence of loss and background counts

Let us assume that our SPDC source generates distinguishable photon pairs, each
in |Φ+〉 state, at an an average rate of R0 pairs per second. The photons are dis-
tributed to Alice (A) and Bob (B) via two links with transmissions ηA and ηB ,
respectively. The polarization correlations are assessed using polarizers located
in front of the respective single-photon detectors. The module efficiency of the
receivers and polarization optics is ηC . The photon pairs are detected with two
threshold detectors, each with a dark count rate D, a detection efficiency ηD, and
a timing jitter td. The photon pairs are identified using an electronic coincidence
window tc > td.

When the polarizers are parallel the detectors register a coincidence rate of:

R
(2)
parallel �

1

2
ηhη

2
Cη

2
DηAηBR0 +R(acc) (2.100)

where ηh < 1 denotes the heralding efficiency of the source (coincidence-to-
singles ratio, See Chapter 4) and R(acc) is the rate of accidental coincidences. The
additional factor 1

2 is due to the polarizer blocking half of the photon pairs emitted
by the source. The number of accidental coincidences is approximately:

R(acc) � R
(1)
A ×R

(1)
B × tc (2.101)

where R(1)
A and R(1)

B are the number of single-photon detections registered at
Alice and Bob’s detectors, respectively:

R
(1)
A � 1

2
ηCηDηAR0 +D (2.102)

R
(1)
B � 1

2
ηCηDηBR0 +D (2.103)

If we assume that the source emits an ideal |Φ+〉 state, and that neither the
transmission channel nor the detection module adversely affect the polarization
correlations (Eq. 2.26), the coincidence count rate for crossed polarizers can be
attribute solely to accidental coincidences:

R
(2)
crossed � R(acc) (2.104)

The visibility of the experimentally observed two-photon interference fringes
is thus:

V =
R

(2)
prallel −R

(2)
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R
(2)
parallel +R

(2)
crossed

=
1
2ηhη

2
Cη

2
DηAηBR0

1
2ηhη

2
Cη

2
DηAηBR0 + 2R(acc)

(2.105)
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In absence of background counts this can be simplified to:

V � 1

1 + μ0/ηh
(2.106)

where μ0 = R0 × tc is the average number of photon pairs emitted in the
source. The length of the coincidence window thus imposes the practical upper
bound on the emitted pair rates (R0) for which the entangled correlations can still
be observed with high visibility. This clearly demonstrates that high pair-detection
rates require low-timing-jitter single-photon detectors. As an alternative to us-
ing shorter coincidence windows, multiplexing the signal and idler photons using
auxiliary correlations in other degrees of freedom can also reduce accidental co-
incidences [183, 190–193]. Equation 2.106 also shows that it is important that the
source have a high heralding efficiency (coincidence-to-singles ratio, see Chapter
4).



Chapter 3

Spectral Characterization of
SPDC in Periodically Poled
KTiOPO4

The generation of polarization-entangled photons with high brightness and visi-
bility requires a reliable, robust, and efficient pair-production process. The current
workhorse for the production of polarization-entangled photon pairs is spontaneous
parametric down-conversion (SPDC) in second-order nonlinear crystals (see Chap-
ter 2). Over the last decade, a number of bright sources generating photon pairs via
type-0, type-I, and type-II quasi-phase matching in periodically poled potassium
titanyl phosphate (KTiOPO4 or KTP [194]) have been demonstrated. However, a
direct comparison between the results achieved for different phase-matching con-
figurations in terms of efficiency is problematic, as they were obtained with differ-
ent optical setups and detection equipment.

In this chapter I discuss the basic spectral properties of type-0 and type-II quasi-
phase-matched SPDC in ppKTP and present a conclusive comparison in terms of
pair-generation efficiency, using the same optical setup. In light of applications in
harsh environmental operating conditions, such as space, the suitability of using a
free-running laser diode to pump the SPDC process is also evaluated. This chapter
covers material published in Publication A and Publication C.

3.1 Quasi-Phase Matching in ppKTP

Efficient SPDC requires the signal and idler fields generated in different regions
of the nonlinear crystal to interfere constructively along the propagation direc-
tion. This condition is known as the so-called phase-matching condition (Eq.
2.60). In anisotropic nonlinear materials phase matching can be achieved using
birefringence to compensate the phase mismatch due to dispersion. This tech-
nique is known as birefringent phase matching (BPM), and can be achieved in both
collinear and non-collinear type-I and type-II configurations [195]. In general,
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birefringent phase matching is achieved by angle tuning the crystal, which severely
constrains the choice of the nonlinear coefficient and propagation geometry. Fur-
thermore, birefringent phase matching requires the polarization of at least one of
the fields to be extraordinary, which results in Poynting vector walk-off [196,197].
As the beams propagate through the crystal, this walk-off leads to a decrease in
beam overlap, and thus significantly limits the maximum useful length of the non-
linear crystal.

A recently developed alternative approach is to compensate the phase mismatch
by periodically modulating the crystal’s nonlinearity. This technique, known as
quasi-phase matching [196–198], can be used to compensate for arbitrary phase
mismatch, as long as the required short poling periods can be readily engineered.
Perfect quasi-phase matching requires a harmonic modulation of the crystal’s non-
linearity with a period (Λ = 2π/Δk). In practice, however, quasi-phase matching
is achieved by periodical inversion of the material’s nonlinear coefficient, which
leads to a reduction of the effective nonlinearity by a factor of 2/(πm), where m
is an odd integer that denotes the phase matching order.

The additional degree of freedom introduced by the poling period significantly
simplifies phase matching, and allows crystals to be designed to produce SPDC
photon pairs for almost arbitrary wavelengths and operating temperatures, while
using the material’s largest nonlinear tensor coefficient to mediate the interaction.
Furthermore, the interaction can be tailored such that pump, signal, and idler prop-
agate collinearly along a principal axis of the nonlinear crystal. This eliminates
spatial walk-off (non-critical phase-matching) and allows for the usage of longer
nonlinear crystals as well as efficient coupling into single-mode fibers.

The entangled photon sources presented in the later chapters of this thesis are
designed to generate photon pairs at wavelengths in the near infrared. The wave-
length region around ∼810nm is considered optimal for free-space communication
applications, taking into account atmospheric transmission, beam divergence over
long-distance links, detector efficiency and the availability of compact LD pump
sources (see section 1.2.3). A number of nonlinear materials, such as KTP, lithium
niobate (LN), or beta barium borate (BBO) have previously been used to generate
photon pairs in this wavelength region. Throughout this thesis we use KTP, due
to its large nonlinearity, high transparency for pump wavelengths around 405nm,
and its low susceptibility to photo-refractive damage. Furthermore, it has been
shown that KTP can sustain the proton and gamma radiation and thermal vacuum
fluctuations expected in space [199].

For collinear propagation along the crystallographic x-axis, KTP has three
nonzero second-order tensor coefficients dijk [194], allowing for collinear type-
0 (ZpZsZi), type-I (ZpYsYi), and type-II (YpYsZi) quasi-phase-matched SPDC,
by appropriate choice of the poling period.

Table 3.1 lists the required poling period for collinear phase-matching from
405nm to 810nm at room temperature, as well as the respective nonlinear coeffi-
cients. Note the interesting coincidence that the poling period required for first-
order type-II QPM is very close to the required poling period for third-order QPM
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Table 3.1: Required poling period (Λ) and nonlinear coefficients (dijk) for collinear SPDC
in x-cut ppKTP [205,206].

configuration Λ [μm] dijk [pm/V]
type-0 (zpzszi) 3.43 dzzz ∼ 18.5
type-I (zpysyi) 1.96 dzyy ∼ 4.7
type-II (ypyszi) 10 dyyz ∼ 3.9

of the type-0 process. Hence, in type-II pair-sources in KTP, a background orig-
inating from the higher-order type-0 process can be expected. For standard ap-
plications this is usually considered an undesirable feature which could, however,
be of interest in, for example, polarization-independent frequency conversion pro-
cesses. Coincident phase-matching of higher order type-0 and type-I processes, on
the other hand, could be used to directly generate polarization-entangled photons
from a single crystal [200].

In the following sections we compare the theoretical and experimental perfor-
mance, such as pair rates, spectral bandwidth, and temperature tuning characteris-
tics for SPDC photon pairs generated in x-cut flux-grown ppKTP crystals pumped
by a 405-nm fiber-coupled continuous-wave laser diode. In terms of spectral char-
acteristics, type-0 and type-I SPDC [201, 202] typically show comparable temper-
ature dependence and bandwidths, as both involve co-polarized signal and idler
photons. This is contrasted by the spectral characteristics of the type-II process, in
which the generated photons are orthogonally polarized [203, 204]. Since ppKTP
crystals for type-I SPDC show similar spectral characteristics to type-0 SPDC, but
have a smaller nonlinear coefficient and are harder to fabricate due to the shorter
poling period (see Table 3.1), type-I SPDC is omitted from the following compar-
ison.

3.2 Comparison of Type-0 and Type-II SPDC in ppKTP

In order to compare type-0 and type-II SPDC in ppKTP in theory and experiment,
the pair-generation efficiency of a 20-mm type-0 and type-II sample were com-
pared in the same optical setup; the crystals were mounted side-by-side and could
be interchanged using a translation stage (see Fig. 3.2). The pump beam was fo-
cused to a Gaussian beam waist of 150 μm at the center of the crystal, and the
signal and idler photons were separated using a polarizing beam splitter (type-II)
or a dichroic mirror (type-0). The photon pairs were then collected using single-
mode fibers with a collection waist of 80 μm. For the assessment of the spectral
characteristics (Fig. 3.1), the photons were guided to a high-resolution single-
photon spectrometer. For the measurement of the pair rates the single-mode fibers
were connected to two silicon-based single-photon detectors, and photon pairs
were identified via their arrival times, using a coincidences measurement with a
fast FPGA-based timing logic.

The theoretical spectral bandwidth and the center wavelengths were calcu-
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Figure 3.1: Experimentally observed normalized SPDC spectra for 20-mm ppKTP crys-
tal (poling period=3.425μm) pumped with a 405.4 nm CW laser diode for varied phase-
matching temperatures.

lated using the full wavelength dependence of the phase-matching function (no
first-order approximation). There exist a number of material coefficients for the
temperature- and wavelength-dependence of the refractive indices in KTP [207–
212]. The best agreement with the experimental data was obtained using the wave-
length dependence from Ref. [207], the temperature dependence of the refractive
indices from Ref. [210], and the thermal expansion coefficients from Ref. [213].

3.2.1 Temperature-dependent spectral properties

The center wavelengths (λ0 = 2πc/ω0) that fulfill the phase-matching condition
(Δk = 0) are depicted in Fig. 3.3 as a function of temperature. Notice that the
temperature dependence of the center wavelengths for type-II SPDC:

|∂λs
∂T

|type−II
810nm ∼ 0.2nm/K (3.1)

is more robust with regard to temperature changes compared to the type-0 pro-
cess:

|∂λs
∂T

|type−0
780nm ∼ 3nm/K. (3.2)

The FWHM bandwidth in cw-pumped collinear SPDC (Fig. 3.4) is determined
by crystal length and group velocity mismatch of signal and idler photons (Eq.
2.67) and thus generally decreases with wavelength non-degeneracy (λ0s − λ0i ).
Consequently, a large bandwidth is observed for the co-polarized signal and idler
photons in type-0 and type-I SPDC close to degeneracy (λ0s = λ0i = λ0p/2). For the
type-II process, on the other hand, the group velocities of orthogonally polarized
signal and idler typically differ significantly at wavelength degeneracy, resulting in
a comparatively small bandwidth. Note that while the large bandwidth of the type-0
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of experimental setup for comparison of spectral/efficiency charac-
teristics of type-0 and type-II SPDC in 20mm of ppKTP.
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Figure 3.3: Spectral characteristics of type-0 and type-II SPDC in 20mm of ppKTP: The
phase-matched cwl of signal (blue) and idler (red) of type-0 SPDC (squares) show a much
stronger temperature dependence than type-II SPDC (triangles). The theoretical curves
were calculated using the material coefficients for KTP [207, 210], whereby the poling
period was tuned to coincide with the degenerate phase-matching point.)

process close to degeneracy (Eq. 2.68) is disadvantageous for most standard ap-
plications (e.g. quantum cryptography), this region could be useful for achieving
ultra-short temporal correlations (section 2.3.3, [214, 215]) and improving resolu-
tion in, for example, quantum optical coherence tomography [216, 217], quantum
ranging, or clock synchronization with dispersion cancellation [218].

For both type-0 and type-II SPDC, the spectral bandwidths depicted in Fig.
3.3 are in good agreement with the values calculated using the refractive indices
from the Sellmeier material coefficients for KTP [207]. The experimentally ob-
served temperature dependence of the center wavelengths, however, differs from
the calculated behavior, most likely due to the inaccuracy of the refractive-index
temperature derivatives [210] at the pump wavelength.
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Figure 3.4: Spectral characteristics of type-0 and type-II SPDC in 20mm of ppKTP: The
FWHM bandwidth of the type-0 SPDC shows a stronger temperature dependence than the
type-II process. For a relative comparison of bandwidth, see also Tab. 3.2. The theoretical
curves were calculated using the material coefficients for KTP ( [207, 210]), whereby the
poling period was tuned to coincide with the degenerate phase-matching point.)

Table 3.2: Performance characteristics of SPDC in ppKTP.

configuration λs, λi Δλs Rc/P0 [Mcp/mW] (dRc/dλ)/P0 [Mcp/mW/nm]
type-0 784nm,839nm ∼2.3nm 1 0.46
type-II 810nm,810nm ∼0.3nm 0.008 0.026

3.2.2 Pair-generation efficiency

Aside from the differences in spectra and temperature-tuning characteristics, the
pair-generation efficiency between type-0 and type-II SPDC also differs signifi-
cantly due to the different nonlinear coefficients (Tab. 3.1). The pair-generation
efficiency was quantified in terms of the spectral brightness ((dRc/dλ)/P0), that
is, the number of generated pairs per mW of pump power (P0) and per nm of
generated bandwidth (Δλ), or the total pair-rate (Rc ≈ (dRc/dλ) × Δλ). For
type-0 SPDC the observed spectral brightness was approximately 20 times higher
than for type-II QPM (see Tab. 3.2), in good agreement with the expected be-
haviour due to the different nonlinear coefficients (d2zzz/d

2
yyz). In agreement with

Eq. 2.65, the observed peak spectral brightness is almost independent of wave-
length degeneracy and bandwidth, except for the type-0 process and temperatures
below the wavelength-degeneracy point where the type-0 collinear QPM condition
is no longer fulfilled. The total pair rate of type-0 SPDC, however, peaks close to
the degeneracy point and is two orders of magnitude higher than that of the type-II
sample, due to the significantly larger bandwidth.
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Figure 3.5: Pair-generation efficiency in type-0 (blue) and type-II (green) SPDC: The
spectral brightness [Mcps/mW/nm] remains almost constant over observed temperature
range for both QPM configurations (once the phase-matching condition for type-0 is met
at T=26.5 ◦C). Since the total pair rate [Mcps/mW] is proportional to the temperature-
dependent bandwidth (Fig. 3.3), it decreases strongly with temperature for type-0 SPDC.

3.3 SPDC with a Multi-Mode Pump

The suitability of employing multi-mode free-running (FR) cw pump laser diodes
(FWHM bandwidth ∼ 1nm) for SPDC has not yet been extensively investigated,
since single-mode lasers (FWHM <500 MHz) are readily available in most quan-
tum optics laboratories. However, for applications in space, the increased com-
pactness and relaxed stabilization requirements, as well as higher possible pump
powers, could make FR LD pumped SPDC a very attractive option. In order to
evaluate the feasibility of using FR LD pumps for applications in quantum com-
munication and cryptography, let us first analyze the expected impact on spectral
properties and efficiency of the SPDC process.

3.3.1 Theory of SPDC with a multi-mode pump

Consider an FR LD consisting of several spectral modes ων
p , centered around ω0

p:

s(ωp) ∼
∑
ν

Iνδ(ωp − ων
p ) (3.3)

where Iν is the weight of the ν-th pump mode in the pump spectrum. Since the
frequency modes of an FR LD have no fixed phase relationship, the total resulting
SPDC spectrum of the signal (idler) photons S(ωs(i)) is obtained by incoherently
summing the spectral intensity distributions Sν(ωs(i)) of SPDC from all phase-
matched longitudinal pump modes (see Fig. 3.6):

S(ωs(i)) =
∑
ν

IνSν(ωs(i)) (3.4)
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Each of these contributions Sν(ωs(i)) is centered about ων
s(i) and has a spectral

bandwidth (ΔΩν). Additionally, when the pump consists of several discrete (or
continuous) spectral modes, the spacing of the spectral peaks of down-converted
signal (idler) photons (ων+1

s(i) , ω
ν
s(i)), which were generated by neighboring pump

modes (ων+1
p , ων

p ) is increased with respect to the initial spectral mode-spacing of
the pump photons. The spacing of the phase-matched center wavelengths of the
signal (idler) photons with respect to the pump modes, can be approximated as:

(
ων+1
s(i) − ων

s(i)

)
≈ ∂ωs(i)

∂ωp
|ων

s(i)

(
ων+1
p − ων

p

)
(3.5)

where, approximating the phase mismatch to first order (Section 2.3.2), we
have:

∂ωs(i)

∂ωp
|ων

s(i)
=

1/up − 1/us(i)

1/us − 1/ui
(3.6)

where us,i,p denote the group velocities for signal, idler, and pump, respec-
tively. Depending on the phase-matching characteristics of the nonlinear material,
a small pump bandwidth can result in an extremely large spectral SPDC bandwidth.

QPM 

p
+1

p

s
+1

s

sp

s

Figure 3.6: Mapping for spectral properties of FR pump to SPDC spectra.

For ppKTP and signal and idler wavelengths of 780nm and 840nm respectively,
the effect is significantly larger for type-0 QPM and type-I QPM, than for type-II
QPM (Tab. 3.3). Consequently, in addition to the spectral bandwidth of individual
modes being larger (see Fig. 3.3), the stronger pump-wavelength dependence of
the center wavelengths leads to a significantly increased spectral bandwidth for
type-0 and type-I SPDC. Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 depict the spectra for type-0
and type-II QPM in KTP with a cw pump consisting of four longitudinal modes.

While the larger bandwidth is a disadvantage to standard quantum optics appli-
cations, it might have potential application in metrology, since it allows a person
to infer the pump spectrum with high resolution, by measurement of the signal and
idler with a low-resolution spectrometer [219]. As a numerical example, the large
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Table 3.3: Pump-frequency derivatives of phase-matched center frequencies for different
phase-matching configurations in ppKTP.

configuration ∂ω0
s

∂ωp

∂ω0
i

∂ωp

type-0 ∼ 33 ∼ 34
type-I ∼ 57 ∼ 58
type-II ∼ 2 ∼ 3

type-I amplification factor would allow resolving the pump spectrum to < 4 pm,
using a spectrometer with a resolution of only 1 nm!
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Figure 3.7: Qualitative explanation of type-0 SPDC spectra with a multi-mode pump:
At the reference temperature ΔT = 0, multiple spectral modes of the pump are phase-
matched at different center-wavelengths, resulting in a broad-band SPDC response (dashed
black envelope). The longest wavelength of the pump is not phase-matched.

In addition to the spectral characteristics, the total flux of photon pairs gener-
ated is also affected when using an FR LD; The rate of photon pairs generated by
the ν-th pump mode is proportional to the respective down-conversion bandwidth
(Rν

c ∝ IνΔΩν
s ), which can vary strongly over the pump bandwidth, in particular

for type-0 SPDC. In this case the total pair-rate Rc ∝ ∑
ν I

νΔΩν
s can signifi-

cantly differ from that achieved with a single-frequency pump of the same total
power I =

∑
ν I

ν . For type-II SPDC with typical FR LD bandwidths of ∼ 1nm,
however, the down-conversion bandwidth remains almost constant for the different
pump modes, and the total pair rates can be expected to be of similar magnitude as
when using a single-mode pump.

3.3.2 Experimental results

In order to corroborate these theoretical findings, an experimental comparison be-
tween the spectral properties and efficiency of single-mode and multi-mode pump-
ing was performed. For the experimental comparison to take place under otherwise
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Figure 3.8: Qualitative explanation of type-II SPDC spectra with a multi-mode pump:
At the reference temperature ΔT = 0, multiple spectral modes of the pump are phase-
matched at different center-wavelengths, resulting in a broad-band SPDC response (dashed
black envelope). In contrast to the type-0 SPDC, for the type-II process all pump compo-
nents contribute to the observed SPDC signal. Nevertheless, due to the QPM characteristics
of type-II SPDC in ppKTP, the resulting SPDC bandwidth is still significantly smaller than
that of the type-0 process.

equal conditions, multi-mode and single-mode operation were achieved by detun-
ing the temperature of the same LD. The pump spectra (inset in Fig. 3.10) were
monitored using a high-resolution optical spectrum analyzer, and the SPDC spectra
were measured using a diffraction-grating-based, tunable filter (FWHM passband
0.4nm). The experimental observations were in good agreement with the quali-
tative analysis of the previous paragraph. Two examples of multi-mode-pumped
SPDC spectra are depicted alongside the single-mode-pumped spectrum as a refer-
ence in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10, for type-0 and type-II SPDC, respectively. Figures 3.9
and 3.10 also include the SPDC spectra calculated for the multi-mode pump pro-
files which were measured with the optical spectrum analyzer. The peaks resulting
from the pump’s most pronounced spectral modes can be identified in the spectra of
both type-0 and type-II SPDC. Note that the best agreement between calculated and
experimental spectra was obtained using poling periods that slightly deviated from
the manufacturer’s specifications. The difference in the relative weights of calcu-
lated and experimental SPDC peaks is the result of wavelength-dependent losses,
due to chromatic aberrations in the collection optics and the wavelength-dependent
efficiency of the spectrometer.

The pair rates measured for type-0 SPDC with a multi-mode pump were signif-
icantly lower than those measured with the single-mode pump, even when the tem-
perature was chosen to phase-match the entire pump bandwidth. This difference
in efficiency was in part due to the aforementioned chromatic aberrations in the
single-mode collection optics. Additionally, for type-0 SPDC the short wavelength
spectral components of the pump lead to a smaller down-converted bandwidth (due
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to larger non-degeneracy of the generated signal and idler for fixed crystal temper-
ature) and thus contribute less pairs to the total broadband SPDC signal, as outlined
in the previous paragraph. In addition to the decreased efficiency, another point of
practical interest is the achievable entanglement visibility. Since the SPDC spec-
trum is distributed over a very large spectral range for the type-0 ppKTP crystal,
polarization mode dispersion could make it difficult to achieve high-visibility po-
larization entanglement.

As expected, type-II SPDC did not show such a strong change in efficiency and
spectral properties.

In conclusion, a type-II phase-matched crystal pumped with a high-power FR
LD could provide a more robust choice for applications in out-of-the-lab operating
conditions. High-visibility polarization entanglement using FR laser diodes has
been demonstrated for BBO [89], and we expect that these results can be extended
to ppKTP. The criticality of required compensation techniques, as well as the
suitability of various entanglement-producing configurations (crossed-crystal [88],
double-pass [220], Sagnac-loop [174]) for the case of FR-LD-pumped ppKTP is
to be assessed in further studies. These results on the spectral characteristics are
complemented by the investigation into the coherence properties of multi-mode cw
pumped SPDC [221] and could be of great interest for applications in (quantum-)
metrology.
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Figure 3.9: Normalized SPDC spectra with multi-frequency- (experiment: green, theory:
dashed black), and single-frequency pump (experiment: orange) for type-0 QPM in 11mm
ppKTP. The differences between theory and experiment are the result of wavelength-
dependent loss in the single-mode collection optics and spectrometer. For a multi-
frequency pump, the type-0 SPDC spectrum covers a spectral range that is too broad for
many applications, and would require strong spectral filtering.
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Figure 3.10: Normalized SPDC spectra with multi-frequency- (experiment: green, theory:
dashed black), and single-frequency pump (experiment: orange) type-II QPM in 15mm
ppKTP. The differences between theory and experiment are the result of wavelength-
dependent loss in the single-mode collection optics and spectrometer. For a multi-
frequency pump, type-II SPDC spectrum is relatively robust with respect to the large pump
bandwidth and could still be feasible option for e.g. free-space quantum communications
and other standard quantum optics applications.

3.4 Conclusions

In this chapter we discussed the main spectral properties and efficiency of pair
generation in ppKTP via SPDC with a 405-nm cw pump. A comprehensive com-
parison between type-II and type-0 QPM configurations in terms of efficiency, as
well as temperature- and pump-wavelength-dependent spectral properties was per-
formed. As expected from the different nonlinear coefficients, type-0 SPDC in
ppKTP is significantly more efficient than the type-II process. However, type-II
QPM in ppKTP is more robust with respect to temperature drifts. Furthermore,
type-II QPM is affected less by larger pump bandwidth, and allows us to generate
comparatively narrow SPDC bandwidth, even when pumping with a free-running
cw laser diode. The use of an FR pump could thus be particularly attractive, due
to relaxed requirements in terms of current and temperature stabilization, compact-
ness, and the generally higher powers compared to cw operation.

We, therefore, see that both type-0 and type-II SPDC have their own charac-
teristic merits. For a ground-based quantum communication terminal, where there
is still some temperature stability (while not necessarily laboratory conditions), a
type-0 SPDC source seems most appropriate, due to the higher possible pair rates.
Also, the higher degree of wavelength tunability can be seen as an advantage in
such applications. Furthermore, the larger spectral bandwidth, and correspond-
ingly ultra-short temporal correlations, could be of interest for ultra-precise quan-
tum ranging experiments. In the harshest of operation conditions, however, such
as space flight operation for example, the increased temperature stability and the
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possibility of using a free-running laser diode pump are factors that favor a type-II
ppKTP SPDC source.
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Chapter 5

Entangled Photon Source for
Quantum Communications

Over the last few years, the European Space Agency (ESA) has shown great interest
in the development of quantum communication terminals for applications in space,
and funded a number of research projects to meet this end. This chapter summa-
rizes the main results of the EQU0 project (ESA Contract No:22542/09/NL/SFe),
in which the Optoelectronics group at ICFO oversaw the design, engineering, and
testing of an entangled photon source (EPS) which addresses the critical require-
ments of free-space experiments, and ultimately space flight operation. The ex-
perimental evaluation of the source delivered to ESA was published in Publication
A.

5.1 Performance Requirements

The main performance characteristics the source had to fulfill are summarized in
Table 5.1. The EQU0 project was focused on achieving high brightness (pairs/s
or bit rate) as well as high visibility (strong correlation, i.e. low quantum bit er-
ror ratio). Additionally, the source was required to meet the added constraints of
robustness and compactness; the hardware and driving electronics had to be fitted
on a compact breadboard, for its use in out-of-the lab experiments 5.1. Further-
more, the source was fiber coupled in order to ensure minimum beam diffraction
over free-space links, and provide a versatile plug-and-play interface, which would
allow the source to be exchanged between experiments without the need for re-
alignment. The operational wavelength range was determined, taking into account
the combined effects of beam diffraction, atmospheric transmission, and the high
detection efficiency of low-timing-jitter SPADs (see Chapter 1).
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Figure 5.1: Photo of the compact EQU0 entangled photon source, delivered to the Euro-
pean space agency. The source was fitted onto a compact breadboard, and consisted of a
405-nm laser diode module (LD), a 405-nm half-wave plate (HWP), a neutral density filter
to adjust the pump power (ND), two beam-steering mirrors (M1,M2), beam-shaping optics
(L2,L3,L4), two temperature-controlled ppKTP crystals (ppKTP), a dichroic mirror (DM),
an yttrium orthovanadate compensation crystal (YV0), a wave plate (WP), and a compact
fiber coupler (FC). The signal and idler photons were separated into two spatial modes
using a fiber-based wavelength division multiplexer (WDM - not depicted). For details on
the functionality refer to the following sections.
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Optical Requirements Requirement Goal

Wavelength TBD 750nm - 850nm
Optical Bandwidth < 10nm < 3nm

Pump type laser diode -
Type of entanglement TBD Polarization

Visibility > 90% > 95%
Spectral brightness > 40 kcps/mW/nm > 10 Mcps/mW/nm
Optical Interface single-mode fiber -

Environmental Requirements Requirement Goal

Operational temperature range 20± 5 deg C -
Operational relative humidity range 50± 20 % -

Vacuum environment N/A (ambient pressure) -
Radiation N/A -

Physical Requirements Requirement Goal

Total mass ≤15 kg ≤5 kg
Total size ≤ 500 x 500 x 100 mm3 ≤ 250 x 250 x 100 mm3

Total power consumption ≤30 W (peak) ≤20 W (peak)

Table 5.1: Statement of Work (SOW) performance requirements for EQU0 entangled
photon source.

5.2 Crossed-Crystal Configuration

Over the last two decades, numerous schemes for polarization entanglement of
photon pairs generated by SPDC have been proposed and demonstrated. Amongst
these, so-called common-path configurations stand out, as they do not require ac-
tive interferometric path stabilization (see also section 6.1). In a common-path
configuration the pump beam that drives the secondary SPDC emission propagates
along the same optical path as the primary pair-emission process, and optical path-
length fluctuations are effectively auto-compensated.

For the EQU0 project, our approach was based on collinear non-degenerate
down-conversion emission from crossed crystals (see section 2.4.1), as demon-
strated in [89], pumped by a 405-nm cw LD. With respect to [89], which utilized
type-I SPDC in BBO, here we used the more efficient type-0 process in ppKTP.

The crossed-crystal (or “sandwich”) scheme uses two mutually orthogonally
oriented ppKTP crystals for type-0 QPM from 405-nm (pump) to 783nm (sig-
nal) and 837 nm (idler), placed in sequence. The pump beam is polarized diago-
nally with respect to the two crystallographic z-axes, such that an SPDC process is
equally likely to occur in the first crystal (in state |HsHi〉) or in the second one (in
state |VsVi〉). Polarization entanglement is observed if the two emission processes
are indistinguishable in all other degrees of freedom .
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5.3 Technical Realization of EPS

Compact pump source

After consulting numerous manufacturers, the Ondax SureLock 405-nm volume-
holographic-grating-stabilized laser diode was the best suited option in terms of
price, spectral bandwidth, and maximum output power. The radiation spectrum
obtained with a high-resolution spectrum analyzer is depicted in Figure 5.2. The
small footprint of 100x40 mm2 enables easy integration of the laser module into
the EPS breadboard. Since the output beam height is only 19 mm, an aluminum
pedestal was manufactured to adjust the beam height to 50 mm. The main limi-
tation is that neither output power nor center wavelength are tunable. For single
mode operation (lindwidth < 160 MHz), the module is locked to an output power
of 40mW and a center wavelength of 405.4nm. The collimated output beam (900
μm x 400 μm) shows almost perfect Gaussian beam profile, with an M2 ∼ 1.

Figure 5.2: Spectrum of Ondax pump laser, acquired with optical spectrum analyzer.

Pump and collection optics

In addition to high entanglement visibility, special emphasis was put into optimiza-
tion of the brightness (pairs/s) of the source. According to theoretical considera-
tions discussed in Chapter 4, the optimal pump waist size for a 20-mm-long ppKTP
crystal is ∼16μm, and the optimal output coupling mode waist is ∼24μm. The de-
sign goals were to enable low M2 focusing of the pump, thus maintaining Gaussian
single mode beams, while also matching the requirements for compactness and ro-
bustness.

The pump beam was set to a linear polarization of ∼45◦using a zero-order
half-wave plate with its optical axis oriented at 22.5◦. The wave plate was placed
directly after the output of the pump laser. In order to achieve a spot size close
to the theoretical optimum (∼19 μm) at the center of the ppKTP crystals, while
maintaining a compact configuration, the ellipticity of the collimated LD output
(0.45x0.2 mm2) was corrected using a 2:1 telescope, consisting of two cylindrical
lenses (L2,L3). The then circular and collimated pump beam was focused to the
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center interface of the two crossed ppKTP crystals via a spherical lens (L4) with a
focal length of f =75mm. The SPDC was reflected to the output fiber coupler via
a dichroic mirror. The output coupler consisted of a single aspheric lens (L5) with
a focal length f =11mm in an adjustable-focus mount (Fig. 5.4). The setup was
arranged in a compact folded geometry.

Figure 5.3: 2-D image of Zemax modeled design. Inset circular beam shape at crystal
center.

Figure 5.4: Custom-made miniature output coupler with adjustable focus, manufactured by
qutools GmbH. The distance between the aspheric lens and the fiber tip could be adjusted
using a spanner wrench (bottom left).

Nonlinear crystals

The source uses two 20-mm ppKTP crystals with a poling period of 3.425 μm,
specified for type-0 collinear phase-matching from 405 nm to 783nm (signal) and
837 nm (idler) at approximately 30◦C. A total of 6 flux-grown ppKTP crystals
were acquired from Raicol Crystals Ltd., and compared in terms of efficiency and
spectral characteristics. Even though the ppKTP crystals were grown from the
same batch and poled using the same poling mask, the comparative measurements
revealed significant differences in terms of efficiency and spectral characteristics.
Furthermore, for each sample, the efficiency was dependent on the lateral position
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of the pump beam in the crystal (see Fig. 5.5). The peak efficiency of the two
crystals used in the source differed by a factor of approximately two, depending on
the location of the pump beam in the crystal. This difference in efficiency had to be
compensated in order to achieve balanced SPDC emission from the two crystals, as
required for the generation of a maximally polarization-entangled state. This was
achieved by rotating the pump polarization toward the z-axis of the less efficient of
the two crystals, which led to an overall decrease in efficiency.
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Figure 5.5: Coincidence count rate as the pump beam is scanned transversally through two
PPKTP crystals. The spatial non-uniformity is clearly visible.

Spectral filtering

In order to achieve high entanglement visibility, it is critical that the spectra of
SPDC emission from the two ppKTP crystals be completely indistinguishable (see
Chapter 2). The two crystals chosen as a result of the comparative efficiency mea-
surements, however, phase-matched at different center wavelengths when kept at
equal temperature. Further analysis showed that the spectrum produced by each
crystal varied as the beam was displaced along the crystal aperture; the center
wavelength of the spectrum could be shifted by up to 2 nm as the crystal was later-
ally displaced along the pump beam.

The maximally achievable entanglement visibility in the presence of spectral
which-crystal information can be estimated via the overlap integral of the spectral
intensity profiles. Note that the spectral intensity overlap (as opposed to the ampli-
tude overlap in section 2.4) gives only a loose upper bound on the visibility, as it
does not account for inhomogeneity in the spectral phase profiles of the two SPDC
emissions.

In order to increase the spectral overlap the crystals were maintained at a tem-
perature difference of 0.25◦C. However, even for equal center wavelengths the
respective spectra were clearly distinguishable (see Fig. 5.6), and the spectral over-
lap was merely ∼ 91%. In order to mitigate the remaining spectral differences, a
narrow-band spectral filter with a center wavelength of 783nm and an FWHM pass-
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band of ∼ 3nm was placed after the WDM in the signal path of the polarization
analyzer. The spectral intensity overlap after filtering increased to > 99%. Note
that the narrow IF filter is placed only in the signal path, since, when measured in
coincidence, filtering one arm with a narrow IF effectively filters the entangled pair
(due to the anti-correlation of the signal and idler spectra).
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Figure 5.6: SPDC spectra of horizontally and vertically polarized signal photons before
and after filtering with a 3.5 nm FWHM IF filter. The spectra were recorded with the
crystals maintained at phase-matching temperatures of 28.3 ◦C (H-Polarization) and 28.1
◦C (V-Polarization). The spectral intensity overlap integrals were calculated to 91 % and
>99% for the unfiltered and filtered SPDC profiles, respectively.
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Figure 5.7: Spectral overlap integral calculated from filtered spectral data (upper bound
for the entanglement visibility) as a function of crystal temperature difference.

Double oven

A compact double-oven assembly that allowed for individual temperature control
of the two nonlinear crystals was manufactured by qutools GmbH (Fig. 5.8). The
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oven consisted of two copper bases which were separated by a 1-mm gap of air.
These bases were attached to the hot face of two Peltier elements, whose cold
face was connected to a heat sink which was formed by a solid aluminum base.
The aluminum base was mounted on top of a pillar mount with adjustable height.
The temperature of the two ovens were read out via two 10 kΩ thermistors, and
the temperature was set using two compact custom-made temperature controllers,
each with a long-term temperature stability of <0.1 ◦C. The ppKTP crystals were
held in place by applying light pressure to a thin aluminum slab, which pushed the
crystals against the copper base. A removable cover could be placed on top of the
oven, to protect the crystals and ensure better thermal stability.

Figure 5.8: A custom double-oven, manufactured by qutools GmbH, allowed for separate
temperature control of the ppKTP crystals. Foto courtesy of Pavel Trojek, qutools GmbH.

Phase plate

The relative phase of the entangled state was set using a 200μm-thick piece of
YVO4 crystal, which was angle-tuned by rotation about its optical axis. The op-
tical axis was aligned parallel to the Z-axis of one of the PPKTP crystals. Due to
birefringence, this results in a relative change in the optical path length for hori-
zontally and vertical polarized photons. The wave plate can be located in either the
SPDC or pump path, since the relative phase of the pump polarization is directly
transferred to that of the entangled state. For a crystal with a thickness d, the rela-
tive phase (φ) introduced as a function of the angle of incidence on the crystal (δ)
reads:

φ(δ, d) =
2π

λp

ne − no
cos(δ)

d (5.1)

where λp denotes the pump wavelength, and ne and no denote the extra-ordinary
and ordinary index of refraction, respectively. The range of angle tuning required
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for a full 360◦phase retardation is approximately 8◦. Note that high-quality AR-
coating of the wave plate is critical in order to avoid etalon effects (fluctuations in
the transmitted power due to interference) and polarization-dependent losses.

Figure 5.9: A 200μm-thick YVO4 with an aperture of 1×1cm2 was fixed inside a minia-
ture rotation mount, such that the optical axis could be aligned with respect to that of the
nonlinear crystals (i.e. perpendicular to the optical table). The wave plate was fixed on a
miniature rotation platform, and the relative phase of the entangled state was adjusted by
angle tuning the wave plate about its optical axis.

Compensation crystal

As a consequence of the crossed-crystal geometry, the |HsHi〉 pairs generated in
the first crystal acquire an additional wavelength-dependent phase shift relative to
the |VsVi〉 pairs emitted from the second (|Ψ〉 = |VsVi〉 + eiφ(λs,λi)|HsHi〉). The
compensation of this relative phase, by placement of birefringent compensation
crystals, was already discussed in Chapter 2. Here we follow essentially the same
approach, but take into account the full wavelength dependence of the refractive
indices, using the Sellmeier material coefficients for KTP and YVO4 (no first-order
approximation). The accumulated phase difference of horizontally and vertically
polarized signal and idler photons at the output of the second crystal reads:

φ(λs, λi) = φp+φ
H
s +φHi −(φVs +φVi ) = φp+2πL

(
ny(λs)

λs
+
ny(λi)

λi

)
(5.2)

For two 20-mm ppKTP crystals pumped by 405-nm cw laser, this leads to
strong variations of the relative phase depicted in Fig. 5.10. In order to counter-
act this de-phasing effect, a YVO4 crystal is inserted after the down-conversion
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crystals. The optical axis of the YVO4 is oriented parallel to the phase-matched
axis of the ppKTP crystal, whereby the relative alignment of the optical axis of the
compensation crystal is critical. In order to have better control over the angular
orientation and alignment, the compensation crystal was mounted in a miniature
rotation mount which was fixed to a tip-tilt kinematic mirror mount (Fig. 5.11).
For a length of 30.01 mm, the difference in dispersion between the ordinary and
extraordinary indices of refraction of YVO4 leads to a wavelength-dependent phase
φC(λs, λi). Adding the phase shift introduced by the compensation crystal:

φC(λs, λi) = 2π × LY V O

[
n(o)(λs)

λs
+
n(o)(λi)

λi
−

(
n(e)(λs)

λs
+
n(e)(λi)

λi

)]
(5.3)

flattens the wavelength-dependent phase over a broad spectral range.

Figure 5.10: (left) Strongly varying phase dependence for 2x20 mm PPKTP due to ad-
ditional chromatic dispersion experienced by photon pairs emitted in first crystal. (right)
Flattened dependence after compensation with 30 mm YVO4 crystal, with negligible vari-
ation over broad spectral range; note the difference in scale.

Mechanical design

The entire entangled photon source (Fig. 5.12) was fitted on a compact 30cm×45
cm aluminum breadboard with a 25-mm tapped hole grid. The beam height was set
to 50mm, and the optical components were mounted on 25-mm-high pillar posts
and secured with clamping forks. This way long-term stability could be ensured,
while at the same time permitting the flexible fine-tuning required for alignment.
All degrees of freedom required for efficient fiber coupling were accessible; the
dichroic mirror and a custom-made fiber collimator were mounted on a kinematic
mirror mount. The compact custom-made fiber collimator contains an aspheric
lens with adjustable focus. The lens position was adjusted by rotating the aspheric
lens in the aluminum housing, using a spanner wrench (Fig. 5.4).
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Figure 5.11: Custom-made miniature mount for YVO4 compensation crystal. Foto cour-
tesy of Pavel Trojek, qutools GmbH.

Figure 5.12: Mechanical design of the entangled photon source, accommodated on a com-
pact breadboard. Design file courtesy of Pavel Trojek, qutools GmbH.
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Wavelength division multiplexer

The signal and idler photons were both coupled into the same single-mode fiber,
and then separated using and in-fiber wavelength division multiplexer (WDM).
Compared to splitting the photons with a dichroic mirror prior to fiber coupling, the
use of an in-fiber WDM significantly simplifies the alignment process, and leads
to a more compact footprint. The WDM, acquired from FONT Canada, reaches its
maximum isolation (>20 dB) between signal and idler channels at wavelengths of
765 nm and 850 nm, respectively. As pointed out in the previous paragraphs, the
achievement of a high degree of polarization entanglement required an additional
narrow-band interference filter. This filter had a center wavelength of 783nm and
a bandpass of ∼ 3nm. For wavelengths of 783 nm and 839 nm, the isolation of the
WDM was reduced to ∼ 10dB. This imperfect splitting ratio of the WDM leads
mainly to a loss of coincidences and does not affect the entanglement visibility,
since the IF filter prevents coincidences of photons that exit the wrong output port.

An interesting alternative would be a WDM using polarization-maintaining
single-mode fibers. This option was not pursued as we could not find a provider
for such a WDM for wavelengths around 810nm. Additionally, due to the different
group velocities for fast and slow axes in PM fibers, such a device would intro-
duce additional which-polarization timing information. However, this does not
pose a fundamental limitation and could be compensated for, e.g. by splicing equal
lengths of PM fiber with its fast and slow axis interchanged (i.e. rotated by 90◦). In
particular for wavelengths in the telecom window, where the range of high-quality
fibered components is much more plentiful, such an option could indeed be highly
practical.

Setup overview

The schematic setup of the source as built and tested is depicted in Fig. 5.13.
The astigmatic output beam of the laser diode is attenuated using a neutral density
filter, and focused to a circular beam waist of approximately 19μm at the center
interface of the two 20-mm crossed ppKTP crystals using lenses L2-L4. The pump
polarization is set to approximately 45◦using a HWP, which was then fine-tuned
to balance the coincidence counts for the two nonlinear crystals. The two crystals
are mounted on a double-oven and maintained at temperatures of equal phase-
matching conditions. The SPDC photons inherit a mode with a waist size of 24 μm
and propagate collinearly with the pump laser. A dichroic mirror (DM) transmits
99% of the pump light and reflects the SPDC photons through the compensation
crystal. An additional 200μm-thick YVO4 plate is angle-tuned about its optical
axis to set the relative phase of the polarization-entangled photons. The phase
plate could alternatively be placed in the pump path (AR-coating is critical in both
cases). A color-glass long-pass filter isolates the remainder of the pump photons
and rejects stray light. The SPDC photons are coupled to single mode fiber, guiding
the photons to a wavelength division multiplexer which splits the signal and idler
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photons with non-degenerate wavelengths into two output fibers. The photons are
then further filtered via an interference filter with a FWHM of 3.5 nm, placed in
the collimated beam in the polarization analyzer module.

WDM

DM

TEC1 TEC2

WP

PPKTP1

HWP

405 nm

LD module

SMF

HH   + e   VV| >  i
| >

YVO4 
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Figure 5.13: Schematic experimental setup. The pump LD is corrected for ellipticity and
focused to the center interface of two thermally controlled (TEC1,TEC2) PPKTP crystals.
The SPDC generated in the crystals is separated from the pump photons via a dichroic
mirror (DM) and passes a YVO compensation crystal and phase plate, before being coupled
into an SMF that guides the photons to the output ports of a WDM. The source, including
driving electronics, are mounted on a compact 40 × 30 cm2 breadboard. The WDM output
fibers are connected to free-space polarization analyzers, consisting of a quarter wave plate
(QWP) and a polarizer (POL), where further filtering occurs via an interference filter (IF)
and long-pass filters (LP). The photons are then detected via multi-mode fiber (MMF)
coupled silicon SPADs.

5.4 Performance Verification Setup

Optical setup

In order to assess the compliance of the EPS with the contractual performance re-
quirements (Table 5.1), the two output fibers of the WDM were connected to two
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single-channel polarization analyzers. Each fiber was coiled in a “bat-ear” polar-
ization controller, in order to undo any change of the polarization state introduced
by residual birefringence or twisting of the single-mode fibers. The signal and
idler photons were outcoupled using a fiber collimator, connected to the respec-
tive output ports of the WDM. The polarization-correlations were assessed using a
zero-order QWP (designed for 780nm and 850nm, respectively) and a thin-film po-
larizer (Codixx VIS/NIR) mounted in motorized rotation stages. For measurements
at high pair rates, neutral density filters were added, in order to avoid saturating or
damaging the single-photon detectors. After traversing the free-space polarization
analyzer, the photons were detected via multi-mode fiber-coupled single-photon
avalanche diodes (Perkin Elmer AQRH). The photon-pair-detection events were
identified via a fast electronic AND gate (see next paragraph) and the detection-
rates were transferred to the PC via USB. The motorized rotation mounts (M1-
M4) were controlled via a LabView interface, where both correlation function and
quantum state tomography were performed via automated measurement proce-
dures (Fig. 5.14). A long-pass filter (LP) was inserted into the idler and signal
paths to block stray light and an interference filter (IF) was added into the signal
path to increase the correlation visibility.

Photon-pair detection

In the experimental test setup, two actively quenched single-photon avalanche
diodes (Perkin Elmer AQRH) generate 35-ns TTL pulses upon detection of a sig-
nal or idler photon. The rising-edge of the TTL pulses is identified using either
a fast field programmable gate array (FPGA) or a time-to-digital converter (TDC-
qutools quTAU). Although both the FPGA and TDC have a temporal resolution of
< 100ps, the shot-to-shot timing jitter the TTL pulse generates in the Si-SPADs
(∼ 0.5ns) limits the minimum coincidence window to ∼1-2ns.

5.5 Experimental Results

For all the experimental tests of the EPS, the VHG Ondax laser diode was run
at full pump power (∼37 mW). In order to avoid saturation of the detectors, this
was attenuated by ∼30 dB for the low-power measurements. This attenuation was
removed in steps of 10 dB for measurements at higher pump powers. For measure-
ments at higher pump powers, attenuators were inserted symmetrically into the
signal and idler paths of the polarization analyzer, since, due to the high number
of pairs generated, saturation of the single- photon detectors (∼ 2 Mcps saturation)
would occur for pump powers above ∼100 μW.

5.5.1 Detected brightness at low pump power

With the polarizers removed from the polarization analyzer, but the spectral filters
in place, we detect a total coincidence rate ofRc = 16 kcps and a signal singles rate
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Figure 5.14: Schematic of EPS test-setup. Neutral density filters add loss, simulating real
link situations. After polarization analysis via a QWP and thin-film polarizer (POL), the
photons are coupled to multi-mode fibers and guided to the SPADs (APD). Coincidence
measurements are performed via a fast electronic AND gate and transferred to the PC via
USB. The motorized rotation mounts (M1-M4) were controlled via a LabView Interface.
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of Rs =89 kcps at a pump power of 0.025 mW. Together with a measured FWHM
of 2.3 nm, these values amount to a detected pair rate of 640 kcps/mW and a
detected spectral brightness of 278 kcps/mW/nm at a conditional coincidence ratio
Rc
Rs

∼ 0.18 and Rc
Ri

∼ 0.10. At the time of publication this was the highest reported
normalized detected pair rate and spectral brightness for this type of system.

Notice that these pair rates were significantly lower than the ∼9 Mcps/mW
obtained in a single-crystal configuration. Three main factors contributed to this
lower efficiency: Firstly, the results in Chapter 4 were obtained for the most effi-
cient region of the most efficient crystal; all other crystals were less efficient (at
most 50% efficiency). Secondly, the spectral bandpass filter, required for high en-
tanglement visibility, added approximately 50% loss. Finally, balancing the two
SPDC processes required the pump to be focused at the center interface of the HH
and VV pairs. The emitted SPDC mode of the HH and VV photon pairs are not
centered at the position of the pump waist, but shifted toward the center of the re-
spective crystals. This led to imperfect fiber coupling of the SPDC emitted from
the both crystals, and thus lower pair rate and heralding efficiency.

5.5.2 Visibility and fidelity

The quality of the polarization entanglement was characterized by measurement
of signal-idler coincidences N(θA, θB) (Fig. 5.15) for various combinations of
measurement angles of the linear polarizers (θA for the signal and θB for the idler
photon). In the case of an ideal maximally entangled |Φ+〉 state and ideal polariz-
ers, varying the angle θB leads to correlation functions (2.26) with perfect fringe
visibility (V = 1) for all angles θA (and vice versa). In the presence of experi-
mental imperfections, the experimental visibility can be extracted by a least-mean
square fit to:

N(θA, θB) =
N0

2
(1− V sin(θB − θA)) (5.4)

where the fitting parameter V corresponds to the visibility and N0 is a nor-
malization factor. Fixing θB to 0◦, 90◦, 45◦,and −45◦, we obtained visibilities of
VH = 99.5%, VV = 99.3%, VD = 97%, VA = 96.2%, where the pump power at
the crystal input facet is 0.025 mW in all cases.

To more completely assess the degree of entanglement a quantum state tomog-
raphy was performed, and the experimental density matrix was reconstructed using
a linear state reconstruction technique. For low pump powers (0.025 mW) the re-
constructed density matrix had a Bell-state fidelity of 0.983 ± 0.005. Accidental
coincidences were negligible at such low pump powers. The main factors con-
tributing to the imperfect visibility were remaining which-crystal information due
to non-identical SPDC spectra of the two crystals (overlap integral ∼99%, see Fig.
5.6) and imperfect timing compensation, as well as a weak polarization dependence
of the WDM splitting ratio (∼ 10% variation with input polarization).
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Figure 5.15: Correlation functions obtained for diagonal D/A (red/green) and H/V (yel-
low/blue) measurement basis. Pump power 0.025 mW. (Square experimental data-points,
line: best fit). The visibilities calculated from the fits to raw data (no correction for acci-
dental coincidence counts) were H/V 99.5%/99.3%, D/A 97.0%/96.2%

5.5.3 Multi-pair effects at high flux rates

Scaling from the detected brightness at low pump powers, we can infer that, at
40mW pump power, we could detect a coincidence rate larger than 20 Mcps. With
the typical saturation rate of 10 Mcps for commercial silicon SPADs, the total
singles count rates of 2 × R(2)/η ∼ 200 Mcps would already require an array
of about 60 detectors in order to detect the large number of pair coincidences,
while not exceeding ∼30% of each detectors’ saturation level. In addition to this
immense logistic requirement, there is a fundamental limitation, due to multi-pair
emission in SPDC (section 2.5).

For the 2.4 ns coincidence window implemented in the analyzing detection
electronics, the visibility dropped below 80% at a pump power of ∼ 2.2 mW (∼ 50
Mpairs/second at the output of the crystals inferred from estimated losses). Hence,
while higher pair rates are possible using higher pump powers, the accidental co-
incidences obtained with our detection electronics would reduce the entanglement
visibility below the threshold required for many applications. Figure 5.16 depicts
the decrease of fidelity for high pair rates obtained for high pump powers (theory
calculated using open access Matlab toolbox for quantum photonics [244]).

Higher useful pair rates can only be achieved by using smaller coincidence
windows, achievable with low-timing-jitter SPADs, such as those reported in Ref.
[245]. However, even with a coincidence window of only 100 ps, the observed
visibility would decrease to ∼ 80% when pumped at the full 40mW of the compact
Ondax LD. This clearly demonstrates that significant advancements in terms of
useful entangled photon pair rates generated via SPDC requires further improve-
ments in the field of detector technology and timing electronics.
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Figure 5.16: Polarization correlation visibility obtained from full tomographic density ma-
trix reconstructions at 0.025 mW, 0.05 mW, 0.78 mW and 2.2 mW respectively. The mea-
surements at 0.78 mW and 2.2 mW were conducted with attenuation added to both paths
of the polarization analyzer (Fig. 5.13) to avoid SPAD saturation. The bottom scale de-
notes the estimated number of photon pairs at the crystal output. We evaluate the impact of
multi-pair emissions via a Matlab simulation of the SPDC photon pair number, utilizing a
quantum optics toolbox. The green line indicates the modeled behavior for pair generation
rates scaled to higher pump powers. The visibility of the emitted state was set to 98% to
account for other experimental imperfections, as outlined in the previous section. Even for
a coincidence window of 100 ps (dotted blue line), the simulation shows that a visibility
above 90 % is no longer maintainable for pump powers above 20 mW.
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5.6 Conclusions

A compact and robust source of polarization-entangled photons was assembled and
characterized. The source is based on a collinear crossed-crystal scheme, with non-
degenerate signal and idler photons generated in two crossed 20-mm ppKTP crys-
tals. A detected pair rate of 640 kcp/mW, a spectral brightness of 278 kcp/mW/nm
and a Bell state fidelity of 98% were achieved (see comparative table in Appendix
A), which lead to the sucessful closing of the ESA EQU0 project. The compact
footprint of the source, in combination with the ruggedness of the configuration,
make the EQU0 source an ideal device for future field experiments on quantum
communications and fundamental tests of quantum entanglement, and well-suited
for mobile and space applications.

A critical point was balancing the efficiency and spectral properties of the two
nonlinear crystals; due to technical issues in the crystal poling procedure, differ-
ences in the spectral SPDC characteristics in all ppKTP samples tested were ob-
served. This added complexity to the experimental setup and made individual tem-
perature control of the two nonlinear crystals (double-oven), and spectral filtering
necessary, in order to achieve high entanglement visibility. Furthermore, balanc-
ing the pair rate produced from the two crystals resulted in an overall reduction in
terms of pair rate and heralding efficiency. These issues were addressed in a further
iteration of the EPS (see next chapter).
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Chapter 6

Ultra-bright Folded Sandwich
Entangled Photon Source

In this chapter, I report on an evolution of the EQUO entangled photon source,
which combines features of the Sagnac loop and crossed-crystal (or “sandwich”)
configurations. The novel “folded sandwich” geometry uses a single nonlinear
crystal combined with a wave plate in a linear double-pump-pass interferometric
arrangement. Due to a common-path configuration of down-converted and pump
photons, there is no requirement for active path-length stabilization of the inter-
ferometer. At the same time, the double pass recycles the first-pass pump power,
and allows locating the pump focus for both passes at the center of the nonlinear
crystal, thus promising higher efficiency. The implementation of the folded sand-
wich source, with a number of additional technical improvements with respect to
the EQU0 source, led to unprecedented normalized pair-detection rates, a higher
heralding efficiency, and a higher degree of polarization entanglement with im-
proved long-term phase stability.

This chapter is based on material published in Publication B.

6.1 Folded sandwich configuration

In the folded sandwich configuration (Fig. 6.1), a pair of co-polarized photons is
generated via SPDC in a type-01 non-degenerate collinear phase-matching config-
uration in, for example, ppKTP. Polarization entanglement at the non-degenerate
wavelengths can be achieved by bi-directional pumping of the nonlinear crystal
in a linear interferometric arrangement [246–248]. The photons emitted in the
first pass (in state |VλsVλi〉) are reflected back into the nonlinear crystal via a mir-
ror and appropriately designed focusing optics. A specifically tailored wave plate
(WP) placed between crystal and mirror introduces a quarter-wave retardation for
the SPDC photons, and a half-wave or full-wave retardation for the pump pho-

1The scheme can also be implemented using non-degenerate type-I and type-II configurations.
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tons. The wave plate is oriented at 45◦, such that the double-pass transforms the
first-pass SPDC photons to |HλsHλi〉, while leaving the pump polarization unaf-
fected. The SPDC generated in the second pass of the pump through the non-
linear crystal is emitted in the state |VλsVλi〉, and a polarization-entangled state
(|Ψ(φ)〉 ∝ |VλsVλi〉 + eiφ(λs,λi)|HλsHλi〉) results if a fixed relative phase rela-
tionship φ(λs, λi) is maintained over the detected SPDC bandwidth. After pass-
ing through the nonlinear crystal for the second time, the SPDC photons are then
extracted from the linear interferometer via a dichroic mirror (DM1). The non-
degenerate signal and idler photons can then be transformed into two distinct spa-
tial modes using either a dichroic mirror (DM2) or fiber-based wavelength-division
multiplexer.

walk-off
compensation 

DM1
HH     | >

 

VV     | >SPDC:

V     | >PUMP:

V     | >

VV     | >V     | >V     | >
VV     | > V     | >

VV     | >+HH     | >               ei    
DM2

NLC

-dependent 
polarization-rotation

WP M

Figure 6.1: The principle of operation can be understood as a sandwich configuration,
in which - instead of using a second orthogonally oriented crystal - the SPDC from a
single nonlinear crystal (NLC) is transformed to the orthogonal polarization (i.e. “folded
sandwich”).

Any spatial which-crystal information the photons may carry after SPDC emis-
sion is effectively erased via the projection into the single spatial mode of a cou-
pling fiber (not depicted in Fig. 6.1). Since the same crystal is used to generate
both horizontally and vertically polarized pairs, there is no distinguishing which-
polarization information due to distinct spectral intensity profiles [236]. However,
distinguishing information remains in the spectral phase. In the folded sandwich
configuration, this which-polarization information can be compensated for analo-
gously to the manner described for the sandwich scheme. The only minor differ-
ence is the additional phase shift due to the chromatic dispersion in the waveplate
(2× φwp(λs, λi)).

Phase stability in common-path configuration

The main advantage of so-called common-path configurations, such as the folded
sandwich configuration, is that there is no requirement for active path-length stabi-
lization. To see why this is the case, we consider a small change of the length (δL)
of the linear interferometer formed between the exit facet of the nonlinear crystal
and the mirror M. The additional phase acquired by the SPDC photons generated
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in the first pass due to the change in propagation distance is:

φSPDC = 2(nsωs + niωi)δL (6.1)

On the other hand, the pump photons that drive the second-pass emission,
which propagate along the same optical path as the first-pass SPDC, acquire an
additional phase:

φpump = 2(npωp)δL (6.2)

In the absence of dispersion (i.e. np = ns = ni ) the additional phases are
equal

φpump = φSPDC (6.3)

due to energy conservation. Since the total phase of the signal and idler photons
generated in the second pass is inherited from the pump photons [174], path-length
fluctuations in the linear interferometer do not result in a change of the relative
phase of the entangled state. The same auto-compensation of path-length fluctua-
tions is observed in the Sagnac-loop and sandwich configurations.

6.2 Technical Realization

In terms of the technical realization, the folded sandwich EPS uses many of the
components already discussed in the previous chapter. For components which were
already part of the EQU0 source, I will only discuss the relevant modifications, or
omit them if there were none.

Pump and collection optics

In order to ensure optimal initial beam quality and more flexibility in choosing
the pump beam parameters, laser emission (cwl ∼ 405.4nm) of the Ondax volume
holographic grating stabilized laser diode was coupled into 405-nm single-mode
fiber. The fiber-coupling assembly was mounted on a miniature breadboard in or-
der to facilitate interchanging between experimental setups, and a fiber-coupling
efficiency of 65% was achieved, without correcting the elliptical beam profile of
the Ondax LD module. The output power of the Ondax module was ∼ 40 mW prior
to fiber-coupling, corresponding to a maximal fiber-coupled power of ∼ 26mW in
the source. Note that power handling at the input surface of the SMF is critical
for 405-nm light, and the pump power was kept well below the maximum value.
Note, however, that high-power single-mode fibers are available in the 405-nm re-
gion (e.g. SUK Hamburg). The fiber-coupled pump beam was then collimated via
an aspherical lens (f = 4.5mm), and focused to a waist size of wp ∼ 69μm at
the center of the nonlinear crystal, using an f = 200mm lens. This beam waist
was chosen as a trade-off between pair rate, heralding efficiency, and alignment
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tolerances. After traversing the nonlinear crystal, the pump laser was relayed to
the center of the crystal at unit magnification, using a spherical mirror. The SPDC
photons were collected using either single-lens or dual-lens imaging systems. The
more convenient of the two turned out to be the two-lens imaging system, consist-
ing of a collimation lens and a fiber coupler. This reduces beam aberrations of the
collected mode, and simplifies the placement of the compensation crystal since it
is located in the collimated beam 2.

Temperature-stabilized compensation crystal

The double-pass configuration was implemented using both a 20-mm and a 11.48-
mm ppKTP sample, which required 31-mm, and 18.5-mm YVO4 compensation
crystals, respectively. The long-term stability of the phase of the entangled state
was improved with respect to the EQU0 EPS, by placing the compensation crys-
tals in a temperature-controlled oven. The thermal path-length dependence of
extra-ordinary and ordinary polarized photons in 18.5-mm of YVO4 led to a phase
shift of π for a temperature change of ∼ 2.4◦C (calculated using the temperature-
dependent birefringence of YVO4 reported in [249]), which was in good agreement
with the experimental data (Fig. 6.2). This means that in order to maintain a fidelity
above 99.5 % requires stabilization to ± 0.1◦C. Similarly, temperature-dependent
path-lengths in KTP [210] result in a required stability of the down-conversion
crystal of ± 0.05◦C.
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Figure 6.2: Coincidence counts for crossed linear polarizers in signal and idler arms
(θA=45◦, θB = −45◦) as the relative phase φ is modified by temperature-tuning YVO4

compensation crystal.

2In a single-lens collection system the compensation crystal introduces a longitudinal shift of the
beam waist position, and thus requires re-alignment.
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Special wave plate

In the ideal case, the double-pass scheme calls for a device that introduces a λ
2

retardation for the SPDC, but a λ retardation at the pump wavelength λp. The
performance at the SPDC wavelengths is more critical, as it affects the achievable
entanglement visibility; if the photons are not flipped by 90◦, they are no longer
polarized along one of the nonlinear crystal’s crystallographic axes, which would
lead to chromatic de-polarization effects for typical SPDC bandwidths. For a cw
pump, no dispersive de-polarization is to be expected after the passage through
the nonlinear crystal. Thus, any deviation from the optimal behaviour at 405nm
is merely reflected in the efficiency of the second pass, but not the entanglement
visibility.

Achromatic QWP: The polarization rotation of the |VλsVλi〉 photons to |HλsHλi〉
was implemented via the double pass through a standard achromatic quarter-wave
plate (AC-QWP), oriented at 45◦ with respect to the ppKTP’s z-axis. Figure 6.3 de-
picts the calculated retardation over the SPDC wavelength range for an AC-QWP
consisting of 726 μm quartz and 571 μm MgF2. The standard AC-QWP for this
wavelength range is anti-reflection coated at 750 nm - 850 nm. In order to avoid
power fluctuations due to interference, the wave plate was additionally AR-coated
at 405nm. For normal incidence the AC-QWP purchased introduced a retardation
of 0.93λ

4 (tested at 850 nm and 785 nm using a polarimeter), slightly different from
the required λ

4 retardation. This could, however, be mitigated by a 3◦tilt about the
wave plate’s optical axis. At this angle, the imperfect wave plate indeed introduced
the required retardation.

Figure 6.3: Retardation angle over SPDC wavelength range of interest, for the zero-order
achromatic QWP consisting of 726 μm quartz and 571 μm MgF2 cemented with orthog-
onally oriented optical axis, as built by Altechna. At 405-nm, the device acts as a λ/7
WP.

Maximizing vertical pump component in both passes: At 405nm, the AC-QWP
acts as a ∼ λ

7 -wave plate, as opposed to a full-wave plate required to use the full
pump power to drive SPDC in both first and second pass. Hence, the vertical
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pump polarization is transformed to an elliptical polarization after the double-pass
through the wave plate. Since only the vertically polarized pump component is
phase matched for SPDC, the efficiency of the second pass is reduced. Any im-
provement of the wave plate’s performance at 405nm would come at the cost of
decreased performance as a QWP in the NIR. However, by appropriate choice of
the parameters α and φ of the pump polarization |φp〉 = α|V 〉+√

1− α2eiφ|H〉,
it is possible to pre-compensate for the polarization transformation introduced in
the double pass through the AC-QWP, and thus maximize the component polar-
izer vertically for the second pass. A combination of HWP and birefringent plate
rotatable about its optical axis (variable-phase plate - vWP) allows both of these
parameters independently.

Figure 6.4 depicts the power of the vertical pump component for first- and
second pass through the ppKTP crystal, as a function of phase (φ) and amplitude
(α). Evidently, the power of the vertical polarization in the first pass (purple surface
plot in Fig. 6.4) is not affected by the relative phase. However, the vertically
polarized pump power driving SPDC in the second-pass (rainbow-colored surface
plot in Fig. 6.4) depends on both α and φ, due to the double pass through the
λ
7 wave plate oriented at 45◦. For the optimal input polarization it is possible to
utilize ∼ 80% of the pump power to drive SPDC in both passes. Note that using
this strategy, even in the worst-case scenario, in which the AC-QWP acts as a QWP
at λp, half of the pump power can be used to pump both the first- and second-pass.
Figure 6.5 depicts the transformations introduced by various birefringent elements
in the optical setup, which determine the vertically polarized pump component that
drives the second-pass SPDC emmission, and contribute to the overall phase of the
entangled state3.

Dichroic mirror

As an alternative to the fiber-based WDM, a dichroic mirror was used for splitting
the signal and idler photons into two separate spatial modes. Note that if this is
done before coupling to a single-mode fiber, the filters must have imaging surface
quality. Also note that these filters might introduce a wavelength-dependent phase
shift, when used too close to the transition-edge. The dichroic mirror (Chroma
z785 RDC) has imaging quality and a specified reflectance of > 95% at 785 nm,
and a transmittance of ∼ 90% 805 - 1100 nm, for an angle of incidence of 45◦.
The transition-edge of the filter could be shifted from 805nm by tuning the angle
of incidence, and the best performance for signal and idler photons generated sym-
metrically around 810nm was obtained for an angle of 42◦-43◦. For phase-matched
center wavelengths of 790 nm and 831 nm, the filter exhibits an isolation of > 16
dB, corresponding to about 2.5% of light coupling into the wrong output port.

3This mitigation strategy requires the pump-beam to maintain a well-defined polarization state
after the propagation through the birefringent nonlinear crystal, which acts as a (very) high-order
wave plate. The vertically and horizontally polarized pump components thus travel at different group
velocities through the nonlinear crystal, and would be subject to polarization mode dispersion for
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Experimental setup

The double-pass scheme was implemented with 20-mm and an 11.48-mm type-
0 ppKTP crystals, in the experimental setup depicted in Fig. 6.6. The nonlinear
crystal was mounted on an oven (TEC1), consisting of a Peltier element, a 10kΩ
Thermistor, and a commercial temperature controller, with a specified long-term
temperature stability of ±0.002◦C (Wavelength Electronics PTC2.5K-CH). The
temperature was set to phase match a collinear non-degenerate type-0 SPDC pro-
cess, from 405.4 nm (pump) to ∼784 nm (signal) and ∼839 nm (idler). The out-
put beam of a fiber-coupled volume holographic stabilized continuous wave laser
diode (LD) (Ondax Inc.), with a cwl of 405.4 nm, was attenuated and focused to
the center of the nonlinear crystal. The SPDC photons generated in the first pass
propagated together with the pump through the AC-QWP, and were directed back
to the crystal via a broadband reflection coated spherical mirror (M). The SPDC
generated in both passes was spatially overlapped, locating the center of curvature
of the spherical mirror at the crystal center, and extracted from the interferometer
via a highly reflective (R >99% 750nm-850nm) dichroic mirror (DM1) that trans-
mitted the pump photons4. Dispersive de-phasing effects due to the double pass
were reversed via the YVO4 compensation crystal, which was mounted on a cus-
tom designed oven (TEC2 - with same specifications as TEC1). The phase of the
entangled state is set by temperature-tuning the compensation crystal (Fig. 6.2),
which is particularly practical for automated procedures, but requires rather long
settling times. Therefore, the phase of the entangled state could alternatively be
hand-tuned using a phase plate placed in the SPDC path. Note that, since the phase
plate in the pump beam would also affect the second-pass pump power (see section
above), the phase plate must be located in the SPDC path, in order to decouple the
balancing of first-pass and second-pass SPDC emission from the relative phase of
the entangled state.

A color-glass long-pass filter (LPF) blocked remaining pump photons and stray
light, before the photons were coupled into a single-mode fiber. The fiber-matched
mode had a Gaussian beam waist of ∼ 45μm at the crystal center. The signal
and idler photons were separated via a dichroic mirror, which was located in the
polarization analyzer (Fig. 6.7)

6.3 Experimental Performance

The polarization correlations were assessed by measurement of signal-idler coinci-
dences detected after two polarization analyzers, consisting of a quarter-wave plate
(QWP) and a thin-film polarizer, each mounted on a motorized rotation mount. Af-
ter traversing the analyzer modules, the signal and idler were coupled into multi-
mode fibers and guided to two single-photon avalanche diodes (SPAD) with a de-

4The pump field propagates back into the input mode when the source is optimally aligned. For
operation at high pump powers an optical isolator is necessary, in order to avoid destabilizing, poten-
tially damaging feedback into the laser source.
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Figure 6.6: Experimental realization of the “folded sandwich” source of polarization-
entangled photons. For details refer to main text.

tection efficiency of ∼50% (∼300 cps dark counts), where coincident measure-
ment events were recorded via a fast FPGA-based coincidence counting logic with
its coincidence window set to 3.2 ns. The normalized pair-detection rate and entan-
glement were first assessed at low pump powers, at which accidental coincidences
and SPAD saturation effects were negligible.

Results with 11.48-mm ppKTP

With the 11.48-mm ppKTP crystal we detected a peak total coincidence rate (po-
larizers removed) of Rc = 11.8 kcps and singles rates of Rs =61 kcps, and Ri

=88 kcps, at a pump power of 10.4 μW incident on the crystal. This corresponds
to a detected pair rate of 1.1 Mcps/mW, a detected spectral brightness of 0.39
Mcps/mW/nm (signal FWHM after IF ∼2.9 nm), and an experimental heralding
efficiency of ηs ∼ 0.19 and ηi ∼ 0.13 for the signal and idler, respectively.

The visibilities (V ) of the observed correlation functions were obtained as the
best-fit parameter to the theoretically expected two-photon detection probability
(Eq. 5.4). The polarization correlations observed for the 11.48-mm ppKTP crystal
are depicted in Fig. 6.9. Fixing θB to 0◦, 90◦, 45◦,and −45◦, resulted in best-fit
visibilities of V FIT

H = 98.8%, V FIT
V = 99.1%, V FIT

D = 98.7%, V FIT
A = 98.8%,

where the pump power at the crystal input facet was 0.028 mW in all cases. The
fidelity with the ideal Bell state was evaluated using Eq. 2.38. At a pump power
of 0.01 mW we obtain VH/V = 99.4 ± 0.1%, VD/A = 98.8 ± 0.2 %, VL/R =
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Figure 6.7: Wavelength splitting and polarization analysis mounted on a portable bread-
board. The signal and idler photons exit the single-mode fiber (SMF) and are collimated
using a custom collimation package. The dichroic mirror (DM) reflects the signal photon
and transmits the idler photon. A quarter-wave plate (QWP) and half-wave plate (HWP)
undo the polarization transformation introduced by the single-mode coupling fiber. A flip-
mirror is inserted, in order to redirect the signal photons to another experiment. The first
set of wave plates are to be considered part of the EPS, as the relative phase of the en-
tangled state is set at this point. The polarization correlations are then assessed using a
quarter-wave plate (QWP) and a thin-film polarizer (POL) mounted in a commercial mo-
torized rotation mount. Ambient background light is blocked using a long-pass filter (LP)
mounted on the output multi-mode-fiber (MMF) coupling assembly. Additionally, inter-
ference filters (IF) are placed in either the signal or the idler paths.
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98.7± 0.2%, corresponding to a fidelity F= 99.2± 0.3%.
At higher pump powers, the limitations of the detection system employed led

to a decrease in fidelity and normalized pair-detection rate (see prev. chapters).
For low detector count-rates, the scaling of experimental pair rates is linear with
the pump power. At higher pair rates, the lower detection efficiency due to satura-
tion effects leads to a decrease in two-fold rates. Figure 6.8 depicts the resulting
deviation of observed two-fold rates from model calculations with ideal, saturation-
free detectors. Additionally, the limited timing resolution of the detection system
(3.2ns) leads to an increased number of accidental coincidences, which result in
a lower raw fidelity for high pump powers. Note that these effects are limitations
of the detection system employed and could be mitigated utilizing faster detectors;
with an array of detectors with a timing resolution ∼500 ps [245], we could have
directly measured the full 1.1Mcps at a fidelity above 97%.
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Figure 6.8: Total rate of coincidences and raw state-fidelity, as a function of pump power.
All experimental data (squares) was acquired with polarizers in place (T ∼0.9). The two-
fold-rate was obtained by summing the coincidence-detections Cij over all polarizer posi-
tions in the H/V basis (

∑
ij=H/V Cij). The simulations were conducted for a coincidence

window of 3.2ns (solid lines), as used in the experimental setup, as well as 500ps (dashed
lines). The scaling of experimental pair rates to higher pump powers is linear for low pair
rates. At higher pair rates, detector saturation effects lead to a deviation from the modeled
behavior and the observable fidelity drops, due to accidental coincidences.

Results with 20-mm ppKTP5

With the polarizers removed we detected a normalized pair rate of 3 Mcps/mW and
a spectral brightness of 1 Mcps/mW/nm [250]. Note that for the 20-mm crystal,
the spectral bandwidth was not directly measured, and the spectral brightness was

5The values reported in this subsection were obtained in collaboration with Carlos Abellan, as
part of his MSc. Thesis [250].
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Table 6.1: Performance characteristics of folded sandwich EPS with 20-mm and 11.48-mm
ppKTP crystals.

crystal Δλs Mpairs/mW Mpairs/mW/nm Fidelity
11.48mm ∼2.9nm ∼1.1 ∼0.39 99.2 %

20mm ∼3nm ∼3 ∼1 98.3 %

normalized with respect to the FWHM passband of IF (∼3 nm). The true spectral
brightness normalized with respect to the spectral bandwidth of the SPDC photons
was thus higher, but was not measured, as there was no single-photon spectrometer
available at the time.

The best-fit visibilities (V ) of the observed correlations were V FIT
H = 0.987±

0.0011, V FIT
D = 0.984± 0.0014, V FIT

V = 0.988± 0.0012 and V FIT
A = 0.979±

0.0014 (pump power 0.02 mW). Additionally, a full tomographic reconstruction
of the experimental density matrix was performed using a maximum likelihood
procedure [250]. For low pump powers the reconstructed density matrix had an
overlap fidelity of F = 0.983 ± 0.004 with the ideal Bell state. The fact that the
fidelity is somewhat lower than that obtained with the 11.45-mm sample was most
likely the result of imperfect compensation of temporal walk-off with the longer
crystal. The main experimental results obtained with the 11.48-mm and 20-mm
type-0 ppKTP samples are summarized in Tab. 6.1.
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Figure 6.9: Two-photon polarization correlations for folded sandwich EPS with 11.48-mm
ppKTP. Coincidence counts per second, as a function of polarizer orientation θA in the
signal arm, for θB=0◦(blue), 90◦(yellow), 45◦(red), and −45◦(green). Square: experimen-
tal data, line: best fit. The fringe visibilities (V ) were obtained as the best-fit parameter
to the theoretically expected two-photon detection probability (see Chapter 5, Eq. 5.4).
For θB = 0◦, 90◦, 45◦,and −45◦, we obtained visibilities of V FIT

H = 98.8%, V FIT
V =

99.1%, V FIT
D = 98.7%, V FIT

A = 98.8%, where the pump power at the crystal input facet
was 0.028 mW in all cases.
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Limited visibility without IF

Without the IF-filter (placed in the signal arm of the polarization analyzer), the vis-
ibility observed with the 11.48-mm ppKTP crystal decreased to 84% in the D/A-
basis (H/V 99.3%). The intensity spectra of the two passes were effectively iden-
tical (see Fig. 6.10); which-crystal information was contained in the phases, and
was most likely the result of imperfect timing compensation.
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Figure 6.10: SPDC spectra of horizontally and vertically polarized signal photons before
filtering with a 3.5 nm FWHM IF filter. The spectral shape observed for horizontal and
vertical photons were almost identical (up to a scale factor); the normalized spectral overlap
was >99% for both the unfiltered and filtered SPDC profiles.

Verification of the phase stability

The phase stability of the configuration was experimentally verified for the 11.48-
mm crystal via measurements of the fidelity over time. The source showed good
temporal stability, making long-term operation viable with periodic calibration on
a time-scale of hours (see Fig. 6.11). The stability could be even further improved
by correcting for drifts of the pump cwl [89, 251], via a pre-compensation crystal
placed in the pump path. In order to assess the mechanical stability requirements
for the length of the double-pass cavity, we performed fidelity measurements for
varied positions of the retro-reflecting mirror (M). The result (Fig. 6.12) shows
that the phase remains constant for small displacements (<100μm). For larger
displacements of the mirror, a phase shift resulting from dispersion in air and ge-
ometric effects of the interacting Gaussian beams [252], as well as increasingly
unbalanced fiber-coupling efficiency of first- and second-pass pair-emissions, lead
to a decrease in fidelity with the initial state.

6.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, I have presented a novel source of polarization-entangled pho-
tons. The “folded sandwich” scheme is an evolution of the well-known sandwich
scheme, which was used for the EQU0 EPS. The implementation of the folded
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Figure 6.11: Bell-state fidelity over time under laboratory conditions with 11.48-mm pp-
KTP. The long-term stability is limited by a drift of the center wavelength of the pump
laser.
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Figure 6.12: Bell-state fidelity observed with 11.48-mm ppKTP crystal as the cavity length
is increased, via displacement of mirror M. The relative phase of the entangled state re-
mains constant for large displacements of the cavity mirror. The decrease in fidelity is due
to the imbalanced first-pass and second-pass photon generation probability, as the beam
waist of the reflected pump and SPDC is displaced from the crystal center.
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sandwich source with a number of additional technical improvements, such as tem-
perature stabilization of the compensation crystal, resulted in better entanglement
visibility and better long-term stability. Furthermore, the possibility of locating the
beam waist of pump- and collection-modes at the center of the nonlinear crystal,
and the double usage of the pump power resulted in unprecedented normalized
pair-detection rates (see Tab. 6.1 and comparative table in Appendix A.).
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Chapter 7

High-Heralding-Efficiency
Sagnac Source of Entangled
Photons

Ultra-bright sources of entangled photon pairs with high heralding efficiency are
an important step in the pursuit of high-bit-rate entanglement-based quantum key
distribution, as well as an enabling tool for loss-sensitive quantum optics exper-
iments. In this chapter, I present a robust single-mode fiber coupled source of
polarization-entangled photons that exhibits both high brightness and heralding
efficiency. The source is based on SPDC from a 20-mm-long ppKTP crystal, bi-
directionally pumped by a 405-nm laser diode in a Sagnac interferometer [174,
248]. The source can be operated in both degenerate type-II (signal and idler
at ∼ 810 nm), and non-degenerate type-0 (signal at ∼784nm, idler at ∼839nm)
quasi-phase-matching configurations, and a high degree of polarization entangle-
ment was achieved for both phase-matching configurations. In contrast to the pre-
viously demonstrated sources, the focus parameters of this source were optimized
with respect to heralding efficiency, leading to non-maximal source brightness.

7.1 High-heralding-efficiency Sagnac source

The sources demonstrated in the previous chapters exhibit normalized pair rates up
to several Mcps per mW of pump power. Even for moderate pump powers, the pair
rates generated call for detectors that meet highly demanding specifications. The
un-attenuated detection would require an array of single-photon detectors with low
timing jitter, in order to limit the effect of accidental coincidences (see Chapter 5).

A strategy that allows for the highest useful pair rates in light of such limita-
tions is the improvement of the source’s heralding efficiency (i.e. increasing the
number of detected pairs for a given singles rate).

In an ideal source and detection system, the detection of the idler (signal)
photon should herald the presence of its conjugate photon with unit probability.
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In practice, however, detector efficiency, transmission losses, and spatially multi-
mode SPDC emission lead to a large overhead of detected single-photons whose
partner is never detected, but which nonetheless contribute to the detector satu-
ration and accidental coincidences. Consequently, reducing the number of single-
photon detections for a given pair rate (i.e. improving the heralding) leads to higher
manageable pair rates. As discussed in chapter 4, optimizing the source’s heralding
efficiency in bulk SPDC leads to lower total pair-collection efficiency. However, as
long as the efficiency is sufficiently high, and limited pump power is not an issue,
the decrease in pair rate can be mitigated by increasing the pump power.

In addition to such practical considerations, sources with a high heralding effi-
ciency [89,184,241,253,254] are also of fundamental importance to loop-hole-free
test of quantum theory [11,149,255], device independent quantum key distribution,
and other loss-sensitive experiments.

7.2 Technical Implementation

The symmetric Sagnac interferometer configuration, discussed in section 2.4.2, is
particularly well-suited for simultaneously achieving high brightness and heralding
efficiency. In contrast to other schemes, such as the sandwiched crystal scheme (in
which the pump waist is located at the center interface of two crossed crystals), the
symmetric geometry of the interferometer allows for the beam waists of pump- and
collection modes to be focused at the center of the nonlinear crystal. This optimizes
spatial overlap of SPDC emission and the fiber-matched collection modes, which
is particularly important when using long periodically poled nonlinear crystals.

Achieving a perfectly symmetric Sagnac loop in practice is challenging; both
the clockwise and counter-clockwise propagation modes must overlap with the
spatial modes of the collection optics and all beam waists should be located at
the crystal center [252]. Also, the mechanical degrees of freedom (mirror angles
etc.) used to align the counter-clockwise and clockwise propagation modes of
pump and collection modes are coupled. Therefore, optimizing the efficiency of
a Sagnac source requires an iterative alignment procedure, which is significantly
more cumbersome than that of the sandwich and folded sandwich sources.

A significant advantage of the Sagnac scheme is the auto-compensating na-
ture of the configuration, which made it possible to switch between operation in
non-degenerate type-0 [256] and type-II QPM [90] configurations without adding
specifically tailored walk-off compensation crystals, as required, for instance, in
sandwiched crystal, or folded sandwich configurations.

Optimal focus parameters

In chapter 4 we discussed the dependence of heralding efficiency and pair rate of
an entangled photon source on the choice of beam parameters of the pump and
collection modes. We saw that the source brightness was optimized for different
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focus parameters than the heralding efficiency, and that, in designing a source, a
trade-off between the two quantities had to be made. We also saw how the herald-
ing efficiency could be improved in a more beneficial trade-off with pair rate, by
using spectral filters with a pass-band smaller than the natural SPDC bandwidth.
While such filters (with near top-hat spectral profile) indeed exist for the typical
bandwidths (∼ 2 − 3nm) observed in type-0 SPDC with a 20-mm ppKTP crystal
(see Chapter 3), it requires overlapping two filters, each matching one of the non-
degenerate wavelengths. For the bandwidths of the degenerate type-II, such narrow
filters are not yet available as off-the-shelf commercial products, and would have
to be custom-made at significant cost. Consequently, while non-optimal regarding
the trade-off between pair rate and heralding efficiency, optimizing the heralding
efficiency by choosing a large pump waist, as opposed to spectral filtering, offers a
larger degree of flexibility in the operating wavelengths.

We chose the largest pump waist that could be accommodated by the 1x2mm2
aperture of our 20-mm-long ppKTP crystal (pump beam waist: wp ∼ 150μm;
collection fiber modes: ws ∼ 80μm). While optimal for heralding efficiency,
this came at the cost of brightness, which was a factor ∼ 0.1 of the peak bright-
ness achievable for smaller waist combinations. For this geometry we determined
the loss due to single-mode fiber coupling to be less than 10%, by comparing the
heralding efficiencies obtained with the Nufern HP780 single-mode fibers used in
the experiment and multi-mode fibers.

Crossed-faced periscope

The Sagnac configuration (see Chapter 2) requires the polarization of pump (SPDC)
photons to be flipped when passing through the interferometer in the counter-
clockwise (clockwise) propagation direction. This polarization transformation can
be achieved in various ways, such as a Fresnel Rhomb, or a dual-wavelength half-
wave plate (dHWP) oriented at 45◦. Since the dHWP is necessarily a higher-order
wave plate, it consequently has a small operational wavelength range. As in the
folded sandwich source, the functionality of the wave plate is more critical at the
SPDC wavelength, where imperfect implementation of the polarization flip would
reduce the entanglement visibility, as opposed to the pump, where it affects only
the efficiency of the SPDC process. Alternatively, one could use an achromatic
NIR half-wave plate - however, while this would not affect the achievable visibil-
ity, the efficiency would be reduced, as the pump polarization would not be flipped
perfectly. The Fresnel Rhomb, on the other hand, is a bulky optical element, and
the dispersion introduced in the long internal optical path would have required
two Rhomboids to be placed before and after the nonlinear crystal, in order to
avoid which-polarization timing information due to dispersive walk-off. Instead,
we used a cross-faced periscope (P1) to flip the polarization of pump and SPDC
photons. The polarization flip introduced by a cross-faced periscope is achieved
by flipping the coordinate system and is thus independent of the wavelength. This
requires the crystal to be placed in a different plane than the polarizing beam split-
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ter. The required displacement of the beam height was achieved using an addi-
tional parallel-faced periscope (P2), which left the polarization state of the pump
and SPDC photons unchanged [256, 257]. This way the pump beam enters the
crystal with a polarization parallel to the phase-matched axis for both clockwise
and counter-clockwise propagation directions, and temporal indistinguishability
between the orthogonally-polarized signal and idler photons, which arises due to
birefringent (type-II) and dispersive (type-0) walk-off in the ppKTP crystal, is en-
sured.

Experimental setup

In the experimental setup (Fig. 7.1), a 405-nm grating-stabilized single-frequency
laser diode was coupled into a single-mode fiber, and focused to a beam waistwp ∼
150μm at the center of either a 20-mm-long type-0 or type-II ppKTP crystal. Note
that, for optimal alignment of the Sagnac loop, the entire pump power is reflected
back to the laser source. Consequently, an optical isolator (Faraday rotator with
> 50dB isolation, not depicted) was added to the fiber-coupled laser assembly, in
order to prevent unwanted feedback into the laser diode.

The crystals were mounted side-by-side on a temperature controller (TEC) and
could be exchanged using a translation stage. For the type-0 crystal the temper-
ature was set to 30◦, in order to quasi-phase match the collinear non-degenerate
type-0 SPDC process with center wavelengths of ∼784 nm (signal) and ∼839 nm
(idler). For the type-II sample the temperature was set to 35 ◦C, to phase-match a
degenerate type-II SPDC process around 810nm.

The crystals were placed at the center of a Sagnac interferometer, which con-
sisted of a dual-wavelength polarizing beam splitter cube (dPBS - anti-reflection
coated at 810nm and 405nm), two periscopes (P1,P2), and two additional beam-
steering mirrors (broadband highly reflective).

With either the type-0 or the type-II ppKTP sample placed in the pump beam,
the signal and idler photons generated in the nonlinear crystal were isolated from
the pump photons via a highly reflective dichroic mirror (DM1) and each coupled
into a Nufern 780HP single-mode fiber, using an f=18.4-mm aspheric lens.

Note that in the type-II configuration, signal and idler photons exit through
distinct exit ports of the dPBS, whereas in the type-0 configuration, SPDC from
both propagation modes is emitted back into the pump mode. Correspondingly,
in the type-0 configuration the signal and idler were split using a dichroic mirror
(DM2) with its transition edge at 810nm. The dichroic mirror (DM2) and a beam-
steering mirror (M2) were mounted on flip-mirror mounts, to facilitate switching
between the two modes of operation (after changing from one mode of operation
to the other, the output couplers required some slight re-alignment).

When the relative magnitude of the horizontally and vertically polarized pump
components are set accordingly, photon pairs are equally likely to be generated in
either clockwise or counter-clockwise emission modes, and a polarization-entangled
state of the form |Φ(φ)〉 = 1√

2

(|VλsVλi〉+ eiφ|HλsHλi〉
)

or |Ψ(φ)〉 = 1√
2

(|VλsHλi〉+ eiφ|HλsVλi〉
)
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Figure 7.1: Schematic set-up of the Sagnac interferometer: A 405-nm cw laser diode,
with its polarization-state set by combining a polarizing beam splitter (PBS), half-wave
plate (HWP) and variable-wave plate (VWP), is focused to the center of one of two ppKTP
crystals (type-0/II), placed at the center of the Sagnac loop. The Sagnac interferometer con-
sisted of a dual-wavelength polarizing beam splitter (dPBS), two periscopes (P1,P2) and
broad-band high-reflection coated mirrors. The down-converted photons traverse interfer-
ence filters (IF) and are coupled into single-mode fibers (SMF). Dichroic mirror (DM2)
and mirror (M2), mounted on flip-mirror mounts, allowed switching between type-0 and
type-II configurations. The photon pairs were detected using two SPADs and two-fold
pair-detection events were identified using a fast coincidence counting logic (&).

results for the type-0 and type-II QPM, respectively. Equal pair-emission proba-
bilities were ensured by setting the polarization of the incoming pump beam to
balance the respective coincidence rates via a half-wave plate (HWP). The relative
phase of the entangled state φ was then set by tilting a variable wave plate (VWP),
which was located in the pump path, about its optical axis. The VWP consisted of
100μm YVO4.

7.3 Experimental Performance

The signal and idler photons were detected via two fiber-coupled single-photon
avalanche detectors (SPADs) and two-photon detections were identified using an
FPGA-based AND gate with the coincidence window set to ∼4.5ns. The Bell-
state fidelity was evaluated using Eq. 2.38. For both ppKTP samples the fidelity
was assessed at low flux-rates, such that the impact of accidental coincidences on
the fidelity was negligible [182, 184, 220].
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Type-II QPM configuration

For a pump power of 1.7 mW incident on the type-II crystal, there was a broad-
band background from fluorescence. These background counts were uncorrelated
in time and lead only to background singles, but not coincidence counts. In order
to obtain a high heralding efficiency, interference filters centered at 810nm with
a 3nm FWHM passband (significantly larger than the SPDC bandwidth of ∼ 0.3
nm) were inserted into the paths of both signal and idler photons. With the in-
terference filters in place we detected a coincidence rate of Rc = 12.4kcps and
singles rates of Rs =34 kcps and Ri =31 kcps, corresponding to a detected pair
rate of 0.007 Mcps/mW and a detected spectral brightness of 0.02 Mcps/mW/nm.
Without correcting for background counts, losses, or detection inefficiency, we
measured an overall signal (idler) heralding efficiency of ηs = Rc/Ri = 0.40
(ηi = Rc/Rs = 0.37). The heralding efficiencies achieved while bi-directionally
pumping the Sagnac loop (Tab. 7.2), were approximately 10% lower than when
pumping only in the clockwise direction (Tab. 7.1), due to imperfect alignment of
the clockwise and counter-clockwise propagation modes. Note that this alignment
issue has since been resolved, and the source yields essentially the same heralding
efficiencies for bi-directional and uni-directional pumping.

The high degree of polarization entanglement was confirmed at low flux-rates,
where we measured visibilities VH/V = 99.7±0.1%, VD/A = 98.9±0.2%, VL/R =
98.9 ± 0.2%, corresponding to F= 99.4 ± 0.2%. The visibility observed for
both type-0 and type-II quasi-phase-matching configurations was remarkably sta-
ble over time (several hours under laboratory conditions).

Type-0 QPM configuration

Operating in a type-0 QPM configuration, the source is capable of significantly
higher pair rates. However, owing to the larger spectral bandwidth, clockwise and
counter-clockwise SPDC emission acquired slightly different phase characteristics
over the entire bandwidth (possibly due to group-velocity dispersion in mirrors
and dPBS). A high degree of polarization entanglement could still be achieved
by placing an interference filter (FWHM∼3.5nm) and a thin birefringent compen-
sation crystal (100μm YVO4) in the signal path. At low pair rates we obtained
VH/V = 99.7 ± 0.1%, VD/A = 98.3 ± 0.2%, VL/R = 98.4 ± 0.2%, which corre-
sponds to F= 99.1± 0.2%.

With the polarizers removed from the setup, we detected a coincidence rate of
Rc = 19 kcps and singles rates of Rs =63 kcps and Ri =62 kcps, at a pump power
of 0.03 mW, which corresponds to a normalized detected pair rate of 0.5 Mcps/mW
and a detected spectral brightness of 0.22 Mcps/mW/nm.

The heralding efficiency was lower in the type-0 configuration, since the dPBS
was specifically designed for 810nm and 405nm, and not for triple-wavelength
operation, as required for non-degenerate type-0 SPDC. The limited extinction of
the dPBS resulted in a slightly higher loss and correspondingly a lower heralding
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config. λs, λi Δλs Mcp/mW Mcp/mW/nmηs, ηi
type-0 784nm,839nm ∼2.3nm 1 0.46 0.45 , 0.35
type-
II1

810nm,810nm ∼0.3nm 0.008 0.026 0.45 , 0.39

1Spectral interference filters centered at 810nm (FWHM ∼ 3nm) were inserted,
to reduce detected singles coming from fluorescence.

Table 7.1: Performance characteristics of non-degenerate type-0 and degenerate type-II
SPDC in uni-directionally pumped Sagnac-loop. We consider the full width at half max-
imum bandwidth (FWHM) of the generated photons (Δλ), the detected pair rate per mW
of incident pump power, the spectral brightness in pairs per mW and per nm of bandwidth,
and heralding efficiencies ηs (ηi) of signal (idler) photons.

efficiency (see Tabs. 7.2 and 7.1).

7.4 Conclusions

In this chapter I reported on a bright, high-heralding-efficiency source of polarization-
entangled photons based on SPDC from a single 20-mm ppKTP crystal in a Sagnac
interferometer. In contrast to the sources presented in the previous sections, the
source was optimized with respect to heralding efficiency, which lead to non-record
pair generation rates due to the trade-off in the focusing conditions. The source
could be operated in both type-0 and type-II phase-matching configurations, by
making only minor modifications to the optical setup. The brightness and herald-
ing efficiency achieved for both configurations is compared to other state-of-the
art sources in Fig. 7.3 and Fig 7.2. As expected from the different nonlinear co-
efficients, type-0 SPDC in ppKTP was significantly more efficient than type-II,
allowing for both high brightness and heralding efficiency. However, due to losses
in the optical components (which were designed for down-converted photons at
810nm) the heralding efficiency for degenerate type-0 QPM was lower than for
non-degenerate type-0 SPDC.

A high degree of polarization entanglement could be achieved for both opera-
tions in type-0 and type-II quasi-phase-matching configurations. The emitted state
had a fidelity of more than 99% with an ideal Bell state and was stable over several
hours under laboratory conditions.

The realization of a compact Sagnac interferometer EPS, which can sustain
strong vibrations and thermal fluctuations, is the subject of an ongoing study funded
by the European Space Agency.



Table 7.2: Low-flux performance characteristics of the entangled photon source for type-
0 and type-II QPM in bi-directionally pumped configurations, with balanced clockwise
and counter-clockwise SPDC emission. All data were obtained with interference filters
in place. Type-0 SPDC is more efficient in terms of spectral brightness and normalized
pair rate, where the difference is even stronger due to the larger bandwidth. The heralding
efficiencies of signal and idler photon were higher for type-II SPDC, mainly due to losses
in the optical components that were designed for down-converted photons at 810nm.

config.1 Δλs Mcp/mW Mcp/mW/nm ηs, ηi Fidelity2

type-03 ∼2.3 nm 0.5 0.22 0.31, 0.31 99.1± 0.2%
type-II ∼0.3 nm 0.007 0.02 0.40, 0.37 99.4± 0.2%

1Polarizers removed from setup for efficiency measurements.
2Thin-film polarizers and achromatic quarter-wave plates were inserted for the
fidelity measurement.
3Compared to the configuration used in Table 1, an interference-filter centered
at 785-nm (3.5nm FWHM) was added in the signal arm.
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Figure 7.2: Average heralding efficiency
√
ηsηi, with correction for detector efficiency,

versus normalized pair-detection rate for state-of-the-art entangled photon sources based
on bulk SPDC. The green data represent heralding efficiencies obtained in the sources pre-
sented in this thesis, the red data correspond to the state of the art sources. The publications
from which the data was extracted are listed in Appendix A.
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Figure 7.3: Average heralding efficiency
√
ηsηi, without (bottom) correction for detec-

tor efficiency, versus normalized pair-detection rate for state-of-the-art entangled photon
sources based on bulk SPDC. The green data represent heralding efficiencies obtained in
the sources presented in this thesis, the red data correspond to the state of the art sources.
The publications from which the data was extracted are listed in Appendix A.
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Chapter 8

Summary and Outlook

A key challenge for the realization of quantum experiments in space and the demon-
stration of quantum communication protocols over satellite links is the develop-
ment of robust, compact, and space-proof sources of entangled photons with both
high brightness and entanglement visibility.

The fundamental aim of this thesis was to push the limits of sources of entan-
gled photons in terms of pair-generation efficiency and to control the photon pairs’
spectral and spatial characteristics. Special emphasis in the design of the entangled
photon sources was placed on using simple and rugged configurations with a com-
pact footprint, as well as using only components that can be further integrated and
are compliant with the severe requirements of space flight and operation in space.

The sources presented in this thesis were based on the process of spontaneous
parametric down-conversion (SPDC) in periodically poled potassium titanyl phos-
phate (ppKTP). In order to explore the limits of the SPDC process in terms of effi-
ciency, a sound understanding of the SPDC pair-generation process was necessary.
To this end, a detailed study of the spectral and spatial properties of photon pairs
generated via SPDC in ppKTP in both type-0 and type-II quasi-phase-matching
configurations was conducted. The main focus therein was set on the optimization
of the spectral efficiency (Chapter 3) and the fiber-coupling efficiency (Chapter 4).
The results of these studies were corroborated experimentally, and subsequently
used to achieve unprecedented efficiency in sources of entangled photons (see com-
parative Table in Appendix A).

In the course of this thesis, three highly efficient sources of polarization-entangled
photon pairs were developed and characterized:

The first source (Chapter 5) is based on a crossed-crystal (also “sandwich”)
configuration, and was developed as part of the ESA-funded EQUO project. Spe-
cial emphasis in this project was placed on maintaining a compact footprint: all
of the source components, including pump laser and driving electronics, were
mounted on a compact breadboard, which was subsequently delivered to ESA (the
hardware remained at ICFO on the basis of a loan agreement). Out of the sources
presented in this thesis, the type-0 crossed-crystal source is the most straight-
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forward to implement in terms of the alignment procedure, and is also the most
straightforward approach when it comes to further integration. The efficiency and
the quality of the entangled state, however, are limited by problems associated
with the use of two nonlinear crystals, mainly due to differences in both spectral
characteristics and efficiency that vary for distinct nonlinear crystals. Furthermore,
good temperature stabilization is critical due to the strongly temperature-dependent
spectral characteristics of the type-0 SPDC process (see Chapter 3), as well as the
temperature dependence of the phase of the entangled state. Improving the temper-
ature stability of the phase by using athermal compensation crystal configurations
needs to be the subject of further research. An alternative that is still to be char-
acterized in terms of temperature stability is a non-degenerate type-II sandwich
source.

The second source (Chapter 6) is an iteration of the EQUO source, and was
based on a novel “folded sandwich” configuration. Using knowledge acquired in
the EQUO project, we were able to implement a number of technical improve-
ments, which led to higher brightness, stability, and entanglement fidelity (>99%).

In terms of pair-generation efficiency, the folded sandwich source excels due
to the recycling of pump power and the usage of only a single nonlinear crystal.
There is no loss in efficiency when spatially overlapping SPDC emission from long
crystals as the beam waists of the pump beam driving first and second pass SPDC
emissions are both located at the center of the nonlinear crystal.

The third source (Chapter 7), based on the Sagnac-loop configuration, was
optimized to allow for the highest useful pair rates when taking into account de-
tector limitations. In order to limit detector saturation and multi-pair emissions
for a given pair rate, the source was optimized with respect to the coincidence-to-
singles ratio (heralding efficiency), which resulted in non-optimal brightness, but
led to one of the highest heralding efficiencies directly detected with silicon-based
single-photon avalanche detectors.

The efficiency of the sources developed in this thesis allows for maximal pair
rates that extend beyond the capabilities of state-of-the-art single-photon detectors.
Once the emitted pair rate becomes large compared to the electronic coincidences
window used to identify the entangled photon pairs (tc), multiple pairs emitted
within tc lead to an increased number of so-called accidental coincidences. The
minimum coincidence window in experiments is set by the detectors’ timing jitter
and timing synchronization between the receivers. Since the coherence time of the
SPDC photon pairs is small (∼ 1 ps) compared to the typical size of tc (∼ 1 ns),
these accidental coincidences stem from uncorrelated photon pairs and lead to a
decrease in two-photon entanglement visibility.

This clearly demonstrates that, in order to achieve higher bit rates in quan-
tum communications links based on SPDC, future research projects must include
further advances in detector technology, in particular the development of detectors
with high efficiency and low timing jitter, as well as schemes for clock synchroniza-
tion and path length correction from the satellite to receivers with sub-nanosecond
precision.
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Main achievements

Specific achievements in this thesis include:

• Detailed study of spectral properties of SPDC emission, and first conclusive
comparison of collinear type-0 and type-II quasi-phase-matching configura-
tions in ppKTP, pumped with either continuous-wave or free-running laser
diodes.

• Theoretical calculation of the fiber-coupling efficiency of SPDC photon pairs
generated in periodically poled nonlinear crystals, and evaluation of the ef-
fect of additional spectral filtering. The results were subsequently validated
in a series of experiments and led to an improved understanding of the theory
of SPDC with Gaussian beams.

• Development of high-brightness and high-visibility source of polarization-
entangled photons based only on space-proof components, and subsequent
delivery of EPS to ESA, thus successfully closing EQUO project (ESA/ESTEC
contract 22542/09/NL/SFe).

• Demonstration of source of polarization-entangled photons in a novel folded
sandwich configuration, and achievement of unprecedented performance with
respect to previous state of the art (see comparative table in Appendix A):

Detected spectral brightness (∼1 Mcps/mW/nm) was improved by fac-
tor > 3.

Normalized pair-detection rate (∼3 Mcps/mW) was improved by more
than an order of magnitude.

• Demonstration of a Sagnac source of polarization-entangled photons with
one of the highest symmetric heralding efficiencies directly observed using
silicon SPADs (without correction for detection loss or dark counts).

• Thanks to the performance demonstrated, the sources developed will pro-
vide an enabling tool for future experiments and collaborations, and have
already been incorporated into ongoing experiments, for example in quan-
tum nanophotonics and quantum communications.

Outlook

Many obstacles remain in the pursuit of global-scale quantum optics experiments
using ground-to-satellite, satellite-to-ground, or inter-satellite links. These include
minimizing the link loss via adaptive optics, faster drift compensation, automatic
tracking and link optimization, and improved pointing stability of transmitter and
receiver telescopes, as well as establishing and maintaining a common polariza-
tion reference frame. In terms of detection electronics, further improvements in
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timing and synchronization, accurate time-tagging, and low-timing-jitter single-
photon detection with high peak count rates are required.

Regarding the design of entangled photon sources, the main challenges to be
addressed are: further integration, improvement of mechanical and thermal sta-
bility, and implementation of remote possibilities for re-alignment, control and
performance checks.

The engineering of robust ultra-narrowband or pulsed sources (e.g., for multi-
photon experiments) and ultra-broadband sources (e.g., for clock synchronization)
will also have to be addressed in further studies.

While the developments in competing technologies for the generation of entan-
gled photon pairs (see Chapter 1) make them viable alternatives in the long term,
SPDC in bulk crystals still seems to be the primary solution for the first generation
of experiments in space. And while other EPS bulk crystal schemes may emerge
in the near future, it is highly likely that the first generation of sources of entangled
photons to deployed in space will be based on one of the schemes presented in this
thesis. One open question may concern the choice of nonlinear crystals, taking into
account a trade-off between efficiency and thermal stability.

The realization of a power-efficient prototype that can sustain the strong vi-
brations and thermal fluctuations of space flight and operation in space will be a
critical step toward the implementation of experiments with entangled photons in
space, and is the subject of both ongoing and future studies funded by the European
Space Agency.



Appendix A: State-of-the-art
polarization-entangled photon
sources
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Appendix B: SPDC Mode weights

Integrals used in derivation of the mode weights

The following integrals were used in the calculation of the SPDC mode weights in
Chapter 4:

Gaussian integral ∫ ∞

∞
xm exp(−ax2)dx =

Γ(m+ 1)/2

2a(m+1)/2
(1)

where for integer m, Γ(m) = (m− 1)!.

Integrals of sinc(x)=sin(x)/x∫ ∞

∞
sin(ax)

ax
dx =

π

a
(2)

∫ ∞

0

sin(ax2)

x2
dx =

√
aπ

2
(3)

∫ ∞

0
e−px sin(ax)

x
dx =

√
aπ

2
= tan−1 a

p
, [p > 0] (4)

Modified Bessel function I0∫ ∞

0
e−bx2

I0(ax) =
1

2b
e

a2

4b dx (5)

where the modified Bessel function is defined as:

I0(x) =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
exp(x cos(φ))dφ (6)
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Mode weights C l1l2
p1p2(Ω)

The mode amplitudes in Chapter 4 are calculated by projecting the bi-photon state
in free-space (Eq. 4.16) onto the respective target modes:

C l1l2
p1p2(Ω) =

∫
dqsdqiΦ(qs,qi,Ω)U

∗
l1p1 (qs)U

∗
l2p2 (qi) (7)

with the SPDC mode function:

Φ(qs,qi,Ω) =
Lσ̃wp√

2π
exp

(
−|qs + qi|2w2

p

4

)
sinc

( |qs − qi|2L
4k0p

− DΩL

2

)
(8)

and the mode functions of the Laguerre-Gauss target modes:

Ulp(q) =

(
w2
0p!

2π(|l|+ p)!

)1/2 (
w0ρ√
2

)|l|
Ll
p

(
ρ2w2

0

2

)

×exp

(
−ρ

2w2
0

4

)
exp

[
ilφ+

(
p−

∣∣∣∣ l2
∣∣∣∣
)
π

]
(9)

where ρ = |q| and φ are the cylindrical transverse coordinates. The function

L
|l|
p

(
ρ2w2

0/2
)

is the associated Laguerre polynomial and w0 is the beam waist.
As discussed in Chapter 3, the calculation of the coupling efficiency and spectral
characteristics of fiber-coupled SPDC photons, requires the calculation of the mode
weights for l1 = l2 = p1 = 0. These can be expressed as:

C00
0p(Ω) =

∫ ∞

0
dρ1

∫ ∞

0
dρ2ρ1ρ2LG

0
p(ρ

2
1w

2
s/2)

× exp(−ρ21(w2
p + w2

s/2)) exp(−ρ22(w2
p/4 + w2

s/4))

× 2πI0(ρ1ρ2(w
2
p + w2

s/2))sinc

(
ρ22L

4k0p
− DΩL

2

) (10)

where LG0
p(x) denote the Laguerre polynomials. The mode-weights decrease

rapidly with increasing order. Hence it was sufficient to consider only the first
few mode weights in the calculation of the single-photon spectra. The first few
Laguerre polynomials read:

LG0
0(x) = 1

LG0
1(x) = 1− x

LG0
2(x) = x2/2− 2x+ 1

LG0
3(x) = 1/6(−x3 + 9x2 − 18x+ 6)

LG0
4(x) = 1/24(x4 − 16x3 + 72x2 − 96x+ 24)

(11)
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Note that the sinc(x) function in Eq. 8 can also be replaced by the integral
representation sinc(x) =

∫ 1
−1 exp(ixt)dt. With some additional work, the ρ inte-

grations in Eq. 10 can then carried out analytically, and one arrives at an alternative
expression for the mode weights [229].
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